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ABSTRACT
A structured systems oroorainninq language for the 6 ft
microprocessor is described. The language provides an alee"
braic notation for machine-level reoister and data opera-
tions/ while incorporating most control constructs available
in block-structured hioh-level languoaes. Compile-time fa-
cilities include recursive macros, expression evaluation,
and conditional compilation. Object oroarams are relocat-
able/ and independently compiled procedures can be linked at
load-time. The resident compiler executes on a microcomput-
er system w i t ^ 1 6 K bytes of main memory.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A. MICROCOMPUTER TECHNOLOGY
Recent advances in digital circuit fabrication tech-
niques have led to general availability of low-cost dioital
computer components known as nicrocoirputer chio families.
These components include central processing units* memory
systems and associated peripherals for in out/ output, and
system timing. Taken together/ they are used to construct
inexpensive and comoact diaital computer apDlications which
revolutionize previous dioital desion practices. In addi-
tion, a wealth of new computer anplications are appearina,
rangina from intelligent terminals and instruments througn
traditional minicomputer control tasks. A survey of these
applications is found in Refs. 20 and 25
.
B. MICR0COVPUTER PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES
The remarkable advances found in microcomputer hardware
technology have not been paralleled by cor responding
software support systems.
A survey by The is [201 contains some interesting data
which indicate the state of microcomputer software as of De-
cember \°7m for the twenty-eight different microcomputer-
systems in the survey, the following software design aids
were available:
Resident Assembler .....22 of 28
Cross Assembler .26 of 28

Monitor '..14 of 26
Languages: PL/M 2 of 28
BASIC 1 of 26
FORTRAN 1 of 28
Currently* PL/M [8] is the only high level microcomputer
systems programming language. It was developed by Intel/
and is used to cross-compile programs for Intel's 8008 and
8080 processors. To achieve portability* the PL/M compiler
is written in ANSI Fortran/ and executes on larqe scale host
mac h i nes
,
Clearly* software design aids for microcomputer systems
development are primitive/ when compared with corresponding
larger machine facilities.
C. MOTIVATIONS AND OBJECTIVES OF ML80
Given the state of microcomputer software design tools*
it seemed that a resident language for microcomputer o r o -
gramminq was needed to fill the gap between PL/M and simple
assembly languages. The purpose here is to describe the
design and implementation of one such lanauage.
The goal of machine transportability was a remote possi-
bility/ since current microcomputers have different archi-
tectures* and no previous experience on transportable mi-
croprocessor lanouages was available. Thus/ the project was
oriented toward the currently ooouiar 8060 microprocessor
16/7J. The lanquage to be developed/ called ML80# would al-
low full use and control of the resources of the 8060* while
providing a convenient notation for writing clear and
9

comprehensible programs. It would ol so facilitate modular
programming* debugqina and documentation.
To attain these objectives, a survey of existing pro-
gramming languages was conducted to identify desirable ML 80
features. Particular attention was devoteo to current
software engineer ina practices* such as structured program-
ming, while retaining the advantages of machine oriented
lanquages. The basic factors which influenced the desiqn of
ML80 are investigated in the following chapter.
10

II . LANGUAGE DESIGN
A. STRUCTURED PROGRAMMING
The term "structured programming", coined by Dijkstra
[Q] t has been the object of much discussion in the oast few
years. The fundamental notion of structured program mi no is
that program reliability and readability can be improved if
systematic and disciplined methods of program development
are adopted. As W \ p t h puts it,
...[the term structured dto cramming! is the expression of
a conviction that the programmers' knowledge must not con-
sist of a bag of tricks and trade secrets, but of a gen-
eral intellectual ability to tackle orcblerrs systematical-
ly, and that particular techniques should be replaced (or
augmented) by a method. At its heart lies an attitude
rather than a recipe! the admission of the limitations of
our minds. The recoonition of these limitations can be
used to our artvantaoe,- if we carpful 1 y restrict ourselves
to writing oroarams which we can manaae intellectual-
ly. . . [21, p. 249]
Methods for composing intellectually manageable programs
are fundamental to structured proaramming: the goal is to
reduce large problems into hierarchical systems where e a c n
level can be fully understood.
Another important point is related to program reliabili-
ty. Traditional test ino methods are recognized as unsatis-
factory, and in general cannot quarantee that a program is
error free. This assurance can only be obtained by Droving
program correctness, which is a non-trivial task. One of
the notions of structured proaramming is to develop a pro-
gram and its correctness proof in parallel, level by level
in a hierachical structure, thereby ouaranteeing the
11

correctness of the final or o gram.' Correctness proofs and
program readability are easier to obtain if the programmer
restricts himself to constructions with well known proper-
ties. The unrestricted use of qoto's; for instance/ may im-
pair program clarity and reliability.
Several ideas have been associated with structured oro-
gramminn by different authors/ and a summary of the sugges-
tions found in the literature is given by Abrahams [11:
- programming by stepwise refinement/
- hierarchical program organization/ or use of levels
of aostraction as a guiding design principle?
- programming without the goto statement/
- seqmentino programs into modules that occupy less
than a page
/
- avoidance of local variables;
- proofs of prooram correctness/
- the "chiof programmer team" approach to project
organ i zat i on
.
Some rather radical attitudes have been taken on certain
of these it^ms; the elimination of goto's/ for instance/ has
become a controversial point. A summary of pros ana cons on
the goto issue is orovided by Knuth [131.
One aspect on which most authors agree/ however/ is the
need for adeauate control structures in programming
languages. This is where the principles of structured pro-
gramming have had most impact. The Fortran language/ for
instance/ has limited control constructs and reguires the
12

use of labels and qoto's for program control. For this rea-
son* and despite its computational power* Fortran is now
considered by many an inadequate language. The claim is
that in Fortran oroprams the flow of control and the logical
structure are usually hard to identify.
Accordingly* a number of attempts have been lately made
to incorporate structured features into Fortran. The usual
aoproach is to use a preprocessor to translate structured
Fortran into standard Fortran. Meissner [16] analyzes twen-
ty of these preprocessors.
The influence of structured prooramminq ideas can also
be seen in the desian of recent languages such as BLISS
(241/ which abolished the goto statement* and PASCAL (?<?}*
which provides both control and data structuring capabili-
ties.
In sumrrery* structured Programming has had a significant
impact in programming methodology: the importance of its
fundamental principles r. u s t be considered in the design of
any new programming languaoe.
B. MACHINE ORIENTED LANGUAGE DESIGN
Although the advantages of high level languages are
unquestionable/ there are occasions in which machine depen-
dent languages are required. One of such instances is when
appropriate hi oh level languages or their translators are
not available or feasible.
Despite the proliferation of hi oh level languages fl Q J *
assembly languaoes are still in use: they ore simpler to d e -
13

fine and implement* and thus are nearly always available.
However/ the expression of algorithms in assembly language
is usually time-consuming and cryotic. Errors are more
likely to occur* and may be harder to detect in assembly
listings than in hi ah level oroarams* due to the use of
mnemonic operation codes and the absence of structuring fa-
cilities tc organize programs into loaical units. Further*
all control constructs must be explicitly formulated by the
programmer* which often obscures Program logic.
To remedy this situation* many assembly languages pro-
vide macro facilities. Althouah convenient* macro capabil-
ities do not areatly enhance Drogrem structure or statement
notation* since they are simply a shorthand for certain se-
quences of instructions.
Several authors have presented assembly language designs
with built-in structuring facilities ( 5 * 1 '4 * 2 6 ] . Recently*
Popper [17J suggested the addition of suitable control
structures to Intel's 800P and 8080 assembly languages. The
lanauage designed by Popper* called S M A L * incluaes IF-THEN-
ELSE* DO-END and D0-V\HILE constructs and replaces mnemonic
operation codes by a more natural notation. The implementa-
tion of S'Vl AL consisted of a SN0B0L4 preprocessor* which
mapped the structured source program into assembly languaoe**
the assembly lanouaae program was then processed by the
standard Intel macro assembler. Thus* the idea of develop-
ing structured machine dependent languages is not new* but
merely the recognition that even when high level languages
14

are not available* some of their conveniences can be brought
to the aid of the orogrammer.
A machine dependent language* called P L 3 6 * which cap-
tured features of higher level languages and peculiarities
of the IBM/36 architecture was describea in 1968 Dy wirth
[21>). PL 36 has an ALGOL-like structure* and is defined by
a formal grammar; the implementation consisted of a compiler
written in its own languaae. The programming system is
highly efficient* since the compiler is single-oass and gen-
erates executable coae* with no need for extra assembly
language translations. The motivations for designing a
lanouage of this nature are better described in Mirth's own
words
:
...it was decided to develop a tool which would (1) allow
full use of the facilities provided by the 360 hardware*
(<?) provide convenience in writing and correct i no pro-
grams* and (3) encouraoe the user to write in a clear and
comprehensible style. f?3* p. 38]
The merits of this particular aDproach are found in the
use of sound principles of lanouage design in conjunction
with state-of-the-art compiler desian practices. Further*
the PL 360 implementation demonstrates that assemblv
languages can oe replaced by structured languages which are
both machine oriented and adeouate for proper program formu-
lation.
C. ML80 DESIGN DECISIONS
The information presented in the previous sections pro-
vides the background for the decisions affecting the ML80
lanouage design.
IS

The fundamental purpose here was to design a convenient
language for microcomputer system-level programming. Con-
trol and data structuring facilities should be included to
encourage good programming practices? while providing opera-
tional efficiency. It was further decided that the language
should be translated using a resident compiler? without the
need for cross-preprocessors or cross-compilers. In this
respect? an important constraint was the exact 8080 confi-
guration reoui red for running the compiler. Although the
8080 can access uo to 6 4 K bytes of main memory? it wns felt
that the language should be available on systems with a
minimum of 1 6 K bytes? which is a common configuration for
60 8 developmental systems.
A complete high level lanauage of the complexity of' P L /
M
could not be implemented in the time allocated for the pro-
ject? thus? it was necessary to establish priorities for the
features to be included in the language. Considering the
previous discussion? adeguate control structures became the
highest priority.
To compensate for the absence of convenient data struc-
turing capabilities? the language would provide adeguate
compile-time features? such as expression evaluation? condi-
tional compilation? and macros. Macro processing should be
an optional phase.
The language should also include load-time facilities?
such as the ability to incorporate precompiled procedures
into the object program; this implied that the compiler must
16

generate relocataole code.
Another guideline was to pattern the lanquaoe after PL/M
as much as possible* so that PL/M programmers would not face
a totally incompatible syntax while using M L 8 . In addi-
t ion» since ML80 would provide operations at the machine
level* the constructs in the language should never destroy
the contents of reaisters without a corresponding explicit
statement in the source proqram. M L 8 programs should
indeea reflect the actions performed by the machine.
It was also considered a requirement to define the
language with a formal arammar, and use systematic methods
for construction of the compiler, rather than adopt a_d hoc
implementation technioues.
ML80 was developed alono these lines. The finoi version
of KL60, along with a description of its implementation are
presented in the next chaoters. As mentioned above* ^ L 8 is
structurally similar to PL/M, while SMAl, PL360, and the C
language [10] also had some influence on the design. The
individual features derived from these lanquages are
described in Chapter V
.
17

III. LANGUAGE SPECIFICATIONS
A. AN INFORMAL DESCRIPTION OF ML80
1 . Gene ra
1
ML 8 is a lanouaqe designed to encourage structured
programming* and thus it incorporates many of the usual
features of block structured lanquaaes. In particular, the
followirg mechanisms arf provided:
- nested block structure/
- controllable scope for variables and data?
- adeauate control constructs* incluaina:
IF-THEN-ELSE,
DO-WHILE,
DO-RY,
DO-CASE,
REPEAT-UN! IL;
- procedures .
Another imcortant feature* oriented toward modular
programming* is the provision of EXTERNAL ana COMMON de-
clarations. These declarations allow program references to
code or data* respectively* generated from previous compila-
tions* thus allowing construction of procedure libraries and
data bases
.
Although the control structures of ML80 are similar
to those found in high-level languages* data manipulation
operations are provided at the machine level. All instruc-
tions available in the 8080 instruction set can be directly
18

accessed by the programmer. The notation utilized is alge-
braic* rather than the usual mnemonic operation codes em-
ployed by assembly languaaes. Nested expressions also can
be built using the basic arithmetic* logical and data
transfer operations* thus contributing to program concise-
ness and readability.
Macro processing facilities are orovided in ML 8 to
further aid formulation of complex operations using primi-
tives at the machine level. These facilities include:
- compile-time expression evaluation;
- parameterized macros;
- conditional macro expansion;
- recursi on
.
f •1 L 8 is* in fact* composed of two indecenoent
languages: M 8 * a macro oriented language* and L 8 * a
machine oriented language.
Although desianed to work in conjunction with one
another* these languages are completely independent and
self-contained. A programmer can write and run LOO programs
without any knowledge of ^80. Similarly, programs (or any
texts) containing statements in the M80 language can be in-
put to the M80 macro processor without regard tc the source
language* as described in Chapter IV.
Given the modularity of M 8 and L80* these two
languages are described in a totally independent manner* in
the following sections. Examples of oroarams written in
ML80* which incorporate statements in both languages* are
19

presented in Section III.C.
2. MPO: a macro processi ng 1 anauaae
a. Structure
M 8 is a language intended for conventional mac-
ro processing (text replacement) along with arithmetic and
logical expression evaluation.
An M80 program is any text containing or more
M80 statements* which are delimited by the bracketing sym-
bols "I" and "] ".
All M 8 statements are free-format. They can bo
placed anywhere in the source text r and occupy any number of
lines. In well formed ^80 programs the brackets always ap-
pear in matching pairs/ which can be nested in a way analo-
gous to parenthesis nesting in arithmetic expressions.
All text outside brackets is meant to be simply
reproduced without any modification, while the commands in-
side brackets are interpreted/ trigoering a macro action. A
macro action always causes the corresponding statement (in-
cluding its brackets) to be replaced by some string. i n
particular^ the replacement string may be empty.
Since M 8 is designed for both text and integer
manipulations/ its statements are centered around two basic
types oi entities: textual macros and integer macros.
Integer macros behave as integer variables in
most programming languages. In particular/ they have numer-
ic values which can be modified through assignment state-
ments and used in expression evaluation and conditional
20

statements. On the other hand, a textual macro is associat-
ed with a st ring, called its macro body. A textual macro
can also have parameters.
Every macro has a name* which is some unique
identifier (a sequence of any number of alphanumeric charac-
ters* starting with a letter - the $ sign is considered a
letter in M 8 ) . The only restriction is that macro names
must be different from the V1 8 reserved words, which are:
MACRO, INT, IF, THEN, ELSE, DEC, OCT, HEX, CHAR.
M80 adopts the same syntax as PL/M [8] for
strings? numbers and comments. For instance, ' A B C D ' denotes
the string ABCD, while 'AB^CD' represents the strina AP'CD;
07E7H, 55Q, 121 D, 000101B, 121 reoresent the numbers 07F7
hexadecimal, 55 octal * 121 decimal, 000101 binary and 12i
decimal, respectively. The leadinq digit of a hexadecimal
number must be a decimal diait, to avoid confusion with mac-
ro names. Thus* the hexadecimal number F3 is written 0F3H.
Comments are enclose- d in / * */, and are ignored
whenever they aooear as part of an M 8 statement.
M 8 macros can be created* modified and invoked
by means of the following statements:
- macro declaration?
- mac ro call;
- assignment statement;
- evaluation statement;
- conditional statement.
These statements are described in detail in the
21

following paragraohs.
b. Macro declarations
Textual macros are created using statements in
the following format:
[ MACRO <macro n a m e > <formal param 1> <formal param 2> .
... <formal param n> <macro body> 1
where <macro name>r <formal param i > , 1 < = i < = n t n > = , stand
for unioue identifiers, and <macro body> represents a
string. The statement
I MACRO C 'A=A++C' ]
defines a textual macro with name C f macro body A = A + + C , and
no formal parameters. Similarly,
[ MACRO A Rl R2 'A=At[Rl], + [R?l , -MR33' 1
creates a textual macro A, with formal parameters R 1 , R?#
and a macro body equal to the string enclosed in the single
quot es
.
Integer macros are declared using statements of
the form:
I INI <macro name 1> < macro name 2> ... <macro name n> 3
where <macro name i > , l<=i<=n» n > , are uniaue identifiers.
As an ex amp 1 e »
I INT X Y Z J
defines three integer macros X, Y, 7. The values of integer
macros are initialized to upon declaration.
Both I NT and MACRO statements evaluate to the
empty string, and thus have only the sioe effect of creating
new macros. For instance; the line
22

C0[ MACRO P '125' J ME TO THU'NT V W1E AID
evaluates to
COME TO THE AID
although it causes the creation of textual macro P and in-
teger macros V and W
.
M80 macros are organized as a stack. That is»
if more than one definition exists for a single macros then
only the most recent definition is effective. This fact is
important in the evaluation of parameterized macro calls* as
illustrated below.
c . Macro calls
After being defined* macros can be invoked by
statements which have the following syntax:
I <macro name> <actual naram 1> <actual param ?> ...
... <actual paran* n> 1
where <macro n a ^ e > is the name of some integer or textual
macro* and <actual oaram i > * 1 < r i < = n , n > = * are strings. It
is important to notice that n = for integer macros* i. e.
only textual macros can be called with actual parameters.
If the macro being called is ^n integer macro*
then the macro call is replaced in the source text by the
value of the ^ a c r o * in decimal format and with suppression
of leading zeros. If the value is negative* a minus sign is
generated. For instance* assumino that Y is an integer mac-
ro with value 6 * the line
Y(Y] TS AN [ Yl -BIT VARIABLE
will evaluate to
?'i

Yfi IS AN 8-BIT VARIABLE
Similarly/ if the value of inteoer macro X is -20, then
A=A+[ X /* THIS IS A COMMENT */ J, -CXI
yields
A=A+-Z0,--20
For textual macros/ two cases must be con-
sidered* assuming that a call to a textual macro contains m
actual parameters* end the macro beina invoked has n formal
parameters/ either "i>n on m< = n. The former case is con-
sidered an error, while the latter has the following effect:
- m temporary textual macros are created/ with macro names
<formal param 1 > , <formal pa ram 2> , . . . , <formal para™ m >
/
and macro bodies <actual param 1
>
, < a C t u a 1 param 2> , .../
<actual param m > / respecti vel yj
- the macro call is replaced by the bodv of the macro being
invoked* however/ if macro calls ^re present in this macro
body/ they are themselves evaluated before the substitution
takes place; the evaluation of macro calls embedded in a
macro bodv is performeO from left to right?
- after the replacement of the macro call is completed/ all
temporary macros are deleted.
Since the process described above is recursive/
it may be useful to illustrate the evaluation of macro calls
with some examples. Given the M 8 program
xxx 'MACRO ABC ' [B] IS THE [CJ ' ] yyy
zzztA 'NOW 'TIME'] www
execution proceeds as follows:

- the statement in the first line defines macro A, with for-
mal parameters B and C? the statement itself evaluates to
t he empt y st r i nqj
- upon recoonition of the call to macro A in the second
line/ temporary macros B and C / with macro bodies NOW and
TIME, respectively/ are createoJ
- before the body of macro A is inserted in the text/ it
must be evaluated/ since it contains calls to macros B and
c;
- the evaluation of the call to macro B is Performed accord-
ing to the same steos described above* however/ since no
parameters are involved/ and also because the body of macro
B (the string NO.'i) does not contain other macro calls/ the
net effect is to replace TBI by MOW;
- the evaluation of [C] similarly yields the string TIME;
therefore/ the exoa^aed version oi the body of macro A is
the string NOW IS THE TIME;
- the following cutout is generated:
x x xy y
y
ZZZNOW IS THE TIME www
- finally/ the temporary definitions of macros B and C are
del e ted.
As another example/ the program:
xxx [MACRO B 'MOW' J [MACRO D ' [Bl'lyyy
zzzlMACRO A ' [Dl IS THE TIME' } [A3 www
generates the same output as the previous one.
At this point it should be noticed that in M 8
25

any macro calls can be present inside any strinos. And
every M 8 statement behaves as a macro call. For instance,
xxxJMACRO X 'ARC [MACRO M 'XYZ'IOEF' ] yyy
defines a macro X such that its body contains another macro
declaration, which can be thought of as a call to a prede-
fined macro MACRO. Although XYZ is itself an individual
string, no confusion arises from it being embedded in the
body o f mac ro X
.
It should be observed, therefore, that brackets
in M 8 are also used to modify the scooe of strings. For
instance,
• ABC t MACRO M ' XY [MACRO N , U ,, V }' JDEF'
is a single string, in which two levels of embedding occur;
the innermost macro declaration associates body U'V to macro
N.
It is imoortant to notice that formal carameters
defined in a macro declaration can be activated only if they
are invoked (directly or indirectly) in the body of their
defining macro. A declaration like
[MACRO X Y 'XYZ' ]
is syntactically correct, but the formal parameter Y will
never be activated.
As previously mentioned, if a macro has more
than one definition, then the most recent one is adopted
when the macro is invoked. The consequences of this proper-
ty are illustrated by the followina example:
[MACRO B '5' JB=tB]

(MACRO C '8' JCMCJ
[MACRO ABC ' A= [R.] + [CI + tCl IB] ' 1CBJ+IC]
(A '3' '4' 1
IA »7' )
[A]
which evaluates to:
B = 5
C=8
5 + 8
A=3+4+4+3
A=7+8+8+7
A=5+8+8f 5
In the fourth line of the example above/ macro A
is called with two actual parameters? temporary definitions
for macros f3 and C are established, so these are the most
recent ones when the body of A is evaluated. After the pro-
cessing of this call is complete d, those definitions are
deleted. This accounts for the results obtained for the
calls in the last two lines. For the last liner the most
recent definitions for macros B and C are those created in
the beginning of the crogram (if these were not available/
an error condition would arise). The net effect of this
mechanism is the provision of default values for p a r a m e -
t ers
»
Some additional examples of evaluation of macro
calls are presented after the introduction of other features
of M80.
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d. Assiqnment statements
Assignment statements allow modification of the
values of integer macros? they are of the form:
[ < m a c r o name> '- <exnression> )
where <macro name> is the name of some previously declared
integer macro* and <expression> stands for any arithmetic or
logical expression involving inteqer macros and/or con-
stants.
Assignment statements always evaluate to the
empty string. For instance* the program
VAl INT Y )f Y:=25+2*3 IRIABLEt i ) - [ Y : = Y + YJ { Y]
generates the text
VARIABLE31=62
The following ocerators are available for e x ~
pression evaluation:
* / %(mod) (highest precedence)
+
<r <>
J (not )
R(and)
\(or) \\(xor) (lowest precedence)
The relational operators -r <r >r <~ t >~t <>
denote binary operations which yield the value (false) or
?55 (true)? the logical operators If &* \/ \\ are applied on
a bit by bit basis. The ooerator I is unary; a unary minus
operator ( - ) is also provided. As an example* the statement
?a

I Y := (-3>20) + 0FH&3*? ]
assigns the value 6 to inteqer macro Y.
Whenever an inteqer macro is used in expression
evaluation, an embedded assianment statement enclosed in
parentheses (instead of brackets) can be used. Embedded as-
signments are treated as expressions; the value of an embed-
ded assignment is the same as the value of the expression in
its right hand side. For instance*
I x := -(Y:=3) + (Z:=4) 1
assigns the values \ , 1 , H to inteoer macros X, Y / Z»
respect i vel v.
Parenthesis can also be used freely to alter the
precedence of arithmetic or logical operators* as in conven-
tional aloebraic notation.
Assignment statements/ as any other bracketed
M 8 statements/ can be thought of as macro calls. There-
fore/ if they are embedded in the body of a textual macro*
they are executed every time the textual macro is invoked.
For instance/ the M8 program
[INT Xlxxx
[MACRO C ' [XI [X:=X+1] / ' J yyy
[CJ [CI [C] (CI 772
generates the following out cut:
xxx
yyy
0, 1 ,2,3. zzz
The same output is generated by:
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1 1 NT X] x [MACRO TNCX ' f X : - X + 1 } ' ]xx
[MACRO C ' [X] [IMCX1 , ' ] vyv
fC] tCJ tX] riNCX] tCl zzz
e. Evaluation statements
Evaluation statements allow generation of numer-
ic values in different formats, as well as special charac-
ters/ including the brackets themselves (brackets inside
strinos always flag the presence of macro calls? therefore a
special mechanism is needed for brackets which are to be
t reat ed as text).
Evaluation statements have the followino syntax:
[ <format> <expression> ]
where <format> is any of the reserved words DEC/ OCT, HEX,
CHAR, and <exoression> is defined as for assignment state-
ment s .
The effect of DEC, OCT, HEX is to cause the re-
placement of the evaluation statement bv the value of < e x -
pression>, in decimal, octal or hexadecimal format, respec-
tively. For instance,
AB| DEC 1S + 8 1 , [HEX -1J,{INT XJIOCT ( X
:
=0FH ) + 1 1 , CD IX]
yields
AB23,0FFFFH,0C0020Q,CD15
iVhen CHAR is used, the evaluation statement is
replaced by the character whose bit pattern is eaual to the
least significant pyte of the value of <exoression>. For
instance, assuming that ASCII encooing is used in the imple-
mentation of ^ 6 , the program
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xxx [MACRO B '[CHAR 5BH] • ] yyy
222 [MACRO E • (CHAR 5DH] ' ) www
uuu IBJMACRO X • Y ' IF] vvv
yields
x x xyyy
2 2 2 W W W
uuu [MACRO X 'Y'lvvv
Also assumina the ASCII code, the effect of
[MACRO LF ' [CHAR OAH /* LIKE FEED */] ' I [LF] [LF] (LFI
is to generate three line-feed characters.
As any other ^ 8 statements/ evaluation state-
ments can be embedded in any macro bodies or actual parame-
ters. Unlike macro declarations and ass i anient statements*
they do not evaluate to the empty string (except when [CHAR
n] f where n does not correspond to a printable character, is
issued; the result in this case is uncertain),
f. Condi t i o n a 1 statements
Conditional statements are used to create dif-
ferent execution paths in an M 8 proaram? they also provide
the ability to define recursive macros, i. e. macros which
invoke themselves.
Conditional statements have the followino syn-
tax:
I IF <expression> THEN <strino 1> 3
or
t IF <exoression> THEN < string !> ELSE <string ?> )
where <exores^ion> is defined as for assignement statements,
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and <string 1>, <string ?> are strings enclosed in single
g u o t e s , and which may contain any number of well formed M 8
statements (including conditional statements).
Conditional statements cause the <expression> to
be evaluated. If the least significant bit of the result is
is 1/ then <string 1> replaces the conditional statement,
otherwise <string 2> (or the emoty string, in the case of
the IF-THEN construct) is used as the replacement string.
Of course, if macro calls (
i
v
' 8 statements) are embedded in
the reolacement string, they are evaluated before the re"
placement is performed, as for regular macro bodies. For
instance,
(IF M>3 THEN 'UN' ELSE 'BIN'JARY OPERATOR
yields the string
UNARY OPERATOR
w h i 1 e
UNT X] [IF X = THEN '**(DFC (X: =5) J tX] ** ' ELSE V7')<?9
results in
**5S**99
Use of conditional statements in the programming
of recursive textual macros is illustrated by the following
example: suppose one wishes to create n groups of asterisks*
such that the i-th group contains i asterisks, and ter-
minates with the number 2 0+i. A Possible solution would
be:
[INT N G I]
INiACRC STAR '{ I j: I»l ] ,r I F I > THtN ' MSTAR]')']
3?

(MACRO GROUP ' [IF (G:=G+1)<=N THEN
[I:=G+1] [STAR] [OEC 200+G1 (GROUP]' J' ]
Then the output correspond! n g to the calls
IN:=5] [GROUP]
[G : =01 [N:=6] [GROUP]
is:
* 201 ** 202 *** 203 **** 20a ***** 205
* 201 ** 202 *** 203 **** 204 ***** 205 ****** 206
Conditional statements can also be used for gen-
erating tailored orocrams from a general oackaae which in-
corporates different versions of routines. Selected por-
tions of code can he excluded from/ or included into* the
final product/ without the need for extensive editing in the
original p a c k a a e (usually only a small number of inteoer
macros/ used as switches/ have to be set). This technigue
is known as conditional compilation.
The above description summarizes most of the
important aspects of the M 8 lanauage. Additional details
are provided in t h
-e last sections of this chapter.
3. L80: a machine oriented lanouaae
a. Structure
According to its design oojectives/ L80 is a
language which attempts to bring adequate programming tools/
characteristic of higher level languages/ to the environment
of machine-oriented programming.
The structure of LbO is stronoly influenced by
both the PL/M language ( 8 ] and the architecture of the 6 80
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m i c roprocesso r . The influence of PL/M is easily recognized
in the control constructs and data definition statements of
L80; the dependence on the 8080 characteristics occurs most-
ly at the data manipulation level.
One of the oriainal goals of L80 was to allow
modular programming throuoh the aenerat ion of relocatable
modules which can be retrieved and linked into a single pro-
gram. Some of the constructs in the language reflect this
i dea
.
An L80 proa ram is rree-forirat » and consists of a
sequence of statements separated by semicolons/ and ter-
minated by the word EOF. Both uprer and lower case charac-
ters are recognized in L 8 / and the dollar-sign (S) is con-
sidered an alphabetic character. txceot for these conven-
tions* the syntax of identifiers* numbers, strings arid com-
ments is the same as in P L / ,v .
Identifiers can d e defined by the proorammer and
used as symbolic names for variables* constants/ and ad-
dresses of code segments. They are made up of any number of
alphanumeric characters* beoinnino with a letter. Numeric
constants can be written in decimal, hexadecimal/ octal or
binary formats? as an example/ the number 16 can be denoted
by 160 or 16, 10H, 20Q or 200/ 010000B, respectively.
Strings are enclosed in single quotes. Quotes
which are to be interpreted as part of a string are denoted
by two contiguous single quotes: , XY ,, Z ,'# for instance/
represents the strina XY'Z. Comments are enclosed in / * *//
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and fray aopear between any two basic tokens.
In addition to the symbol E F f some other upper
case identifiers are considered reserved words in L 8 ; a
complete list of these words is presented in Figure 1. Cer-
tain special characters are used as ooerators or statement
delimiters; they are summarized in Figure <?
.
The statements available in L80 can be divided
into the followina categories:
- storage declarations;
- assignment statements;
- groups;
- conditional statements;
- case statements;
- iterative statements;
- procedure declarations;
- procedure calls;
- label declarations;
- externa! declarations;
- control statements.
Each one of these cateoories is described in the following
paragraphs •
b. Storage declarations
By means of s t o r a o e declarations the programmer
can set aside memory locations for future use in a orogram.
For instance, the statement
DECLARE X(5) BYTE
defines a variable X f occupying a total of 5 bytes.
3S

AB
BC
BY
BYTE
C
CALL
CASE
COMMON
CY
D
DATA
DE H OUT
DECLARE HALT PLUS
DISABLE HL PROCEDURE
DO IF PSW
E IN PY
ELSE INITIAL REPEAT
ENABLE L RETURN
END LABEL SP
EOE M STACK
EVEN MINUS THEN
EXTERNAL NOP UNTIL
GOTO OOD WHILE
ZERO
Ficure 1 . L 8 reserved words
+ (add)
++ (adc)
- (sub)
-- (sbb)
& (and)
\ (or)
\\ Cxor)
< (ral )
<< (rlc)
> (rar)
>> ( rrc )
! (not)
U (daa)
(address)
= (ass i an
)
= = (exc hanqe )
: (label deO
: : (connoare )
; ( separator )
i ( separat o r
)
()
Figure Z. LftO special symbols
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S i m i 1 a r 1 y *
DECLARE (X,Y) BYTE
creates two variables X and Y * each one 1 bvte lono. Ini-
tial values can be assigned to variables* as in
DECLARE X BYTE INITIAL (25) , Y(3) BYTE I M I T I AL ( ' ABC • )
The above declarations are used to request
memory locations in read/write memory (RAM); assianment of
storage located in read-only memory ( R V! ) can be imposed by
the programmer with a statement such as
DECLARE X DATA( ' APCD' ,0)
In this example, X is defined as a constant (since it is to
be located in ROM)* 5 bvtes lona, and initialized to the
values enclosed in parenthesis. The length of the constant
is implicit in the declaration. Stora-ge allocated as DATA
is usually interspersed with t h *» code (executable instruc-
tions) in the object program, while BYTE storage is allocat-
ed outside the code region.
Prooerly declared variables and constants can be
referenced by their syn-bolic names. For instance* after the
dec 1 a rat i on
DECLARE (X,Y)(3) BYTE INITI AL ( ' ABCD '
)
the contents of X and Y can be referenced in the following
ways :
X or X(0): the contents of memory starting at the
first byte assigned to X
;
X ( 1 ) : the contents of memory starting at the
second byte assiqned to X;
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X(3) or Y: the contents of memory starting at the
first byte assioned to Y.
It is important to notice that the length of the referenced
location depends on the operation being performed. Addi-
tional information on this aspect is provided in the next
sec t i on
.
A special operator* dot ( . ) / is used to refer-
ence the oddressr rather than the contents/ of memory loca-
tions. In the above examDle/
.X yields the address of the first byte allocated to X,
.Y(<?) gives toe address o* the third byte of Y, and so
on
.
Since addresses are constants in L. 80 (their
value beino determined at load time)/ the following program
segment is correct:
DECLARE X(3) BYTE;
DECLARE XA DATAC.X/ .X(l), ,X(2), ,X(3));
....
Here XA is created as an arrav of pointers to the 3 elements
of X and to the first byte after X. Since addresses in the
8080 ar^ 16 bits long/ XA occupies 3 bytes.
c. Assignment statements
Assignment statements are used to alter the con-
tents of registers and memory locations? oue to the fact
that they define operations at the register level/ assign-
ment statements reflect most of the peculiarities of the
8080 architecture.
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One of the quidel ines of L 8 is that modifica-
tions of the contents of registers are always explicit in
the source orogram, i. e. the code emitted by the compiler
should not destroy the contents of any registers, even when
behind-the-scenes ODerations are oerformed.
An obvious advantage of this feature is that the
source proaram actually reflects the sequence of states as-
sumed by the machine. Another consequence is related to the
structure of L80 assignment statements: since it would be
inefficient to save ana restore registers for every assign-
ment operation, register allocation is left under prooranmer
control .
L 8 attemots to provide a convenient notation
for register operations, by means of the following conven-
t i ons :
- eight 1-byte registers (A, 8, C , D , E , H , L , M ) are avail-
able in the 8080 microprocessor; thev are denoted in L80 by
A, B, C, 0, E, H, L, M(HL), respectively;
- register pairs B and C , D and E , H and L can work as indi-
vidual 2
-
b y t e registers? these register pairs are represent-
ed in 18 by B C , D E , HL # respectively?
- operations orovided by the 8080 CPU can be classified as
binary and unary; binary operations are denoted in L80 by
t he ope ra t or s :
+ (add)
(subtract )
++ (add with carry)
^9

-- (subtract with borrow)
& (and)
\ (or)
\\ (xor)
while the unary ooerators are:
! (not)
< (rotate left through carry)
> (rotate right thro u ah carry)
<< (rotate left into carry)
>> (rotate right into carry)
U (decimal adjust)
Some examples of reoister operations in L^O can
now be given:
B = B * l; /* increment register B *
/
A = C +B; / * move C t o A , aodBto^ */
A = A + M ( HL) I / * add the contents of memory location
pointed to by HI. into A */
A = A ++ 3; /* add 3 plus the csrr/ bit to A */
A = A & OFH; / * and A with hexadecimal constant OF * /
The above program segment could also be written as:
a=c+(B=b+1),+m(hl),++3,&ofh;
As can be concluded from the example above* com-
mas are used in L8 to factor out the left hand side of as-
signments to the same register, ana also imoly that execu-
tion proceeds from left to right f with no operator pre-
cedence involve^.
Parenthesized assignment statements can be used
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whenever a register is allowed in' the right hand side of as-
signment statements; they also serve to force the seauence
of execution* as illustrated above.
The commas in the above construct are also use-
ful to prevent misconceptions about the results of opera-
tions. For instance*
A = 1 ;
A r A + A , + A ;
leaves register A with contents 4 , since it corresponds to
A = l;
A = A + A ; /* A now is 2 */
A=A+A; /* A now is 4*/
w h i 1 e
A = 1 ;
A = A + A + A; (this is syntactically incorrect in LPO)
might give the impression that A nets 3 as a final result.
The use of unary operators is shown in the exam-
ples below:
/* move C to A, complement A */
/ * move B to A* rotate A loft into the
carry bit *
/
A = >(B=B+1); /* increment B, move B to A* rotate
A right through carry */
B = (A=>>8); / * move B to A, rotate A right into carry/
move A to B *
/
Assignment statements can involve user declared
memory locations. For instance*
A = :c;
a = <<b;
*\\

DECLARE (X,Y) BYTE;
X = ( A = Y ) ;
causes the same effect as X=Y in a higher level language?
however* here it is clear that register A was used as an in-
termediary* and presently holds the value of variables X and
Y. This value can now be used* if necessary, without re-
auiring an extra load operation. The statements
DECLARE Y(2) BYTE;
Y = (H|_ = Y + 1);
cause the value of Y (2 bytes lona) to be loaded into the ML
register pair, incremented, and deposited hack into the
cells assigned to Y. Register ML remains with the new value
of Y. On the ether hand,
DECLARE Y(2) BYTE;
Y = ( A = Y + 1 ) ;
works as the previous case, excect that only the first byte
of Y is involved. Therefore, the number of bvtes affected
depends on the operation performed.
It is important to notice that the limitations
of the 8080 architecture are reflected in the semantics of
L80. For instance, the following statements, although syn-
tactically correct, are semantically incorrect, since they
cannot be executed by the machine*
B = B + 2 ; /* a valid alternative: B = B + 1 , 1
1
*
/
HL = HL - 2000; /* a valid alternative: HL = HL . + ( BC = -200() ) */
C = X + 2; / * valid alternatives: C=(A=X)tl,+l
or HL=.X; C=M(HL )+!,+! */
"2

In addition to the re'qisters used so far, L80
provides reserved woros to desianate the following elements
in the K08Q m i c roorocessor
:
lM(<number>) - input port designated by <number>
OUT(<number>) - output port designated by <number>
STACK - the toomost two bytes of the machine stack
SP - stack pointer register
CY - carry flao bit
PSW - proaram status word
The above listed elements can be used in assign-
ment statements, as the following examples demonstrate:
SP = HL - i; /* move HL to 3P, decrement S p */
STACK = HL; /* push HL into the stack */
HL = STACKtBC,+5; /* pop HL, add BC to HL, add 5 to HL */
A = IN ( 1 ) \ OFH; /* read input port 1 into A, or A
with OF hexadecimal *
/
GUT(4) = (A=X); /* load A with the contents of X,
output A into port J * /
CY=0; / * reset the carry bit */
L80 provides a limited indexing capability?
variables indexed by numeric constants can be used whenever
a non-indexed variable is allowed? dynamic indexing can be
achieved only by using register pairs PC, DE , HL as index
registers. The symbols M(BC), M(DE), M(HL) are adopted in
this case. For instance, the following statements are
cor rec t
:
X(2) = (A=Y(3)); /* A and X(2) aet the value of Y(3) */
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BC = .XC28); /* load address of X(28) into BC */
A = M ( B C ) + 15; /* load into the contents of memory
cell indexed by BC , add IS to A */
M(DE) = ( A = C
)
i /* store the contents of C into memory
location oointed to by DE * /
The 8080 CPU is able to exchange the contents of
some registers in a single machine operation. This feature
gives rise to a soecial operator in L 8 * the == (exchanae)
operator. Statements involving the exchange operator are
special cas^s of assionment statements* and can be illus-
trated by the following examples:
HL == DE / * exchanoe the contents of the
HL and DE registers *
/
HL == STACK /* exchanae the contents of hl
with the toomost stack element *
/
HL == (STACK=BC) /* push BC, then exchange HL with
the topmost stack element */
HL == (DE =BC + 1,+13 /* movo BC to DE, add 2 to DE, then
exchange the contents of HL, DE */
Additional examples of L80 assionment statements
are presented in the next sections* in conjunction with oth-
er L80 constructs,
d . Groups
Groups are sequences of statements which behave
as programs within a program. One of their properties is to
establisn scope for variables and data: an identifier de-
clared in a group is defined only within that a r o up * and
mi

cannot be referenced by statements located outside the
group.
The reserved words DO and END are used to delim-
it a grouo. For instance/ the proaram
DO;
DECLARE X BYTE;
do;
DECLARE Y BYTE;
<statement 1>;
END;
<s t at ement ?> ;
end;
EOF
contains two qtouds! since the variable Y is declared in tne
innermost aroun* it cannot be referenced by <statement d> f
which is outside that group; <statement 1> r however, can
reference both X and Y. As far as the innermost group is
concerned? Y and X are said to be local and global vsri-
ablesr resoectively.
Another property of groups is that they are con-
sidered sinqle statements* Whenever an isolated statement
is expect fj dr a group may be used. One application of this
property is related to conditional statements* whic^ are in-
troduced belcw.
e. Conditional statements
Conditional statements can be used to select
different execution oaths in a program. They are of the
as

forms '
IF <condition> THEN <st at ement
>
IF <condition> THEN <hasie statement> ELSE <statement>
where <statement> stands for any L 8 statementf and < basic
statement> is any <statement> which is not a conditional
statement. The reason for such restriction is to orevent
ambiguities which arise in statements such as
IF <cond 1> THEN IF <cond 2> THEN <st 1> ELSE <st 2>
which has two different interpretations* depending upon IF-
ELSE matching conventions. Under the syntax of 18 0/ the
above construct is always interpreted as
IF <cond 1> THEN
no;
IF <cond ?> THEN <st 1> ELSE <st 2>;
END
The alternative interpretation must be explicitly imposeo as
foil ows
:
IF <cond 1> THEN
do;
IF <cond 2> THEN <st 1>;
END
ELSE <st ?>
It should be noted that the word ELSE is never
preceded by a semicolon, since it is not the beginning of a
new statementr hut rather the continuation of the IE-THEN
part .
The <condition>r which always appears after the
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word IF, is not a logical expression as commonly used in
higher level languages, but rather a machine-dependent
Boolean entity. In the 8080 CPU, four bits are used as
flaas which are set accordinq to the result of some register
operations. These flags are called: Carry, Sign, Zero, and
Parity? their status can dp sensed in L80 programs by means
of conditional statements.
In the simplest case, the above mentioned <con-
dition> is simply one of the possible flag status:
ZERO (Zero flag on)
! ZERO (Zero flag off)
CY (Carry flaa on)
JCY (Carry flan off)
MINUS (Sign flag on)
PLUS (Sign f 1 ag off)
PY EVEN (Parity flag on)
PY ODD ( p arity flag off)
As an example, the conci t icnal statement
IF ICY THEN A=A+1 ELSE A=A-1
causes A to be incremented if the Carry flag is 0, and de-
c rement ed if it is 1
.
Usually the flag bits have to be set by some
soecific ooeration in order to assure that correct results
are obtained. For instance, to check if the contents of re-
gister A is f the prcarammer might perform a logical OP
operation on register A with itself, which causes all flaqs
to be set, and then the Zero flag can be tested. Iris may
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be accomplished by writing:
A = A \ a;
IF ZERO THEN ...
however/ a more convenient notation is available in L8 0:
IF (A = A\A) ZERO THEN ...
Constructs as the one above improve program rea-
dability? they show clearly what operations are used to set
the flans for condition test i no. Any number of statements
can be enclosed in the parenthesis, as in:
IF (A=X; ArA+B; A=A\A) ZERO THEN ...
All the prooerties of assignment statements hold/ so the
same statement could be rewritten as:
IF (A=X+B,\A) ZERO THEN ...
In many occasions o r o a r a m loaic requires the test ina of more
than a single condition in order to decide uoon the correct
execution path. L 8 allows conjunction or disjunction of
conditions by means of the & (and) and \ (or) operators.
For instance:
IF (A = C-3) ZERO & (A = D-'J) ZERO THEN HL-HL+1
causes HL to be incremented only if the contents of register
C is 3 and the contents of D is 4. The statement
IF (A=C-3) ZERO \ (ArD-3) ZERO \ (A=E-3) ZERO THEN B = B + 1
increments register R if at least one of the registers C/ 0/
E contains a 3
.
The evaluation of compound conditions as the
ones above is always performed from left to right. This im-
plies that for a disjunctive compound condition the THEN
US

part gets control as soon as an isolated condition evaluates
to truer while for conjunctive compound conditions the
statement after the ELSE is executed as soon as a false con-
dition is sensed .
A restriction on compound conditions is that the
& and \ operators cannot be intermixed at the same level; a
compound condition must be either purely conjunctive or
purely disjunctive. This eliminates questions about the re-
lative precedence of the K, and \ operators/ and in fact
does not introduce excessive restrictions/ as can be con-
cluded from the followina example:
IF (IF CA=C-3)ZER0 & (A=D-3)ZER0 THEN CY=1 ELSE CY=0) CY
\ (A=E-3)ZER0 THEN HL=HL+1
In this case H L is incremented either if E contains 3 or
both C and D contain 3.
The 8080 provides an accumulator comparison
operation which can be used in conditional statements; this
ooerat ion is denoted in L8 by the operator :: (compare)/
and gives rise to statements such as:
A::B /* compute A -8/ without disturbing either
register/ set flags according to result *
/
A: : (B = C + 1 / + 1 ) /* compute B=C+2» compare A and B */
Comparison statements can be incorporated into conditional
s t at ement s / as in
IF (a=B; A::3) plus & (A::20) minus then HL=HL+1
which causes H L to be incremented only if the contents of
register H is less than 20 and Greater than or equal to 3.
U9

Since comnarison statements are not assignments*
they cannot be factored by the comma mechanism. For i n -
st ance *
A = B + C * : : D
is not correct* since it expands to
A=6;a=a+c;a=a::D
and A:;D is not a value but rather denotes the action of
setting the machine flaos.
f . Case statements
Case statements are a specialization of condi-
tional statements? they are of the form
DO CASE <renister>;
<statement >
;
<st at ement 1 >
• • •
<s t a t ement n>
*
END
Case statements* as groups* are considered sin-
gle statements. However* they act as mult i -path switches in
the followina way: if the contents of <register> is the
value i when the case statement is entered at run time* then
only <statement i> is executed (if either i>n or i<0 then
the result cannot be predicted).
To have more than a single statement executed*
one can make use of the group construct* as in
DO CASE HL;
DO; /* case */
SO

A = A + 1 ;
B = B + 1 ;
END; /* of case */
DO; /* case 1 */
C = C+l ;
D = D + 1 ;
END; /* of case 1 */
• • •
END
Case statements are in oeneral more readable
than an eouivalent seouence of IF-THEN-ELSE statements,
q. Iterative statements
As their name implies* iterative statements are
useful in repetitive operations. These statements are
available in L 8 in two different forms:
DO <assiqnment statement 1> BY <assignment statement <?>
hHlLE <condition> ; <statement list> ; END
or
REPEAT; <statement list> ; UNTIL <conditicn>
where <statement list> is a sequence of statements seoa rated
by semicolons* and <condition> is any simole or c o rr d c u n d
condition as described for conditional statements.
The effect of the DO-BY-WHILE construct is the
f ol lowing:
- <assiqnment statement 1> is executed once? it is usually
an initial ization statement;
- <condition> is tested; if it is true then <statement list>
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is executed/ otherwise control is transferred to the state-
ment after END;
- after each execution of <statement M S t > $ <assiqnment
statement 2> is performed (usually this statement increments
or decrements a looo counter) and then the previous step
(condition test i no) is applied.
As an example^ the statement
DO R-l BY B = B+1 WHILE ( A=B-31) 1ZER0;
<st at emen t 1 i s t > ;
END
will cause the execution of <statement list> 30 times (as
lona as the contents of B is not altered inside the loon).
Some variations are possible in the above pat-
tern? for instance/ the increment part can be omitted/ as in
DO B=l WHILE (A=B-31)iZER0 K ( A = C- 1 S ) PLUS
;
<statement 1 i s t > ?
END
If both the initialisation and the increment are omitted/
then the statement becomes a simple DO-hHlLE statement.
Another possibility is illustrated by
DO BY A = A + 5 >\'HILE ( A : : 3 1 ) MINUS;
<statement list>;
END
This is useful if t n e initialization has already been ob-
tained as a consequence of some other statement.
The second kind of iterative statement/ the
RE
P
EAT- UNTIL construct/ also behaves as a sin pie statement;
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however it is not considered a croup* and consequently does
not create additional scope for identifiers. Another major
difference between REPEAT-UNTIL and DO-vJHILE is that the
former always executes <statement list> at least oncer while
the latter is able to execute no iterations at all. The
reason for this is that <conditicn> is tested at the beq in-
ning of a WHJLE looD/ and at the end of REPEAT loops.
Compound conditions can be used in REPEAT state-
ment s * as in
REPEAT;
<st at ement 1 i s t > J
UNTIL (A=A\\A;A::l)ZERO & (A::H)ZER0
In this example* the looo is repeated until the contents of
register pair HI is 0.
h. Procedure oeclarations
A good programmina technique* applicable in many
cases* is to organize a orooram as a hierarchy of smaller
units which perform specific tasks* and which can be coded
and tested independently.
Procedures are a useful tool in the programmina
of such units. A procedure is a section of code which im-
plements a certain function. It is usually invoked by other
procedures at a logically higher level.
Procedures are most useful when they are able to
handle parameters. Several techniques for parameter pass-
ing* such as call by value* call by address* call bv name*
etc. are adopted in high level languages. In a languaae
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which allows full control of the'machinei such as L 8 0/ it is
natural and efficient to pass parameters in registers. L80
obviously supports this kind of procedure^ but also provides
parameterized procedures* using the call by value modality
of parameter* pass i no,.
Procedures, as oroups/ define thpir own scope
for variables and data. Every procedure has a name, which
can be anv leqal identifier. For instance:
HEX: procedure;
/* convert the contents of A (assumed in the
ranqe 0-15) to a printable hex character */
IF (A:: 10) MINUS THEN' A=A+'0'
ELSE A=A-10,+'A';
END
defines a procedure with name HEX, and no explicit p a r a r, e -
ters (the parameter in this case is passed in register A, as
the comments reveal).
A procedure with oarameters miqht look like:
MOVRUF: PROCEDURE (SOURCE, DEST)
;
/ * move 1 <B 8 bytes fro"1 source to dest *
/
BC = (HL=S0URCE);
HL = dfst;
d = i?e;
REPEAT;
M(HU = (A = M(BC));
hl=hl+i; BC=BCH;
UNTIL. (DsD-1) ZERO;
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END MOVBUF;.
• • • •
Some points have to be clarified about this example. Param-
eters do not have to be declared in the procedure - they are
implicitly considered local variables* and are assiqned two
bytes each. The repetition of the name of the procedure
after the word END is not mandatory/ but simply a conveni-
ence to the user to imDrove orooram readability. This
feature aoplies to qroups and iterative statements as well:
the word END can always be followed by an user defined iden-
tifier/ which is treated as a comment.
A procedure can contain any statements/ includ-
ing the definition of other procedures. Control is never
transferred to a procedure as a mere consequence of sequen-
tial execution o * statements. For instance/ in the code
seamen t
:
A = A+i ;
XX: PROCEDURE;
c = c + 1
;
• • •
END XX;
B = B + 1
• • •
the next executable statement after A=AM is 8=6+1; the pro-
cedure declaration is skipped automatically. Execution of
procedures is only through call statements/ described in the
next paragraphs.
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i . Procedure calls
After being defined? procedures can be invoked
by means of call statements. Referrinq to the previous ex-
amples, the followino. statements could be issued:
A=5; CALL HEX;
DECLARE XU28) BYTE;
CALL N'OVBUFCOBOH, .X) ;
• • •
DECLARE Z(256) BYTE;
CALL MOVBUFC . 7 ( ) , . 7 ( 1 2« ) )
;
• • •
As mentioned previously/ L 8 constructs do not
destroy the contents of recisters without an explicit en-
dorsement by the programmer. This feature is somewhat hard
to reconcile with parameterized procedure calls, since
parameter passina always involves some reqister manipula-
tions. To avoid excessive save-restore overhead. L 8 actual
parameters are restricted to constants. This restriction is
easily overcome by not ina that the address of a variable is
always a constant in L 8 (since no dynamic allocation of
storaoe at run rime is provided). Therefore, if the address
of a variable is used as an actual parameter, the called
procedure nets all the information necessary to work with
the variable itself. Thus, L 8 procedures can function in a
call by address mode. This is the ret) son why formal parame-
ters are always assioned two bytes: they ara assumed to hold
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addresses/ * h i c h are 16 bits long in the 8080.
Procedure calls can be nested/ which is consid-
erably facilitated by the stack available in the 8080. The
depth of procedure call nesting is limited only by the
amount of memory allocated to the stack. This allocation is
not automatically performed in L80/ but rather it is left to
t he proor amme r
.
A procedure cannot be called before it is de-
fined/ and recursive calls are not directly supported. A
call to any absolute memory location is permitted/ however/
as i n
CALL 3FFDH
Parameter passing is not allowed in this cas^,
A peculiarity of the 8080 is the provision of
restart instructions which are 1-byte calls to absolute
memory addresses 0/ 8/ 16/ <? 4 / .../ 56. These instructions
can be invoked in L80 in the obvious way:
CALL 0;
• • •
CALl 8;
• • •
CALL 56;
• m *
The 8080 instruction set also contains special
conditional call instructions/ which are represented in L80
by statements of the form:
IF <simple condit ion> CALL ...
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These conditional statements have a slightly different syn-
tax/ since the word THEN is omitted. Compound conditions
are not permitted in this class of statements/ referred to
as conditional calls. The following are examples of condi-
tional calls:
IF (A::(R=B+1)) ZERO CALL HEX;
• • •
IF (D=E+5) PLUS CALL MOVBUF ( . X, 080H) }
• • •
The same results would be obtained with conditional state-
ments (IF-THEN) but with slightly less efficiency.
When a call statement is executed/ control is
transferred to the called procedure/ and the return address
is saved in the machine stack. The instruction addressed by
the topmost stack element gets control when a RETURN state-
ment is executed.
Procedures may contain any number of return
statements/ as dictated by program logic. A return state-
ment is always providea by L8 at the end of each procedure.
Analooous to conditional call instructions/ the
80 8 provides conditional returns. In L80/ these are denot-
ed by:
IF <simple condition> RETURN
as in
IF (A=B-3) ZERO RETURN;
IF (A=(C=C+1 )-5) PLUS RETURN;
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Compound conditions are not allowed in this class of state-
ment s .
j. Label declarations
Although the L ft control constructs presented so
far are sufficient for most proaramminq needSf there may be
occasions in which aoto's are required. Both symbolic and
absolute addresses can be used in L A in connection with
goto's. Symbolic addresses are established by means of la-
bels* which can be any user defined identifiers. For in-
stance* in the program seament
:
LOOP: A = A+i;
• • •
GOTO LOOP?
• * •
the label LOOP is associated with the address of the state-
ment A = At 1 .
If a label is to be referenced before it actual-
ly appears in the source program* it must be declared* as
in:
DECLARE LOOP LAHEL;
GOTO loop;
• • •
LOOP: A - a+i;
• » .
Labels* as any other identifiers* are subject to
scooe rules. Therefore* in the prooram
DO;
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DECLARE (LABI, LAB2) 'LABEL;
GOTO LABI;
LAR3: DO;
LABI: C = C + 1
;
LAB3: GOTO LAP?,*
END;
LABI : A = A+l;
GOTO LAB3;
LAB2: H - B+l;
end;
EOF
the sequence of execution is: A = A + 1 , C = C + 1 , B =B + 1
.
More than one one label can be defined for a
sinple address. The actual address of a label can be ob-
tained by the dot operator. Both features are illustrated
bv:
• • •
LAB?: LAB3: HL = .LAR2;
• • •
LAB4: LAB5: BC = .LAB2C3);
• • •
The first statement loads the address of L A B 2 into register
HL r while the last statement loads the address of LAB? plus
3 into BC.
Numeric labels are also allowed in 1 8 ; thev
force code to be qe nor a tea at a relative address equal to
the value of the number. For instance*
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200: A = A + l
specifies that the code emitted for A = A + 1 and its subsequent
statements heqin at address 200/ relative to the oriain of
the proqram. The reason for this address to be relative is
that L80 programs are relocatable (however, when numeric
values are used in GOTO or CALL statements* they refer to
absolute memory locations).
As for calls and returns, conditional jump in-
structions are available on the 8080. In L80 they take the
form:
IF <simple condition> GOTO ...
and can involve labels or absolute addresses, as in
IF (A::3) PLUS GOTC 3FF0H
Labels can also oe used in conjunction with call
statements. However, this is not advisable, unless return
paths are provided by the proorammer. Thus, the following
is permitted:
LOOP: A = A+l;
• • .
call loop;
goto loop;
• . .
GOTO L00PC3);
CALL L00P(5);
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HL = .L00P(6);
GOTO M(HL);
• • •
The last statement corresDonds tc another s d e c i a 1 feature of
the fl 8 : control is transferred to the instruction located
at memory location addressed by the HL reoister.
k. External declarations
The declarations examined so far apply to vari-
ables/ data and labels which belong to the current program.
It is also possible for L 8 programs to contain references
to storaoe allocated to modules generated in independent
compilations* causina retrieval of the referenced modules
and their incorporation into the current program at load
time.
At this Doint it should be mentioned that the
product of each L 8 compilation is an indepenoent module*
made up of three segments (any of which may be empty):
- a code area , containing executable coder and constants
(declared as DATA) to be located in ROM;
- an initialized data area* which contains proaram con-
stants* such as strings* and variables to which initial
values were assigned in the source program;
a work area* comprising storage assigned to non-
initialized variables.
When several modules are linked into a single
executable object program, all code areas are concatenated*
followed by the initialized data areas* and all the work
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areas. As a consequence of this serene* control could be
passed from one module to the next by mere sequential execu-
tion. This method* however, is not recommended. A better
techniaue is to transfer control from module to mooule by
means of calls or goto's. For instance* in the program seq-
uent
DECLARE (X,Y) EXTERNAL;
• • •
CALL X(.Y,2900H)
;
• • •
goto v;
...
X and Y are names of external modules* and are referenced in
two different ways. The expression • Y aives the address of
the first instruction in the code area of module Y, and is
used in the example as an argument for procedure X
.
It is also nossible to reference t^e initialized
data area of an external module, which allows intermodule
data sharing. As an example*
DECLARE Z COMMON* \\ EXTERNAL;
• • •
CALL W(.Z(3));
• • •
would pass to external procedure W the address of the fourth
byte in the initialized data area of module Z.
It must be mentioned that a module name cannot
be declared as EXTERNAL and COMMON at the same time* because
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then it is not clear to which segment external references
apply. Nevertheless* given the block structure of L80, the
problem is overcome as in the following example:
do;
DECLARE X EXTERNAL;
• • •
CALL x;
DC-
DECLARE X common;
HI. = . X(4);
END;
END
In this example* both the code area and the data area of
external module X are accessed.
1. Control statements
The 8080 provides some special instructions
which can be classified as machine control instructions.
These operations are denoted in L80 by the following
reserved words:
HALT /* stop the CPU */
NOP /* no operation */
ENABLE /* enable interrupts */
DISABLE /* disable interrupts *
/
These words can be used as regular L8U statements.
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B. THE SYNTAX OF ML60
Both W80 and L80, the macro oriented and machine orient-
ed components of the M L fl language* are defined bv recursive
grammars. These arammars are presented in the following
sections* usinq BMF notation.
1,. M ft grammar
In this section* the symbol s<identifier>r <number>*
< s t r i n g > are considered terminal qrammar symbols. The syn-
tax for these symbols is informally described in III.A.2,
The syntax of the M8 languaoe is defined as follows:
<program> ::= [ <statement> 1
! <program> [ <statement> ]
<statement> '. l - < i n t ege r . dec 1 a rat i on>
<assianment ,statement>
<eval uat ion.statement>
<macro.dec 1 a rat i on>
<mac ro . ca 1 1
>
< i f . st a t ement >
<inteoer.declaration> ::= INT <identifier>
! <inteoer.declaration> <identifier>
<assignment.statement> ::= <identifier> := <expression>
<evaluation.statement> ::= <format> <expression>
<format> : : = DEC
OCT
HEX
CHAR
<mac ro .dec 1 a r at i on> ::= <mac ro . dec 1 . head> <string>
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<macro.decl.head> ::= f A C W <identifier>
' <macro.decl.head> <identifier>
<macro.ca11> ::= <mac re .c a 11
.
head>
<macro.caH.head> : : = <identifier>
! <macro.ca11.head> <st rinq>
<if.state rPent> !:= IF <exoression> THEN < s t r i n g >
! IF <expression> THEN < s t r i n q > ELSE < s t r i n g >
<expression> ::= <1oqical.factor>
! <expression> \ <1opical.factor>
! <exoression> \\ < 1 oqi c a 1 . f ac t or>
<1 oqi ca 1 . f ac t or> : : = < 1 oq i ca 1 . seconda r v>
! <1oqical.factor> 8, <loaica1.secondary>
Ooqical .secondary> ::= <logica1.primary>
! ! <logical.primarv>
<loqica1.primary> ::- <ari th,expr>
! <arith.expr> <relation> <arith.expr>
<rel at i on> : : = = | < | > J < =
<ari th.exnr> ::= <term>
i <aritS.expr> + <term>
! <ari th.expr> - <term>
<term> ::= <primary>
<terrr. > * <primary>
<term> / <orimarv>
<term> % <primary>
<primary> :°= <identifier>
! < n u in b e r >
! " <numbe r >
> = <>
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} ( <express i on> )
! ( <ass i gnment . st at ement > )
2 . L.80 grammar
In this section^ the symbols <identifier>> <number>,
<string>r <empty> are considered terminal symbols. The syn-
tax of the first three is informally described in III. A. 3;
the symbol <empty> represents the empty string. The syntax
of the L80 language is defined as follows:
<program> ::= <st atement . 1 i st> '> EOF
<st at emen t . 1 i s t > ::= <statement>
! <statement.list> ; <statement>
<statement> ::= <bas i c . st at ement
>
! < i f . s t a t ement >
<basic.statement> : : = <dec1.statement>
<orouo>
<procedure.definition>
<return.st atement>
<cal 1 . state m e n t >
<goto. statement>
<reDeat .statement>
<control .statement>
<compare.statement>
<exchanae.statement>
<assi gnment .statement >
<label .definition> <basic.statement>
<label.definition> ::= <identifier> :
! <number> :
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<if.statement> ::= <i f ,clause> <Statement>
! <i
f
,clause> <true.oart> <statement>
! <1abel.definition> <if.statement>
<if.clause> ::= IF <coTpound.condi
t
ion> THEN
<true.part> ::= <basic.statement> ELSE
<compound.condition> : : = <and.head> <simple.condition>
! <or.head> <simnle.condi t ion>
! <s i mp 1 e . condi t i on>
<and.head> ::= < s i m p 1 e , conditio n> &
! <and.head> <simple.condition> &
<or.head> :: = <s i mpl e
.
cond i t
i
on> \
! <or.head> <simple.condition> \
<simple.condition> ' '.- ( <staterrent.list> ) <condition>
! <condition>
<condi t i on> : : = ! ZERO
ZERO
• CY
CY
PY ODD
PY EVEN
PLUS
MINUS
<decl .st atement > ::= DECLARE <dec 1 . e 1 emen t
>
! <dec 1 . st at en^ent > , <dec 1 . e 1 emen t >
<dec 1 . e 1 ement > ::= <st oraae .d*=>c 1 a rat i on>
J < i dent . soec i f
i
cat i on> <tyoe>
! <identifier> <data.list>
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<data.list> ::= <data.head> <constant> )
<dat a.head> : := DATA (
! <data.head> <constant> i
<storrTg<i .declaration> ::= <id^nt.specification> BYTE
! <bound.head> <number> ) BYTE
} <storaae.declaration> < i n i t i a 1 . 1 i s t >
<t ype> : : = LABEL
! EXTERNAL
J COMMON
< i dent. specif i cat i o n > ::= <identifier>
! <ident.list> <identifier> )
<ident .list> : : = (
! <ident.list> < identifier^ ,
<bound.head> ::= <
i
dent . spec i f i c at i on> (
<initial.list> I : = <initial.head> <constant> )
<initial.head> ::= INITIAL (
J <initia1.head> <constant> /
<proup> ::= <aroup.head> J <endinq>
< e n d i n g > : : = END
! END <i dent i f i er>
! <label.definition> < e n d i n q >
<group.head> :;= DO
DO < i
t
era t i ve .c 1 ause>
DO <case . se 1 ec
t
or>
<aroup.head> ; <stoteirent>
<i t erat i ve . c
1
ause> ::=
<initialization> BY <assignment«statement> WHILE
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<comPOund. condi t icn>
! < i n i t i a 1 i zat i on> ^HILE <compound
.
condi t i on>
< i n i t i a 1 i z a t i o n > ::= <assianment.statement>
! < e rr p t y >
<case . se 1 ec t or> ::= CASE <register>
<orocedure . de f i n i t
i
on> ::=
<proc.head> <st3tement.list> r <ending>
<proc.head> ::= <proc.name> J
\ <p^oc.narno> <formal .param.l ist> J
<proc.name> ::= < 1 abp 1 . de f i n i t i on> PROCEDURE
<forrral .param. 1 ist> : * - <forma1.param.head> <identifier> )
< forma 1 .par am
.
heod> ::= (
! < f o rma 1 . pa raro . head> < i den t i f i e r> ,
<return. statements ::= RETURN'
! IE <simp1e.condition> RETURN
<ca1 1 .st atement > ::= <call> <identifier>
! <cal1> <ac
t
ual .param . 1 i st
>
•
< c a 1 1 > < n um b e r
>
<actual. param. list> : '
- <actual.parem.head> <constant> )
< a c t u a 1 . param. h e a d > ::= <identifier> (
! <actual.param.head> <constant" i
<cal 1 > : := CALL
• IE <simple.condition> CALL
<goto . s t. at ement > ::= <qoto> <identifier>
S < a o t o > <nu^ber>
! GOTO M ( HL )
<aoto> : := GOTO
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! IF <s i mp 1 e
.
condi t i on> GOTO
<reneat . st at ement > '•:-
REPEAT ; <st at ornent . 1 i st > ; UNTIL <comDound . cond i t i on>
<cont ro 1 . s t a t ement > ::= HALT
NOP
DISABLE
ENABLE
<corrpare.statement> ::= <reoister> :: <secondarv>
<exchanqe. state m e n t > ' '. - <register> == <reaister.expression>
<assiqnment.statenient> t:= <variable,assinnment>
! <reqister.assianment>
<vari able. ass i q n m e n t > : : = <variable> ~ <register.exnression>
<reqister.exoression> ::= <reqister>
! ( < reai s t e r . ass i gnment > )
<reqister.assiqnment> i '. -
<reqister> = <prirrary> <binary.op> <secondary>
<reqister> = <unary.op> < p r i m a r y >
<reqister> = <prinary>
<register.assiqnment> / <binary.op> <secor, dary>
<prin-iary> ::= <variab1e>
! <secondary>
<seconaary> ::= <reqi st er .express i on>
! <cons t an t >
<constant> ::= <strino>
<numb c-r>
- <numbe r>
.
< \ dent i f i er>
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! .
< identifier^ ( <number> )
<reai st er>
<b i na ry ,op>
<una ry . op>
<va r i ab 1 e>
j . <st r i nq>
A ! B ! C.
M ( HL ) !
STACK ! P S W
+ i :
BC DE
CY
<< >>
= M ( BC )
M ( OF )
<identifier>
<identifier> ( < n u m b e r > )
I N ( <numbe r> )
OUT ( <number> )
M ( <constant> )
HL. SP
\\
C. PROGRAMMING EXAMPLES
Sample k' L 8 proorams are presented in this section*
which are intended to illustrate the usaqe of rr o s t language
const rue t s .
1 . A bubble sort procedure
/* A BUBBLF. SORT PROGRAM IN ML80 */
EXCH: procedure;
/* EXCHANGE THE CONTENTS OF M(BC), M(HL) */
D=(ArM(BO)
,
M(BC) = (A=M(HL) ) ;
M(HL)=0?
END EXCH;
SORT: PROCEDURE (N»VEC);
/* SORT A VECTOR OF AT MOST 255 2-bYTF ELEMENTS */
/* VEC: ADDRESS CF THE ARRAY TO BE SORTED */
/* N: ADDRESS OF THE BYTE CONTAINING NO. ELEMENTS */
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D
DO
: l ;
WHI
D =
HL =
ML
DO
/*
LE
o;
n;
= v
WHI
BC
A =
HL =
IF
'SWITCHED' FLAG:
(A=D,+0) 1 ZERO;
1 IF SORT MOT YET DONE */
/* ADD TO SET FLAGS */
ELS
E =M(H
EC; /
LE (E
= HL +
M(BC
hl + i;
(A = .M(
do; /
CA
HL
CA
D
HL
END
E HL
D ; /
* HL
= E-1 )
i , l
;
) - y
HC = B
BO—
* EXC
LL FX
= HL
LL EX
= l;
= BC
* NO. ELEMENTS TO SORT */
POTMTS TO FIRST VEC ELEMENT */
! ZERO;
/* POINT TO SUBSEQUENT ELEMENT */
(HL); /* SUBTRACT LOW ORDER BYTES
C+l; /* POINT TO HIGH ORDER BYTES
M(HL)) MINUS THEN /* REVERSED */
HANGE */
CH; /* HIGH ORDER BYTES */
- l ; bc = bc - l
;
CH; /^ LOW ORDER BYTES */
/* SORT MOT YET DONE */
; /* NEXT ELEMENT */
*/
= BC - l; /* NEXT ELEMENT */
END
end;
END SO RT;
(MACRO CR »ODH' J
[MACRO LE 'OAH' ]
[MACRO BDOS '3FFDH' )
[MACRO CPM '0' ]
PRC: PROCEDURE;
/* PRINT A CHARACTFP (ASSUMED IN REG E) */
c = ?;
CALL [BDOSJ ;
END PRC;
CRLF: PROCEDURE;
/* SEND CARRIAGE RETURN,
E = ICR] ; CALL prc;
E = [LF] ; CALL prc;
END crlf;
LINE FEED TO THE CONSOLE */
prl: procedure;
/* print a line (address of text assumed at reg hl) */
declare savehlc2) byte;
savehl = hl;
CALL CRLF;
v
C = 9;
DE = (HL = SAVEHL);
CALL [ p DOST
;
END PRL;
MAIN: /* A TEST FOR THE SOPT PROCEDURE +/
DECLARE ARRAY(31) BYTE INITI AL ( ' A AXXDDEE H flaGGHH *
,
'JJFPWWPPQQNN55J
' ) ;
DECLARE N BYTE INITIALU5);
SP = 2900H;
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hl = .array; call prl;
CALL SORK.N, .ARRAY) ;
hl = .array; call PRL;
CALL CRLF;
GOTO ICPM] ,*
EOF
2. . Multiplication and division routines
ARITH: PROCEDURE;
/* SOME BASIC ARITHMETIC FUNCTIONS */
/* USAGE: DECLARE ARITH EXTERNAL;
L = <FUNCTION NO.>;
CALL ARITH;
FUNCTIONS AVAILABLE
1
- BYTE MULTIPLICATION
2 - ADDRESS MULTIPLICATION
3 - BYTE DIVISION
H - ADDRESS DIVISION
5 - PRINT A IN HEX FOPViAT
6 - PRINT BC IN HEX FORMAT
7 - PRINT BC IN UNSIGNED DECIMAL FORMAT
8 - PRINT 6C IN SIGNED DECIMAL FORMAT
BC = C * D
HLBC = PC * DE
C = C / D ; B = C % D
BCrBC/DE; HL=BC%DE
*/
[MACRO BOOS '3FFDH' ]
(MACRO PRC CHR
[MACRO PRO CHR
[MACRO SHR PEG
[MACRO SHL REG
'E= [CHR] ; CALL PPC
'
' E = ' ' [ C H R 1 ' • ; CALL
' [REG] -( 4 = > [REG] ) '
1 [PEG] =(A = < [PEG] ) '
/a PRINT CHR */ ]
PRC
/*
/*
J
ROT
ROT
REG
REG
RIGHT
LEFT
THRU
THRU C
CY
v
*/]
BMULT: PROCEDURE;
/* BYTE MULTIPLICATION ROUTINE */
/* INPUT: C: MULTIPLIER
D: MULTIPLICAND
OUTPUT: BC: UNSIGNED 16 BIT PRODUCT
C: SIGNED 8 BIT PRODUCT */
SHR
AMULT:
B=0; /* INITIALIZE PARTIAL SUM */
E=9; /* INITIALIZE LOOP COUNTER */
/* SHIFT LOW ORDFR BYTE OF PARTIAL SUM
[SHR ' CM ;
IF (E=E-1)
A=B; /*
IF CY THEN
B=(A=>A) ;
GOTO SHR;
END BMULT;
PROCEDURE;
/* ADDRESS
BIT
*/
OF/* CY GETS LOW ORDER
ZERO /* DONE */ RETURN;
HIGH DRDFR BYTE OF PARTIAL SUM */
A=A+D; /* ADD MULTIPLICAND */
/* SHIFT HIGH ORDER BYTE OF PARTIAL SUM */
MULTIPLICATION ROUTINE */
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/* INPUT:
OUTPUT:
BC: MULTIPLIER (HIGH, LOW)
DE: MULTIPLICAND (HIGH, LOW)
HLBT: 1? BIT UNSIGNED PRODUCT
BC: 16 BIT SIGNED PRODUCT */
DECLARE I BYTE;
HL=0; /* INITIALIZE PARTIAL SUM */
I=(A=17); /* INITIALIZE LOOP COUNTER */
SHR: /* SHIFT LOW ORDER 16 BITS OF PARTIAL SU M */
[SHR 'B'l;
[shr 'cm;
IF (A=I-1) ZERO return;
I=A; /* UPDATE LOOP COUNTER */
IF CY THEN HL=HL+DE; /* ADD MULTIPLICAND */
/* SHl^T HIGH ORDER 16 BITS OF PARTIAL SUM */
[SHR '
H
f
]
;
(SHR »L'J ;
GOTO SHR;
END AMULT;
BDIV: PROCEDURE;
/* BYTE DIVISION ROUTINE
/*
*/
INPUT: C: DIVIDEND
D: DIVISOR
OUTPUT: C: QUOTIENT
D: DIVISOR
B: REMAINDER */
/* INITIALIZE */
B = 0;
l = 8; /* loop counter */
repeat;
/* SHIFT REM,GUOT LEFT */
CY = 0;
(SHL 'CM ;
ISHL 'B'l
;
/* SUBTRACT DIVISOR */
if (a = 6-l>) plus then
do;
b = a; /* update b */
C = ( A = C\ 1 ) ; /* SET BIT OF QUOTIENT */
END;
UNTIL (L=L-1) ZERO?
END BDIV;
ADIV: PROCEDURE;
/* ADDRESS
/* INPUT:
OUTPUT:
DIVISION POUT INF */
BC
DE
BC
DE
HL
DIVIDEND
DIVISOR
QUOTIENT
DIVISOR
REMAINDER
(HIGH, LOW)
(HIGH, LOW)
*/
DECLARE N BYTE;
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HL
DO N =
/*
CY
IS
(S
IS
IS
/*
IF
o;
CArl
SHI
=
HL '
HL '
HL '
HL '
SUR
( L
THE
SF HFL
END;
END ADIV;
) ry N=(A=N+1 ) WHILE
FT R£v,Q(jOT LEFT */
C)
;
b«j;
l'i ;
H»]
tract divisor */
=(a=l-e); h=ca=h--d)
N C=(A=C\1 ) /* SET
L=HL+DE; /* RESTORE
(a = n; a:: 17) izero;
) PLUS
BIT OF
*/
QUOTIENT */
shra: procedure;
/* SHIFT A RIGHT L BITS */
REPEAT;
CY = o;
A = >A;
UNTIL (L=L-1) ZERO;
END SnRA;
PPC: PROCEDURE;
/* PRINT A
C = 2;
CALL f^DOSI
END PRC;
CHARACTER (ASSUMED IN REG E) */
PRAH: PROCEDURE;
/* PRINT VALUE OF A (ASSUMED IN THE RANGE 0-15)
AS A HEXADECIMAL CHARACTER */
IF (A:: 10) MINUS then AzA+»o'
ELSE A=A-10,+ ' A
•
;
[PRC ' A']
;
end prah;
PRINTSA: PROCEDURE;
/* PRINT 2 HEX CHARS REPRESENTING THE VALUE OF A */
stack = psw; /*
L=a; call shra; /*
CALL PRAH; /*
PSW = STACK; /*
A = A % OFH; /*
CALL PRAH; /*
END PRINTS A;
SAVE A */
GET HIGH NIBBLE */
PRINT HIGH NTRBLE */
RESTORE A */
GET LOW NIBBLE */
PRINT LOW NIBBLE */
PRINTSBC: PROCEDURE;
/* PRINT 4 HEX CHARS REPRESENTING THE
STACK = BC; /* SAVE 5C */
A = B; CALL PRINTSA;
BC = STACK; /* RESTORE BC */
A = C; CALL PRINTSA;
END PR I NT SBC-
VALUE OF BC */
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PROHL: PROCEDURE;
/* PRINT VALUE OF HL IN UNSIGNED DECIMAL FORMAT,
SUPPRESSING LEADING ZEROS */
DECLARE (Q,$HLH2) BYTF, PRZ BYTE;
$hl=hl; /* SAVE HL */
Q=(HL= 10000);
prz=(a = a\\a) ; /* prz = 0: do not print zeros */
repeat;
/* divide hl by q */
bc=(hl=shl); de=(hl=q); call adiv;
$hl=hl; /* save re m ainder */
if (a = c+0) !7ero /* quotient is not zero */
\ (A=PRZ+0) iZERO THEN
DO; /* PRINT QUOTIENT */
a=c; CALL PR ah;
PRZ=(A=1); /* STOP SUPPRESSING ZEROS */
END;
/* DIVIDE Q BY 10 */
BC=(HL=0); DE=10; CALL ADJV; Q=(HL=RC);
UNTIL (A = Q; A::n ZERO;
HL=SHL; /* LAST REMAINDER */
A=L; CALL PRAM;
END prdhl;
/* MAIN: SELECT THE ADEQUATE FUNCTION */
H=0; L=L-l;
DO CASE hl;
/* 1 */ CALL
*/ CALL
*/ CALL
*/ CALL
*/ CALL
*/ CALL
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
PMui.T
;
A MULT;
rdiv;
A D I v
;
P R I N T $ A ;
PRINT$RC;
*/ DO;
HL=BC; CALL PRDHL;
end;
/* 8 */ do;
IF (A=B+0) MINUS THEN /* RC<0 */
DO;
STACK=8C;
rpRO •-•)
;
bc=stack;
L=(A=0-C); H=(A=0~-B);
END
ELSE HL=BC;
CALL prdhl;
end;
END; /* CASE */
END ARITH;
EOF
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3 . Usaoe of external procedures
'
/* TEST PROGRAM FOR ARITH PROCEDURES */
(MACRO CPM '0' ]
[MACRO BOOS '3FFDH' ]
(MACRO CR 'ODH' 1
(MACRO LF 'OAH' 1
(MACRO PRC CHR 'E=[CHRJ; CALL PRC ' ]
[MACRO PRO CHR • E= • * ICHR1 ' • ; CALL PRC 1
[MACRO PRV VAR • BC= (HL= I VAR] ) ; L = 8; CALL ARITH' ]
PRC: PROCEDURE;
/* PRINT A CHARACTER (ASSUMED IN REG E) */
C=2; CALL [RDOS]
;
END PRC;
CRLF: PROCEDURE;
/* CARRIAGE
(PRC ' (CR) '
(PRC ' (LF) '
END CRLF;
RETURN,
] ;
] ;
LINE FEED */
/* MAIN
DE
DE
SP
DO
EN
CA
GO
: */
CLAN
CLAR
= ?90
X = (
/*
BC =
1-2
CAL
(PR
(PR
[PR
IPP
[PR
D;
LL C
TO [
E ARI
E (x,
oh;
HL = -5
TEST
CHL = X
; CAL
L CRL
V 'X '
Q ' * '
V • Y'
' =
'
V '2 '
th external;
ZM21 BYTE, Y(?) RYTE INITIAL (-9);
0) by x=(hl =x+ (pc=10) ) while (a=x-100) jzero;
address multiplication */
); de=(Hl=y + i, + d; y=hl;
l arith; z=(HL=BC);
f;
l ;
] ;
] 7
) ;
] ;
RLF;
cpm] ;
EOF
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IV. LANGUAGE IMPLEMENTATION
A. ORGANIZATION OF THE LANGUAGE PROCESSORS
1. Parser Generation
One of the a
d
vantages of usino. a formal arammar to
define a orogrammino 1 a n q u a a e is the Possibility of mechani-
cal ly generating a Parser to recoonize programs written in
that lanouaqe. Thp Darser in this case is a table driven
pushdown automaton, which assumes a seouence of states while
scanninq the source nronram, and eventually enters a final
state that indicates whether the inout is well formed ac-
cording to the underlying arammar. A parser of this kind
can also be used as a transducer, by associatino some ac-
tion, usually the emission of a string, with each parser
move .
Of course, not every arammar is suitable for au-
tomatic parser generation. In the design of a languaoe,
much time may be spent in manipulating its grammar so that
it fits a category for which a parser can be generated
(15) .
A large class of context-free lanaueges can be
described by LR(k) qrammars (121. LR(k) parsers belonn to
the general class of shift-reduce parsing algorithms, whose
operation can be characterized as follows: the input stream
is scanned from left to right, and the symbols encountered
are shifted into a pushdown stack, until the riaht hand side
(also called a handle) of a production is formed at the top
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of the stack? a reduction is then aoplied (i. e . the handle
is replaced b v the left hand side of the production), and
the parsing proceeds. These steps are repeated until an er-
ror is detected or the entire incut is successfully scanned.
L R ( k ) parsers base their decisions on the next k in-
put symbols, and all the information previously accumulated
on the parse stack. The general algorithms for parser gen-
eration under these conditions lead to extremely large
tables. However, special techniques have been developed to
generate practical parsers for more restrictive, but still
useful, cases. SLR (simple L R ) and L A L R (look-ahead L R ) are
two examples of these methods. Their descriptions and
theoretical foundations can be found in Aho and Ullman (31.
The parsing generation scheme adopted in the N'LPO
implementation was based on Y^CC (Yet Another Compiler-
Compiler) 1 9 ] , a oroaram available on PDP-11 computers under
the UNIX time-sharinc system. YACC implements an L A L R ( 1
)
parser Generator; since k=l, only one input symbol is used
for the parsing decisions. The inner workings of LR(1)
parsers and the algorithms used for their generation are
described in detail in Aho and Johnson [ 2 J • The basic types
of actions performed by an L R ( i ) parser are:
- shift: advance to next input symbol? push another state
number onto the parse stack?
- reduce: pop from the parse stack a number of states egual
to the number of elements in the handle of the production
applied, an then push another state onto the stack;
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- accept: the input is considered well formed?
- error! a syntactic error was detected.
The main output from YACC consists of tables, to be
interpreted by one of its own library routines. Since the
ML 80 system was to execute on the 8080, the parser tables
interpreter had to be rewritten. To facilitate grammar
modifications it was decided to transfer parser tables
directly from the PDP-11 to the 8080; the physical connec-
tion between the two computers and an interface proqram were
implemented for this purpose.
2 . Svstem oraan i zat ion
As previously rnentioned, a fundamental goal was to
implement the ML80 languaqe on an 8080 installation with 1 b K
bytes of main memory, since this is representative of many
microcomputer developmental systems. From the beginnina it
was anparent that this limited memory snace woulo rule out a
single phase compiler. However, another extremely desir-
able, but conflicting goal was to have code oenerated in a
single oass, to soeed the compilation process.
The compiler operatino environment also affected the
overall system organization. Since the CP/M [11] operatino
system was already available on the 8080 installation to be
used for the project, it was the natural choice. CP/M is a
comprehensive supervisory system, providing a number of
standard I/O functions, a named file system, text editor,
dynamic depuager and other utility programs. The file sys-
tem is maintained on diskettes (floooy disks) with the a o -
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proximate caoaci ty of 2 5 6 K bytes each. Two diskette drives
were available for the project.
The only systems language available under C P / M was
the 8080 macro-assembler. Programs written in PL/*'', Intel's
microcomputer high level language, althouah able to execute
under CP/M, had to be c ross-como i 1 ed on a larger system,
such as S/360. Due to the limited time available for com-
pletion of the project , and also because C P /M itself is
mostly written in PL/M, it was decided that the ML80 com-
piler should be implemented usino PL/M,
C P / M takes about 4 K bytes of main memory? therefore
the compiler would have to operate in 12K bytes. A signifi"
cant oortion of this space would be commited to the parser
tables generated by the YACC p r o o r a m (about ^ K and IK bytes
for the L 8 and M8 grammars, resDectively).
Due to the fact that M8 , the macro- oriented com-
ponent of M L 8 , is a self-contained lanauaoe, it was decided
that macro processing should be a separate phase. An advan-
tage of this approach is that the macro processor can be
used on programs written in other lanouages. Further, a
large m e m o r v ares is then available for strinos, macro de-
finitions, and other variable length data, as well as space
for stacks to be used in recursive macro calls.
An experimental version of the L80 compiler as a
single program was implemented on the PDP-11/ 5 system.
This version was written in C, a language used for applica-
tions and systems orogrammina under the UNIX [18] operating
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system, and took approximately 30K bytes of main storage.
Although the size of the C version of the L80 compiler could
only be taken as a rough indication of the size of a
corresponding program in P L / M , it became evident that a sin-
gle program would not be feasible. The guest ion then arised
of how to decompose the L80 compiler into phases occupying
less than 1 <? K bytes.
One possiole approach would be to use overlay tech-
niques; this was deemed inefficient* since the major com-
ponents of the compiler* namely the lexical analyzer, the
oarser and the code generation routines, work in an inter-
dependent manner; the frequent swapping of these code sea-
ments during a compilation would result in excessive over-
head. The alternative solution, then, was to divide the
compilation process into sequential phases.
In aeneral r multiple pass compilation involves prel-
iminary translation of source programs into some form of
intermediate language. The languages commonly used for this
purpose are Polish notation, triples or Quadruples. In the
L ft case, however, which had been designed to generate coae
as the parsino proceeds, another approach was adopted. It
was observed that to each source nrogram corresponds a
unique sequence of parsing actions (in the case of an LR(k)
parser, each action is either shift, reduce, error or ac-
cept)? therefore, an unambiouous intermediate languaqe would
be precisely the sequence of actions performed in the pars-
ing of a program. This led to a natural division of the
8 3

compiler in two phases: lexical and syntactic analysis* and
code generation. In the POP version* these phases operated
concurrently* while in the 8080 version they would operate
sequentially* that is* the code generation program would
reproduce all actions performed by the parser* on a subse-
quent memory load.
A final aspect to be considered was related to the
linkage editina of compiled modules. One of the project
goals was the generation of relocatable code. This implied
that a linkage editor should be developed* which would be an
independent proaram* operatino on the named file system sup-
ported by CP/M.
The following scheme was then adopted for the
resident ML 80 compiler: the system is composed of four
modu 1 es * name 1
v
- M 8 1 J interpreter for the M 8 language*
- L 8 1 : parser for L8 programs;
- L82: code generator?
- L83: linkage editor.
These modules communicate amona themselves by means of C P / ^
files.
The general ooerating procedure for the system can
be described as follows:
- the M81 macro processor is used to transform a source M L 8
program into a version containing only L80 statements*
- the output from N1 8 1 (or any program directly written in
L 8 ) is submitted to L 8 1 * which performs th? lexical and
8 a

syntactic phases of the compilation process? the output of
Lfll consists of two files: one is a list of all the steps
follower) while parsinq the input text; the other contains a
list of all the symbols (identifiers and strings) defined in
the source program;
- if no errors occurred in the previous phases* L 8 2 is in-
voked; all the information it needs to translate the origi-
nal source Drogram into executable c o o" e is contained in the
two files created by L81. The output of L82 is a relocat-
able module* made up of three files: one contains the i^aqe
of the object oroqram code area* the second one comprises
proaram constants and initialized areas* and the last one is
a relocation table to be used at load time* error messages
also can occur at this staoe* since the source proaram may
contain semantic errors?
- after successful compilation* i h e output of L 8 2 and the
symbol list file generated hv L 8 1 are keot in the file sys-
tem* as parts of a relocatable library. L 8 3 then can be in-
voked to extract these modules and link them into a single
executable object proqrarn* to be loaded at any oriqin as-
signed by the operator. L83 automatically resolves external
references oresent in each module? its output is the memory
imaoe of the executable object program* and* if required* a
cross reference list of all symbols in the source modules
and their final storaqe locations.
RS

B. COMPILER IMPLEMENTATION
1. Data structures
a. L 8 1 data structures
As previously mentioned, L 8 1 , the first phase of
the L 8 compiler/ is responsible for the following tasks:
- lexical analysis, resulting in a list of all symbols de-
fined in the source proaram;
- syntactic analysis, and generation of a file containina
the sequence of actions performed in the parsing process.
The L R ( 1 ) parsinq mechanism provided by the YACC
program reguires a parse stock, where the parser states are
maintained, along with a set of tables containina the infor-
mation necessary for the oarsino decisions. Additional
stacks are used in parallel with the parse stack; they con-
tain information related to the actual translation of the
source program, such as pointers into auxiliary tables,
values of numeric tokens, ana temporary values used in
reductions. Given the multi-nhase oroanizaticn of the L8
compiler, these stacks are manipulated in LS2 , which is the
code generating module. 1.81 therefore works with only one
parse stack.
Each time the parse stack is altered as a conse-
quence of a shift or reduce action, this fact is communicat-
ed to L 8 2 in the form of a field written to the parser ac-
tions file. This record contains the type of action and
some complementary infer mation needed by L 8 <? to execute the
semantic function associated with the particular* parse
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step. For instance/ when the parser decides to shift an
identifier^ a logical record is emitted containing a code
representing the shift action and a value which is a pointer
to the identifier in the symbols file.
The contents of the symbols file is held in
memory while the oarsinq proceeds/ and dumped onto disk at
the end of the process. The symbols file is built by the
lexical analyzer/ which is responsible for identifying the
basic tokens in the source proa ram, such as reserved words/
identifiers/ strings/ numbers* special characters and com-
ments. Symbols never appear twice in this list; this im-
plies that whenever <^n identifier or string is detected/ the
symbol list is searched to deter mine whether it already con-
tains that symbol. To sneea up this process/ a hash coding
technique is adopted.
Summarizing, L81 reaui res the following data
structures to perform its functions:
- parser tables;
- parse stack;
- symbol list;
- hash table.
The parser tables are implemented as 16-bit vec-
tor's, Six tables are reguired to drive an L R ( 1 ) parser
under the YACC scheme; the tables/ and their respective con-
tents/ are a i v e n below:
- the parser actions table (LRAC7) lists the possible ac-
tions as a function of the current input symbol/ for each
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parser state;
- the actions pointers table (LRPACT) holds pointers to
state sub-tables within t^ACT, for each parser state;
- the first reduction table C L RR 1 ) gives the internal number
of the left-hand side of each production in the grammar;
- the second reduction table ( L R R 2 ) lists the number of ele-
ments in the ripht-hana side of each production in the aram-
ma r
;
- the goto function table (LRGO) gives the next parser state
after each reduction* as a function of the previous state
and the left hand side of the production applied;
- the goto pointers table ( L R PG ) holds pointers to entries
in LRGO/ for each non-terminal symbol obtainable through a
reduction.
The parse stack (
P
STACK) is used to hold parser
state numbers/ where the current state is aiven by the top-
most stack element. The use of the parse stack in conjunc-
tion with the above tables is described in Section I V • B . 3
.
The svmbol list (SYMLIST) is a character array
where strings and identifiers are kept. No limit is imposed
by the L80 language on the length of user-defined symbols/
and thus the entries in SY^LIST are variaole length. The
end of each entry is marked by an end-of-symbol character (a
zero byte).
Each different symbol in the source program/ ir-
respective of scope or redeclarations/ appears exactly once
in the symbol list. A hash c o ri o is computed for each, entry
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in SYMLIST; entries with same hash code are organized as
linked lists. Pointers to each one of these lists are kept
in a hash table (HASHTAB). The link Held for each symbol
in SYMLIST is keot in the two bytes immediately to the left
of the symbol? therefore, if a symbol starts at SYMLIST(I),
the Dointer to the previous symbol with same hash code is
stored in SYMLISTd-2) and SYMLIST ( 1-1 )
.
At the beginning of a compilation, SYMLIST con-
tains only L80 reservco words, which are also stored accord-
ing to the above scheme. Reserved words, however, also re-
auire their internal numbers, to be used in connection with
the parser tables. These numbers are assianed by YACC dur-
ing the table generation phase, and are always greater than
2b 6 for reserved words longer than one character (the inter-
nal number for a sinole character reserved word is the value
of its ASCII representation).
Multicharacter reserved words and their resoec-
tive internal numbers are stored as follows. If a reserved
word starts at SYMLIST(I), then its internal number, minus
256, is at SY MLIST(I-3). Reserved words with only one char-
acter are not maintained in the symbol list:, but instead are
directly recoonized by the lexical analyzer.
It must be noted that the portion of SYMLIST
containina reserved words is not passed from L81 to L 8 2
,
since the only role of these tokens is to cause recognition
of the languaae constructs, which is conveyed by the pars-
ing actions themselves.
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b. 182 data structures
Given the source program symbol list and the
parser actions file/ L 8 2 translates this information into
machine code. N"ore specifically/ L82 generates the follow-
ing outout:
- code area file/ contain inq executable instructions?
- initialized data area file/ with an image of the initial-
ized storage area allocated to the source proaram;
- relocation table file/ containing pointers to those ad-
dress fields in the previous two files which must be relo-
cated at load time.
As previously mentioned/ «_ B C relocatable pro-
grams are made ud of three segments: a code area/ an ini-
tialized data area/ and an uninitialized data area. Only
the first two segments are outout by L82 since the contents
of the unitialized data area is irrelevant.
The parser actions file drives the LB? parser in
reducing the source program according to the arammar rules.
Although a parse stack is not maintained in L 8 ? , parallel
stacks containing semantic information are manipulated, as
if they were synchronized with the parse stack of L 8 1
.
The symbol list created by L 8 1 is, as the name
implies/ a simple list of the tokens found in the source
program. However, the code Generation routines reouire ad-
ditional information about these symbols. This information
is organized by L 8 2 in a separate symbol table. Due to the
block structure of the I_8 languaoe/ this table works as a
QO

stack: when a group is entered* declarations inside the
qroup cause new entries to be pushed into the symbol table?
these entries become the effective definitions for the
corresponding symbols, and supersede any existing defini-
tions for these symbols. When a group terminates* these en-
tries are removed* there by reactivating the previous defini-
t i ons .
Given the above scheme* it is necessary to save
the current symbol table top pointer each time a new group
is entered. Another stack* called the block level stack* is
used for this purpose.
Another aspect to be considered is the genera-
tion of code involving references to symbols whose a
d
dress
is not yet defined. This happens* for instance* in the case
of forward branches. Unresolved references are recorded in
a table* and remain there until the address of the refer-
enced symbol is determined. This table* called the reloca-
tion table* is also used as a temporary buffer for addresses
which have to be relocated.
The following data structures are then utilized
by L82:
- semantic stacks*
- svmbo 1 list;
- symbo 1 table*
- bl ock level stack;
- relocation table.
The format and content of these structures are described in
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detail below.
Three semantic stacks are used: the handle
stack (PSH), and two auxiliary stacks (PSX, PSY). Entries
in PSH and PSY are 16-bit wordsr while PSX is a byte array.
The information maintained in these stacks varies according
to the current handle. Tyoicallv/ stack entries contain
such information as pointers to other tables/ and temporary
information aenerated in reductions. Additional details are
presented in Section I V • B
.
U •
The symbol list (SYN^UST) is essentially the
same as for L81 f except that it does not contain reserved
words/ as mentioned above.
Since the variable lenoth information about
source program symbols (the symbols themselves) is stored in
SYMLIST, the symbol table (SYMTAB) is a structure with fixed
length entries. Each entry consists of the following
f i el ds :
- symbol type ( S T Y P E / '4 bits)/ giving the type of the entry
(label/ procedure/ external/ etc.);
- symbol base ( S B A SE / U b i * s ) / which holds the name of the
segment (code area/ work area/ etc.) in which the symbol was
al 1 ocat ed
;
- symbol displacement (SOISPL/ 16 bits)/ giving the relative
address of the symbol witMn segment SPASE;
- symbol link (SLINK/ F bits)/ which is a pointer to the
previous entry in S Y v T A 3 with same name as the current sym-
bol ;
9?

- symbol atribute (SATR/ 16 bits)* containing additional in-
formation about the symbol/ deppnding on its tyoe/
- symbol name pointer (SNA ME, 16 bits), which is a pointer
to the correspond inq symbol in SYMLIST.
The block level stack/ as previously mentioned/
is used to save the status of S Y M T A B each time a new scope
region is entered. In L 8 , non- initialized variables be-
longing to independent blocks at the same level share memory
locations. This allocation scheme conserves memory space in
the case of source programs made up cf several parallel
blocks in which local variables are declared. To implement
this mechanism, a second stack is needed in conjunction with
the block level stack. The total structure then becomes:
- block level stack (BLSTACK, 8 bits)/ which is a save area
for the SYMTAB too pointer;
- work area pointer stack (
W
ATTACK, 16 bits)/ which is used
to save tue work area location counter.
The relocation table (PELTAB) is used to store
information about unresolved relocatable memory references,
Entries in R E L T A B are fixed length/ and comprise the follow-
i ng i t ems
:
- reference segment ( R 5 E G / 4 bits)/ which holds the name of
the segment containino the reference to be relocate d
;
- reference location (RLOC/ 16 bits)/ giving the relative
address of a relocatable reference within seament R S E ;
- referenced base (RRASF, U bits)/ containing the name of
the referenced segment;
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- referenced displacement ( R D I S P L / 16 bits)/ which holds the
relative address of the referenced location within segment
rbase;
- external reference pointer (REXT, 16 bits)* which is a
pointer to the name of an external module in SY^LIST.
In order to conserve spacer as soon as an entry
is resolved it is dumped by LB? onto the relocation table
file? therefore/ only unresolved references are kept in
memo ry
.
2 . Lexical analysis
The lexical analyzer in L B 1 is responsible for get"
ting and identifying input tokens. This routine ( L R L E X ) is
invoked repeatedly by the parser during the syntactic
analysis of a source program. to hen called/ L R L E X scans the
source program for the next input symbol/ and returns to the
parser the type of the token detected along with some quali-
fying information.
The basic types of tokens recognized by LRLEX and
their respective qualifying data are:
- reserved woros/ identified by their internal numbers?
- identifiers/ associated with pointers to their correspond-
ing entries in SYVLIST;
- numbers/ represented by their binary values?
- strings/ identified by pointers to their corresponding en-
tries in SYMLIST;
- end-cf-file.
Rather than scanning the input directly/ L^LEX in-
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vokes a lower level routine (GETTOKFN)* which automatically
skips comments* and usually returns a complete token, such
as a number* a special character* or a short identifier.
Long identifiers and strings are transmitted from GETTOKEKi
to LRLEX in blocks of about 30 characters; LRLEX is respon-
sible for accumulating these symbols in S Y M L I S T * and also
for the table lookuo required for identifiers and strings.
The recognition of reserved words is performed hy
L R I E X * GF TTOKEN treats reserved words as regular identif-
iers.
Some special operators in the L ft lonauage are made
ud of two characters* such as + + or <<. Since YACC does not
process multicharacter special terminals in the same way as
alphabetic reserved words* the internal numbers of special
terminals cannot be obtained in a systematic fashion* but
rather must be handled separately* This is most convenient-
ly done at the lexical level*
The recognition of double ooerators is simplified by
the fact that GETTOKFN looks ahead one extra character in
the input stream* and therefore can base its decisions on
two characters at a time. This scheme is also useful for
comments* which are enclosed in the double separators /* * /
*
and in the identification of numbers and strings.
3 . Syntactic analysis
The syntactic analysis process is driven by the
tables mentioned in Section IV.R.l. The use of these tables
is now describe d for each type of parser action.
<>5

The LRACT table contains the basic information about
the possible actions in a qiven state. The entries in LRACT
are 16- bit words* and have the followinq format (in hexade-
cimal notation):
1 x x x : if the inout symbol is x x x * then execute action
contained in the next entry* otherwise skip it;
2sss: shift state sss into the oarse stack* get next
i nput symbo 1 *
3ppo! reduce by oroduction ppp;
4000: accept the source Droaraml
0000: error .
For instance* if the the entries for the current state are:
1007*2009*
1009, 3006*
1008,3007*
3005
then the oarser will perform the following actions:
"if input is symbol 7 then shift state 9 ; else
if input is symbol 9 then reduce by production 6 ; else
if input is symbol 8 then reduce by production 7* else
reduce by production 5".
When a shift is performed* a new state is pushed
into the carse stack; the actions corresponding to this
state are obtained from LRACT* and are used to determine the
next carse stec.
When a reduction by some production p occurs* n
states are oopped from the oarse stack* where n is the
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number of elements in the riqht hand side of production n.
The new topmost state in the stack and the left hand side of
p are used to determine the next state* which is then pushed
onto the parse stack. The function that gives the next
state after a reduction is called the goto function, and is
stored in the LRGO table. The entries in this table have
the following (hexadecimal) format:
xxxxssss: if the left hand side of production p is symbol
xxxx then the new state is ssss, else continue?
FFFFssss: default - the new state is ssss.
After pushina the state determined by the goto function, the
parser resumes its loop, and consults LRACT again.
hhen an error occurs, a recovery procedure is at-
tempted, so that the parsing of the source pronram may be
continued. The L 8 grammar contains a production of the
form:
<statement> ::= <error>
which is used in connection with the error recovery pro-
cedure. When a syntactic error is detected, the current in-
put symbol is riiscardea* and renlaced by the token <error>.
States are then popped from the parse stack until a state
with shift on <error> is encountered. This production is
eventually used in a reduction, causino the inacceptable in-
put construct to be brought to the category of <statement>.
This scheme allows the next statement in the program to be
parsed without excessive contamination from previous er-
rors. Since usually more than one input svmbol is discarded
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during the error recovery, a flaq is set to avoid error mes-
sage redundancy. This flaa is cleared only when a success-
ful reduction (by some production other than <statement> ::=
<error>) is performed.
If in the recovery process the situation arises in
which no states can be pooped from the Darse stack, then the
error is considered unrecoverable, and the parsina is abort-
ed.
The Darsing actions executed by L 8 1 are communicated
to L 8 2 by means of the Parser actions file? error messaqes
are not written onto that file, but rather sent to the
operator. To allow the inclusion of source program line
numbers in the messaaes emitted by L8? in the case of seman-
tic errors, pseudo actions are included in the actions file
which update the line counter in L 8 ?
.
4. Code oenerat ion
L 8 2 is the code generatinq module for the L80 com-
piler. The core of the program is a cas^ statement where
the semantic actions associated with productions are trig-
gered. This case statement is entered immediately before a
reduction is performed. At this point the handle for the
reduction is complete, and their associated values carrieo
in the semantic stacks (PSH, PSX, PSY) can be used as input
for the code generation routines.
Many productions do not cause immediate generation
of code, but rather invoke operations such as symbol table
manipulations or address backstuffinq. After the case
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statement is executed, cutout values from the semantic
routines replace the handle values on too of the stacks, and
the cycle is repeated.
L 8 2 stacks are implemented in PL/M as arrays.
Therefore, each reference to a stock entry involves the com-
putation of an index. Since the handle values are exten-
sively referenced throughout the program, a substantial
amount of memory space would he wasted on these index opera-
tions. To conserve memory, the following method was used;
before each reduction, the handle values are moved to a
small number of non-indexed locations, which are then used
as input and output parameters for* ^ost semantic routines.
These values are moved beck to the stacks when the reduction
i s conpl e t ed
.
Another artifice employed to reduce the size of L 8 2
is related to the actual generation of instructions. About
240 different operation codes ere available in the 8080 in-
struction set. Since every one of these instructions is ac-
cessible through the 18 languaoe, they must be generated
somehow by L82. In many cases this can be done by means of
a simple formula, thanks to the peculiar characteristics of
the operation codes themselves. For instance, if registers
BC, DE, HL, SP are associated with the numbers 0,1,?, 3, then
the respective DAD (double add) instructions can be obtained
by the formula 9 +1 6 * r , where r is the register number, Mul-
tiplications are costly in the K 8 , however, since they are
performed through subroutines. Thus, the values are chosen
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so that formulas for ooeration code Generation use only
and's* or's and xnr's.
The most complex routines in L 8 2 are those which
deal with address generation. This is due to the multipli-
city of control structures in the L 8 1 a n a u a g e * the reloca-
tion of addresses* and the provision of the dot operator,
which yields the address of any symbol in the current pro-
gram or in an external module.
The relocation table plays a m a j o r role in address
computation. When a reference to an unresolved address is
issued* as in a forward branch or in a compiler-created for-
ward reference* an entry is created in the relocation table*
with a pointer to the referring location. This entry is
then linked to any other entries which may refer to the same
unresolved address. Eventually* when this address is
resolved* it is backstuffed into all the entries in the
corresponding linked list. These entries are then dumped
onto the relocation table file* to make room for new un-
resolved references.
Due to the fact that I 80' urograms are relocatable*
all the addresses manipulated by L 8 2 are made up of two
parts! a base and a displacement. The base is the name of
the seament (code area* work area* etc.) in which the ad-
dress belongs* the displacement is the relative adaress
within that seament. When an address refers to an external
module* a pointer to the name of the referenced module in
the symbol list is also inserted in the address entry in the
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rel ocst i on table.
Another task to be Performed by L82 is the mainte-
nance of the symbol table. As mentioned in Section IV. B « 1 . ,
entries in the symbol table contain a pointer to their
respective symbols in the symbol list. For a given symbol/
more than one entry mav exist in the symbol table*
corresponding to redeclarations in nested blocks. When an
inner block is exited* its local definitions are popped from
the symbol table. However* the information contained in
these entries is needed if a reference list of assigned ad-
dresses is to be obtained at load time. In this case the
data in the entries to be removed are saved in the form of
symbol descriptor records written onto the relocation table
file. Each svmhol descriptor consists of a pointer to a
symbol in the symbol list* its type* base and displacement*
and the current source program line number. This informa-
tion allows cent ruction of a reference list when the program
i s 1 oaded
.
As previously mentioned* L82 reproduces all steps
performed by the parser. When the step is a shift action*
the value associated with the shift is pushed into the main
handle stack ( P S H ) . In the case of identifiers and strings*
this value is a pointer to the corresponding entry in S Y M -
LIST. In preparation for a semantic action related to an
identifier or strinn* the initial information available is a
pointer into SYMLIST, L8? keeps all entries in the symbol
table which refer to the same symbols as linked lists.
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Analogous to the L 6 1 schemer the pointer to the Hot associ-
ated with the symbol starting at SY M LIST(I) is stored at
SYf-'LIST (1-2) and SYMLIST ( 1-1 ) . Thus, when L82 receives a
pointer to an identifier or string in SYMLIST/ it has im-
mediate access to all the cor resoondi no entries in SYMTAB,
without requiring a table look uo. The links must be updat-
ed each time symbols are pushed onto, or popped from, the
syrrbo 1 table.
Since LPO relocatable- modules are made up of three
segments, L 8 2 must maintain three location counters. Unlike
the other two counters, the work area counter moves up and
down with the program block structure. The work area is a
virtual segment 33 far as the compiler is concerned. Thus,
the only information generated by L H <? reoaroing the work
area is the total amount of memory it reouires. This is
done on a special record written at the end of the reloca-
tion tahle file, which contains the size of the three s e a -
ments to be incorporated into the final executable object
program
.
C. MACRO PROCESSOR IMPLEMENTATION
1. Data structures
M 8 1 , the macro processor for the M 8 language, is
implemented as a single proqram which interprets and exe-
cutes M80 statements. The following data structures are
manipulated by M8 1
:
- parser tables?
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- parse stack;
- value stack;
- macro descriptor stack;
- mac ro text stack;
- hash table;
- status stack.
The purpose and contents of each one of these structures is
sumnr, ari zed in t h e next oaraoraphs.
The parsinq mechanism used in M 8 1 is also of the
LR(1) type. Thus? the parser tables and the parse stack are
similar to those in the L81 module? described in Section
I V . 8 . I . The only practical difference is that the tables
for M8 1 are smaller? since the ,,1 80 grammar is considerably
simpler than the grammar of the L^O language.
As mentioned in the beqinninq of this chapter? addi-
tional stacks? used in conjunction with semantic actions?
are usually maintained in parallel with the parse stack. In
the case of M 8 1 only one of these stacks is reouirea? called
the value stack? which holds information associated with
handles? such as pointers and temporary values used in ex-
pression evaluation. The entries in the parse stack and in
the value stack are 16-bit words.
The M80 language implements both inteoer and textual
macros? where textual macros may have any number of parame-
ters. The information necessary to completely describe all
the different macros defined in a source program is main-
tained in a stack? called the macro descriptor stack ( MD S )
.
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An entry in MDS corresponds to each ex'St ina macro* includ-
ing temporary macros created by the macro processor durinq
the evaluation of parameterized macro calls* as well as
reserved words, which a r e considered oreoefined macros.
Since the amount of information required to describe
macros is variable* the entries in MDS are variable length*
where each entry is made up of an inteqral number of 16-bit
words .
A character stack is used in conjunction with MDS*
called the macro text stack (MTS)* and is used for the
storaoe of textual information such as macro names* macro
bodies* and strings. The end of each piece of text in MTS
is marked by an end-of-text symbol (a zero b y t e )
•
To conserve MTS soace* entries are never repeated.
That is* each different string in V| TS appears exactly once*
even though it may be used in several contexts with dif-
ferent meaninas. Hash codina techniques are used to deter-
mine whether a new string is already oresent in MTS.
The internal representation of macros can now be
described. Three basic patterns are adopted* corresponding
to reserved words* textual macros* and integer macros.
Reserved word entries in MDS are made up of three
cells:
- the reserved word internal number* to be used by the
parser;
- a pointer to the entry in MDS corresponding to the previ-
ous macro with same hash code as the reserved word;
1 Oq

- a pointer to the actual reserved word name/ stored in MTS.
For a textual macro* n+4 words are reouired in MDS/
where n is the number of formal parameters of the macro:
- the number of formal parameters (8 bits) and the type of
the mac ro (8 bits);
- a pointer to the entry in MDS correspond i no to the previ-
ous macro with same hash code as. the current macro name?
- a pointer to the macro body in MTS;
- n pointers to the names of the n formal parameters in MTS?
- a pointer to the macro name in MTS.
Integer macros are treated as a snecial case of tex-
tual macros. They never have formal parameters? ana thus
n=0. Instead of having macro bodies/ they oossess values.
These values are storec in the MD S words that would contain/
for textual macros/ the pointers to the macro bodies in
MTS. Therefore/ each inteaer macro takes four MOS words.
The logical entries in '^ D S are organized as linked
lists/ where each list contains the definitions for all mac-
ros with a Particular hash code/ and the entry to each list
is kept in a hash table. When new macro definitions are
pushed into MOS/ or existing macro descriptors are popped/
these links must be updated. To avoid hash code recomnuta-
tions/ the hash code of each string or macro name in MTS is
stored with the corresponding item. For 3 macro name start-
ing at M'IS(I)/ the hash code (which always evaluates to a
single byte) is stored at MTS(I-l).
The last MP1 structure to be described is the status
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stack. This stack is used to save the current program
status each time a macro call is detected. All vital infor-
mation is first pushed onto the stack, and then the macro
processor starts evaluating the invoked macro. Upon comple-
tion of the macro call expansion, the previous status is re-
stored, and normal processina is resumed. This mechanism
allows nested macro calls, similar to the procedure call
scheme in L80. The followino items are saved in the status
stack :
- MTS too pointer?
- MDS too co inter;
- next character to he scermed;
- pointer to the n e * t character.
The last two items are necessary since the macro processor
may scan either the actual input program or seme text stored
in M T
S
, such as a macro body. Additional details are pro-
vided in the next section.
2 . Lexical analysis
The lexical analyzer performs a number of primary
scanning functions. One of these is to transmit to the
parser only the tokens which actually constitute M 8 state-
ments, and to reproduce in the outout all the other charac-
ters present in the input stream. Thus, it is responsible
for the detection of the b e a inning and end of macro calls.
During the expansion of macros, the text being
scanned is not the actual input, but rather the body of some
macro in ^TS. A pointer into N*TS, called the next character
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pointer ( N C P ) / gives the location' of the next character to
be scanned. A convention is adopted that when NCP=0, the
next character is to be obtained from the input program,
rather than from MJS.
As in the L81 program/ lexical analysis is performed
by a procedure called L R L F X . This routine works in two dif-
ferent modes/ called the "inside" and "outside" modes. As
their names imoly/ these modes are used for scanning inside
and outside macro calls.
tohile in outside mode/ characters scanned are sent
to the output file until an end~of-text character is detect-
ed/ which I. R L E X considers as the end of a macro body. The
previous status is removed from the status stack, and L R L E X
resumes scanning. If the status stack is emnty/ the macro
body just scanned was the source program itself and process-
ion terminates.
Another possibility while in outside mode is the
detection of a left bracket/ which marks the beginning of a
macro call. This causes L RL E X to switch modes* and start
scannino M 8 statements.
When invoked by the parser/ LRLEX returns a token
such as an identifier/ a reserved word/ a number or a
string. As in L81 r LRLFX relies uoon a lower level routine/
GETTOKEN/ which skips comments and collects token charac-
ters.
One of the particular features of P 8 1 ' s GETTOKEN is
related to the identifi cation of strings. In the M 8
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language strings may contain macro calls* which may contain
strings/ which may contain other macro calls? and so forth.
The recognition of nested macro calls and embedded strings
is facilitated by the fact that M 8 statements are delimited
by matching brackets.
LRLF.X remains in the inside mode until a right
bracket which is not part of a string is encountered/ caus-
ing a change back to outside mode.
3. Syntactic analysis
One of the most important advantaoes of using a for-
mal grammar to describe the M 8 macro processing language is
the reliability and generality obtained. Although very com-
plicated statements can be constructed usino the basic tools
of the language/ the correctness of their recognition is
guaranteed by the fact that a mechanically generated parser
is adopted. Ad hoc techniques would have been harder to im-
plement and potentially less rel.iable/ since special cases
and unexpected situations would be much more likely to oc-
cur.
Since the M 8 1 parser scheme is also LR(1)/ the
parser tables formats and the parser tables interpreter
routine are the same as in L 8 1 / and the descriptions in Sec-
tion IV. B. 3. apoly. The similarity of the parsing methods
in both proarams contributes to the reliability of the sys-
tem/ and also facilitates maintenance and future modifica-
tion.
Analoaous to the L80 languaoe/ a production of the
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form
<statement> ::= <error>
was included in the M 8 Grammar. Thereforer the error
recovery procedures in both programs are similar.
4 . f^ acro expansion
The basic semantic actions performed by iv Pi are re-
lated to expression evaluation and string reolacement.
Expression evaluation is performed on the value
stack/ which is also used as a temporary area for pointers
and other values transmitted by routines associated with
most productions.
All semantic actions are triggered by the parser im-
mediately before a reduction is performed. The values asso-
ciated with handles are then man-jnulated to cause appropri-
ate actions to be taken. Fop instance* when a parameterized
macro call is parsed, the semantic routines create the tem-
porary macros described in Chapter III. and then save the
current status on the status stack. The next character
pointer is set to the first character in the macro body of
the macro beinq invoked? the scanner is switched to the cut-
side mode/ and scanninc proceeds. The effect is to cause
the body of the called macro to be reproduced in the output
file until it is completely scanned or an embedded macro
call is found. Detection of an embedded macro call will au-
tomatically switch the scanner to the inside mode/ and the
parser will eventually analvzp the embedded call as an M 8
statement. The net effect is that the original macro call
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is replaced in the source program by a string corresponding
to the expanded body of the macro invoked.
The same scheme is used for IF statements: the ex-
pression present in the IF statement is parsed and inter-
preted and its final value is obtained in the value stack.
The semantic routine for the IF statement tests the value of
the expression, saves the current status, and then directs
the scanner (in outside mode) to the adeauate string in
MTS. If this strinn contains any macro calls, these will be
parsed and interpreted in the usual way.
The implementation of calls with a variable number
of parameters is straightforward. Tf the macro call has ac-
tual parameters, they are used as macro bodies in the defin-
ition of temporary macros. Descriptors for these macros are
pushed onto the M D S stack, thereby becoming effective. When
a call to a formal parameter is found in a macro booy, the
topmost aefinition for that macro name is used, thus mappino
the formal Parameter into the actual parameter. If no actu-
al parameters are provided, calls inside a macro body will
automatically refer to any existing topmost definitions.
The above method is general, and can provide in-
teresting results: the type of the macro used to map a for-
mal parameter may vary from call to call, and actual parame-
ters may contain any macro calls.
It is important to notice that when temporary macros
are created, no string movement occurs. Instead* extra
pointers are oushed onto the MDS stack. This method is a 1 •-
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ways used for identifiers or strings already present in
MTS.
D. LINKAGE EDITOR IMPLEMENTATION
1 . Data structures
Accord inq to the -1L 8 system outline presented in
Section IV. A. 2., the basic task of the 1 inkane editor for
L80 programs? called L 8 3 ? is to nenerate executable object
modules aiv^n a relocatable library containing the followino
t ypes of files:
- code areas ;
- initialized data areas;
- relocation tables?
- symbol lists.
The operator orovides the name of a module which is
to be considered as the main routine of the object program.
The first step L83 must perform is to find all the external
module names referenced by the main module? and then the
names of other external modules called by the exist inn ones?
and so forth, until all modules to be linkeo are known,
After this closure operation is completed? L 8 3 has
the information necessary for t^e final linking. The fol-
lowing data structures are used by L83:
- svrrbo 1 list;
- module map;
- current seament area.
The symbol list (SYMLIST) is essentially the same as
generated by L81. It is used by L83 in the search for
1 ! 1

external references* and also to produce an optional
symbo
1
-address cross reference list.
The module map (MM) is a tahle containing relevant
data about the modules to be linked. An, entry in MM
corresponds to each module. These entries are fixed length,
and contain the following fields:
- module name pointer ( M N A ME » 16 bits)/ which is a pointer
to the module's name in SYMLISTr
- code area base (MCA, 16 bits)/ containing the actual ad-
dress of the first byte in the code area of the current
modu 1 e ;
- code area size (NCA, 16 bits)/ which gives the length of
the code area of the current module/ in bytes;
- initialized data area base ( M I D A , 16 bits)/ which holds
the actual address of the first byte in the initialized aata
area of the current module;
- initialized data area size ( N I D
A
, 16 bits)/ giving the
length of the initialized data area of the current module/
in bytes ;
- work area base ( M lAJ A / 16 bits)/ which holds the address of
the first byte of the work area of the current module;
- symbol list base ( M S Y MB # 16 bits)/ containing the address
of the first byte of the symbol list of the current module;
- module name hash code ( M H A S H , 8 bits)/ which is the hash
code of the name of the current module.
The current seqment area is a temporary storage area
where each segment is kept during the address relocation
11?

phase. It is implemented as a byte vector, and occupies all
remaining memory.
i
2 . Load time facilities
As mentioned above, L 8 3 automatically retrieves all
the modules necessary to the generation of an object pro-
gram. After these modules are determined/ L 8 3 successively
updates the addresses in their code areas and initialized
data areas, durroina each updated segment into a file which
will constitute the memory image of the object program.
As a convenience to the operator, L 8 3 assumes a de-
fault value for the load address of the executable program.
However, this can be altered by the operator, allowing the
final object program, to be generated at any orioin desired.
Another option provided is the generation of a
reference list containino the name, type, address and source
program line number for all the symbols in the modules heino
linked. This reference list mav be displayed at the con-
sole, or generated in hard copy, for future reference.
L 8 3 detects some error conditions at load time, such
as references to nonexistent modules or too many modules to
be linked.
E. AUXILIARY PROGRAMS
For the sake of completeness, this section describes
some utility programs which were heloful in the implementa-
tion of the ML 8 svsteT. These programs will be useful in
future modifications or enhancements of the system.
The first program is a parser tables formattina utility
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(Y16). This program is written in C» and runs on the
PDP-11/50. When Y 1 h is appended to the incut grammar sub-
mitted to YACC/ the output from YACC becomes a C proaram
whose main routine will generate the parser tables and the
list of the reserved words of the arammar as a PDP disk
file. The tables in this file are in Intel's hexadecimal
format ( which is a convenient format for remote transmis-
sion/ since it contains validity check fields.
The parser tables formatted by Y16 can then be sent to
the 80 80/ and immediately used as input to the f^LPO system.
Both M81 and L81/ in their develoomental versions/ are able
to read these tables and oerform the validity c h e c k i r, o .
This scheme allows easy mortification of the M L 8 parsers
without the need of cumbersome table transcriptions.
An 8080/PDP-H interface pr oram, called Pll, was
developed to run on the P 8 / unrter the C P / M system. Its
fundamental puroose is to provide a communications link
between an ooerator at the 8 80 CRT and UNIX/ which is the
operating system on the PDP-11/50 installation. Both com-
puters are physically connected throuah a 20 mA current
loop interface such that each comDuter is treated by the
other as a high-soeeo teletypewriter.
Pll is essentially a software switch which establishes
different communications oaths* by providing 3 modes of
operat i on
:
- neutral: CRT to PDP, PDP to CRT;
- reception: PDP to floopy disk, CRT to PDP;
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- transmission: flopDy disk to POP, POP to CRT.
In the neutral mode the CRT can be used as a regular
UNIX terminal: characters typed at the CRT are sent to the
POP, and characters sent by the PDP are presented at the
CRT.
In the reception mode* characters sent by the POP are
stored in a file in the 8080' s floppy disk system. Charac-
ters typed at the CRT are transmitted to the POP. In this
mode files can be imported from UNIX.
The transmission mode provides the 8060 with the export
capability: characters from a file in the floppy disk are
transmitted to the POP, and characters sent by the POP are
presented at the CRT. Characters typed at the CRT are buf-
fered for later transmission to the POP.
The ooerator has control over' Pll at all times throuoh
the use of the followinn commands:
in any mode:
<control W > - inform current mode?
in neutral mode
:
<control R> - enter receotion mode?
<contrcl T> - enter transmission mode?
<control C> - return to C P / M
;
in transmission mode:
<control N> - abort transmission, entpr neutral mode?
<control T> - inform number of bytes already transmitted?
in reception mode:
<control IM> - abort reception, enter neutral mode?
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<control R> - inform number of bytes already received.
Pll ooerates by k e e o i n g two buffers/ one for the charac-
ters tyoed at the CRT/ and the other for the characters sent
by the POP. Characters are arranqed in each buffer as a
FIFO queue. Tn the current version of Pll the CRT buffer is
200 bytes long and the POP buffer is 9 K bytes long, which is
the remaining memory available in a 16K C P /M system.
When the CRT buffer is full and the operator tries to
type more characters/ Pll reacts by sending a beep character
to the console. When the POP buffer is full and the POP
tries to send more characters/ Pll performs one of the fol-
low i no actions: if in reception mode/ write a record ( 1 2
R
bytes) onto the f 1 o o p y disk to make room in memory for the
incominq characters. If in neutral or transmission modes*
wait for room to be available. In both cases/ since charac-
ters may have been missed/ p 1 1 sets a warning flag and re-
ports the fact to the ooerator at the end of the session.
It should be noted that the latter case is extremely unlike-
ly to hapDen, due to the size of the POP buffer. The former
case/ however/ will certainly happen if the file beinq re-
ceived is laroer than 9K bytes. A solution to this problem
is to have the POP send large files in blocks of 9 K or less
bytes. This facility is provided by SEND and SFNDh, two
programs which run on the PDP-11 and which were written to
work in conjunction with Pll.
SEND sends blocks of about 6 K bytes followed by a spe-
cial end~of-block character. After the transmission of each
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block SEND waits for an acknowledgement from Pll. Upon
detection of the end-of-block character/ Pll writes the con-
tents of the POP buffer onto disk/ informs the operator of
the reception of a block, and then sends the acknowledge
signal to the PDP. In this way, no characters are missed
during the floppy disk I/O operations.
SENDH is a version of SEND which should be used when the
file to be imoorted from the p DP happens " o be the output of
a P L / M compilation. SENDH acts like SEND, but it skips the
symbol table which precedes the code records in the P I / ^
compiler output. This <?aves space on the floppy disk, and
reduces file transfer time.
The main routine in Pll is a looo which performs a pol-
ling operation on four status bits:
- line from CRT ready?
- line to CRT ready?
- line from PDP ready?
- line to PDP ready .
Whenever one of these signals is true, Pll takes an ac-
tion which deoends on the current mode and the status of the
buffers. For instance, if the mode is neutral and the line
to the PDP is ready, then Pll looks at the CRT buffer? if it-
is not empty, the first character in the buffer is sent to
the PDP.
It should be noted that the CRT and the PDP lines are
handled directly by Pll, that is, the standard I/O entry
points of CP/M are not used. The aevices must be attached
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to the 8080 system as follows:
CRT status - input Dort IP
CRT data in - input port 0;
CRT data out - output port 0;
PDP status - input port 5;
POP data in - input port 11
PDP data out - output port 4
.
Pll uses the standard C P /M functions for openino, clos-
i n g > creatine), deleting, writing and reading files in the
f 1 oppy disk.
1 18

V. CONCLUSIONS
The conclusions which can be derived from the material
presented in the orevious chapters are related to three
basic perspectives on the ML80 language: its design, its im-
plementation, and the user's point of view.
Language design is becomina an active and well-defined
discipline in Computer Science. Microcomputer proaramming
languaaes should certainly benefit from all the contribu-
tions which have been made in this area. In particular^ it
is important not to base one's decisions only on grounds of
individual experience or personal taste: a vast literature
is available on language design, with both theoretical and
practical information.
The design of the N*L8 language was deeoly influenced by
some existing languages: PL/M lb) contributed to the overall
block structure, while the notation used for reaisters, the
embedding of assignment statements in IF and WHILE state-
ments, and the comparison operator were inspired by SN'AL
1 1 7 1 • The use of compound conditions, and the feasibility
of including procedures was suggested by PL360 [231. Final-
ly, double operators and the idea of assignment statements
as the incremental part of DO-BY statements were borrowed
from C HO] .
The most imoortant conclusion related to the implementa-
tion of the viL 8 language processors is that the use of for-
mal language and automatic oarser generator methods is ex-
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tremely valuable: the flexibility' and reliability of this
approach are considerable* and development time is substan-
tially reduced/ compared to ac^ hoc techniques. The use of a
formal grammar contributes to precision and general i ty^ and
in fact seems to be the only acceptable way to define a
modern programminq languaae.
It should be mentioned that the 1 anguaqf* adopted to im-
plement the ML80 processors/ PL/ y r encourages the formula-
tion of proarams in a structured manner. The use of some
structured programming techniques in the development of the
system certainly contributed t- o the relatively small number
of errors (mostly transcription errors) found in the testing
phase .
It remains to assess the convenience of t^e final pro-
duct from the user's persnective. Although the language has
not yet been tried in a production environment? the experi-
ence obtained with test proarams seems to indicate that ML 80
facilitates microcomputer proGramminq to a deqree not at-
tained by standard assembly lanquages. Since w L 8 proarams
are locally compiled/ the turnaround time is quite accept-
able/ resulting in rapid program debugqing and modifica-
tion. The structured control constructs/ alonq with the
algebraic notation for data operations and the macro facili-
ties/ free the programmer from cumbersome labels and opera-
tion codes. The totally free format and the block struc-
ture/ encouraqing indentation and modular i ? a t i o n / also con-
tribute to more readable proqrams.
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APPENDIX A. ML80 COMPILER OPERATION
1. M81 - MACRO PROCESSOR
CP/M command:
Input file:
Outnut file:
Error messaoes:
M 8 1 <orog.name>
<ppop
.
name> . M80 (source M80 program)
<prog name> . L80 (source L80 program)
error count displayed at the console
error messages written onto output file
2. L81 - PARSER
CP/M command:
Input file:
Output files:
Error messaoes
L81 <nrog.name>
<prog.name>.L 80 (source L80 program)
<prog.name>.80P (parser actions file)
<prog.name>.80S (symbol list file)
displayed at the console
3. L82 - CODE GENERATOR
CP/M command:
Input f i 1 es
:
Output files:
L 82 <prog . name>
<proq.name>.80P
<orog.name> .80S
<prog.name>.8 0C
(parser actions file)
(symbol list file)
(code area file)
<prog.name>.80D (data area file)
<prog . name> . 80R (relocation table file)
Error messaoes: displayed at the console
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li. L83 - LINKAGE EDITOR
CP/M command:
Input files:
Outout file:
Error messages
Opt i ons
:
L83 <orog
.
name>
<proc.name> .80S
<proc.name>.80C
<prog.name>.80D
<proq.name>.80R
(symbol list file)
(code area file)
(data area file)
(relocation table file)
<proq.naTie>.COM (executable prooram)
displayed at the console
the CP/M command
L83 <Drog . name> . X
allows modification of default options.
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APPENDIX B. ML80 COMPILER ERROR MESSAGES
1. M81 - MACRO PROCESSOR
1 - unexpected end of file
2 - mi spelled number
3 - number too large
7 - syntax error (improperly formed statement)
11 - reference to undefined macro
12 - numeric macro calleo with parameters
13 - too many actual parameters in macro call
14 - assignment statement involving non-numeric macro
15 - expression evaluation involvina non-numeric macro
Fl - macro descriotor stack overflow (too many macros)
F2 - status stack overflow (too many nested macro calls)
F3 *•* macro text stack overflow (strings too lona)
F 4 - parse stack overflow (too ^ a n y nested statements)
F5 - parse stack underflow ( M 8 1 malfunction)
F7 - unrecoverable syntax error - parsing discontinued
2. L81 - PARSER
1 - unexpected end of file
2 - mi spelled number
3 - number too laroe
7 - syntax error (improperly formed statement)
F 4 - parse stack overflow (too many nested statements)
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F 5 - parse stack underflow ( L 8 1 malfunction)
F6 - symbol list overflow (too many identifiers and strings)
F 7 - unrecoverable syntax error - parsing discontinued
3. L82 - CODF GENERATOR
00 - INITIAL data too long (truncated at left)
01 - identifier redeclared
02 - identifier redeclarei (ianored)
03 - invalid procedure name
04 - reference to undeclared identifier
05 - invalid number of parameters
06 - invalid call
07 - not a machine operation
08 - feature not implemented
0A - invalid constant
0B - invalid ooto destination
0E - reference to undefined address
F 1 - parse stack overflow (too many nested statements)
F 2 - symbol table overflow (too many symbols per block)
F3 - block level stack overflow (too many nested b locks)
F 4 - relocation table overflow (too many unresolved
addresses - may be caused by long case statements
or complex compound conditions)
F 5 - parser actions file in error
F 6 - symbol list overflow (too many identifiers and strinqs)
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4. L83 - LINKAGE EDITOR
1 - too many modules to be linked
2 - memory overflow (seqments too lonq)
3 - invalid record in the relocation table file
1?5

/*
*/
* *
* M3 1 : I INTERPRETER FOR TnE MOO LANGUAGE *
* LUTZ PEDRCSO - OCTOBER 1975 *
DECLARE LIT LITERALLY 'LITERALLY'
DECLARE FOREVER L I TERALLY ' VII I LE 1 ' ;
DECLARE CR LITERALLY •GDir ; /*
DECLARE LF LITERALLY ' OAB * ; /*
DECLARE CONTROLZ LITERALLY ' 1AH'
;
/*
/* YACC--ASSIGNED TERMINAL NUMBERS #/
DECLARE YERROR LITERALLY '256'
DECLARE IDENTIFIER LITERALLY '257'
DECLARE NUMBER LITERALLY '258'
DECLARE STRING LITERALLY '259'
/* CP/I1 SYSTEM CONSTANTS */
DECLARE CPU LITERALLY •0' ; /*
DECLARE IFCBA LITERALLY 'OOSOR' /*
DECLARE SBUFA LITERALLY '0080H' /*
DECLARE FBASE LITERALLY 3200H'
j
/*
DECLARE BDGS LITERALLY '3FFDH' /*
/* I/O PRIMITIVES */
DECLARE PR INTCHAD LITERALLY '2' ;
DECLARE PRINT LITERALLY '9' ;
DECLARE OPEN LITERALLY ' 15' ;
DECLARE CLOSE LITERALLY ' 16' ;
DECLARE MAKE LITERALLY ' Of> 1 .
DECLARE DELETE LITERALLY ' 19' i
DECLARE READBF LITERALLY '20' ;
DECLARE WRITEBF LITERALLY '21' ;
DECLARE INITDSK LITERALLY ' 13' ;'
DECLARE SETBUF LITERALLY '26' ;
• CARRIAGE-RETURN */
LINE- FEED */
END OF FILE *•
CP/M REBOOT ENTRY */
rNPUT FCB ADDRESS #•
SYSTEM BUFFER ADDRESS
FDOS BASE *•
BASIC BOS ENTRY */
*/
/* FILE CONTROL BLOCKS */
DECLARE TABFCB(33) BYTE /* PARSER TABLES FILE */
INITIALO, 'M81 ' , 'TAB' ,0,0,0,0) ;
DECLARE 0UTFCBC33) BYTE /* OUTPUT FILE */
INITIALCO,' ', 'L30' ,0,0,0,0)
;
DECLARE IFA ADDRESS INITIAL (IFCBA); /* FCB ADDRESS *•
DECLARE IFCB BASED IFA BYTE; /# INPUT FILE CONTROL BLOCK */
/* OUTPUT BUFFER %/
DECLARE OUTBUFC 128) BYTE;
DECLARE OBP BYTE INITIAL (O) /* OUTPUT BUFFER POINTER #•
/* INPUT BUFFER */
DECLARE IBUF( 123) BYTE;
DECLARE IBP BYTE INITIAL( 123)
/* INPUT BUFFER */
/* INPUT BUFFER POINTER */
/* PARSER TABLES MASKS */
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
ACTEAS
K
SYMBMASK
SHIFTMASK
REDMASK
ERRORMASK
DEFAULT
L I TERALLY ' OFOOOII
»
LITERALLY '01C00II'
LITERALLY • 0200011'
L I TERALLY ' OOOOGII'
LITERALLY 'OOOOOir
LITERALLY '0FFFFH'
/* PARSER GLOBAL VARIABLES */
DECLARE STACKS I ZE LITERALLY '30';
DECLARE PSTACKC STACKS IZE) ADDRESS
DECLARE VSTACKC STACKS I ZE) ADDRESS
DECLARE PTOP BYTE
DECLARE PARSING
INITIAL(O)
INITIAL
INITIAL
(O)
CO)
•* PARSE STACK */
/* VALUE. STACK */
/* PARSE STACK POINTER *•
BYTE INITIAL ( 1)
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DECLARE RECOVERING BYTE INITIAL (0);
DECLARE SEARCHING BYTE;
DECLARE ( IIJPUTSY, TAB, ACTION) ADDRESS;
DECLARE IT BYTE;
DECLARE ERRORCOUNT ADDRESS INITIAL (0)
/* PARSER TABLES */
DECLARE ACTB ADDRESS, LRACT BASED ACTB ADDRESS
DECLARE PACTS ADDRESS, LRPACT BASED PACTB ADDRESS
DECLARE RIB ADDRESS, LRR1 BASED RIB ADDRESS
DECLARE R23 ADDRESS, LRR2 BASED R23 ADDRESS
DECLARE GOB ADDRESS, LRCO BASED COB ADDRESS
DECLARE PC03 ADDRESS
,
LEPCO BASED PCOB ADDRESS
/* HASH TABLE */
DECLARE UASIiTASC 123) ADDREJ
DECLARE HASHMASK LITERALLY '0177Q'
DECLARE HASHCODE BYTE;
/* LEXICAL ANALYZER GLOBAL VARIABLES */
DECLARE TGX3UF(30) BYTE;
TOKB I;FTOP L I TERALLY ' LAST( T0T33UF
)
TOKVAL ADDRESS;
T0K1YPE ADDRESS;
TOKCONT BYTE INITIAL (0);
TOKERROR BYTE;
TOKTOP LITERALLY 'TOKEUF';
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
IC BYTE INITIAL ( ' ') ; /*
NC BYTE INITIAL ( ' ') ; /*
NCP ADDRESS 'NITIAL(O); /*
LRLVAL ADDRESS;
LINE ADDRESS INITIAL (1);
SPECIALC LITERALLY '1'
EOFILE LITERi\LLY '0'
OUTSIDE BYTE INITIAL (1); /*
MBEGIN LIT 'SBH'; /* LEFT
MEND LIT 'GDR'5 /# RIGHT
COUNT BYTE; /* NO. UNMATCHED
INPUT CHARACTER */
NEXT CHARACTER »/
POINTER TO NC IN MTS OR INPUT *•
O WHEN SCANNING INSIDE MACRO CALLS
DELIMITER FOR MACRO CALLS */
DELIMITER FOR MACROCALLS */
MBEGIN 'S INSIDE STRING *•
/* MACRO TEXT STACK */
DECLARE I3TSB ADDRESS, MTS BASED MTSR BYTE;
DECLARE MTSSIZE ADDRESS; •* SIZE OF MTS */
DECLARE TTOP ADDRESS; /* TOP CF MTS *•
/* MACRO DESCRIPTOR STACK */
DECLARE IIDSSIZE LIT '150';
DECLARE MDS( IIDSSIZE) ADDRESS;
DECLARE DTOP ADDRESS INITIALC OFFFFH) ; /* TOP OF MDS */
DECLARE RTOP ADDRESS; /* POINTER TO TOPMOST RESERVED MACRO IN MDS */
/* MACRO TYPES */
DECLARE KIIUM LIT '1';
DECLARE MMAC LIT '2';
/* NUTERIC */
/* TEXTUAL */
/* STATUS STA( */
DECLARE STSSIZE LIT '30';
DECLARE GTSAVEC STSSIZE) ADDRESS;
DECLARE QBSAVEC STSS I ZE) ADDRESS
;
DECLARE O.CSAVEC STSSIZE) BYTE;
DECLARE CRSAVIR STSSIZE) ADDRESS?
DECLARE GTOP BYTE INITIAL (255);
/"* TTOP SAVE VALUE *•
S* DTOP SAVE VALUE */
/* NC SAVE VALUE *•
/# NOP SAVE VALUE */
•* STATUS STACK TOP POINTER */
/% VARIABLES ASSOCIATED WITH LEFT HAND
DECLARE EII ADDRESS;
SIDE OF PRODUCTIONS */
/* VARIABLES ASSOCIATED WITH HANDLES */
DECLARE (III ,H2, H3,H4,II5 116) ADDRESS
;
DECLARE LI LIT
L2 LIT
L3 LIT
L4 LIT
L5 LIT
L6 LIT
' LOW( II 1
)
'L0WCH2)
•L0W(H3)
•L0W(H4) '
'LOW(Iio) '
'L0WCII6) '
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/* PARSER TABLES LOADER GLOBAL VARIABLES *•
DECLARE (CS.P.L) BYTE; •* CHECKSUM, RECORD LENGTH */
DECLARE MEMPTR ADDRESS; /* MEMORY POINTER */
/* GLOBAL VARIABLES FOR SEMANTIC ACTIONS */
HASHCODE SAVE VALUE */
SAVE VALUE FOR DTOP «/
SAVE VALUE FOR TTOP */
YET AIIOTHER SAVE VALUE FOR TTOP */
NO. FORMAL PARAMETERS */
NO. ACTUAL PARAfSETERS */
/* TEMPORARIES */
DECLARE ESAVE BYTE ; •*
DECLARE DSAVE ADDRESS; /*
DECLARE TSAVE ADDRESS; /*
DECL.ARE TrSAVE ADDRESS; /*
DECLARE NF BYTE; •*
DECLARE NA BYTE; /'*
DECLARE H BYTE, (I, J) ADDRESS;
/* MNEMONICS FOR RELATIONS */
DECLARE EQ LIT ' 1'
DECLARE LT LIT '2'
DECLARE GT LIT '3'
DECLARE NE LIT '4'
DECLARE LE LIT '5'
DECLARE GE LIT '6'
/* OUTPUT OPTIONS #/
DECLARE CRT LIT * 1* ;
DECLARE DISK LIT '2';
DECLARE OUTDEV BYTE INITI AL( DISK)
;
/* SWITCHES FOR BUILT-IN TRACE */
/# TO INCLUDE TRACE ROUTINES, SET TRACESON TO BLANKS *•
•* TO EXCLUDE TRACE ROUTINES, SET TRACE60N TO SLASH-STAR *•
DECLARE TRACESON LIT ' ' ;
DECLARE TR.4CES0FF LIT ' /* ' ;
TRACEOON
DECLARE (TRACING.Z) BYTE;
TRACEGOFF *** *•
NEG: PROCEDURE(A) BYTE;
DECLARE A ADDRESS;
/* TRUE IF A IS NEGATIVE */
RETURN SINK A, 15) ;
END NEG;
VTION: PROCEDURE(FUNC, INFO) BYTE;
DECLARE FUNG BYTE, INFO ADDRESS;
•* ASK CP/M TO EXECUTE FUNC; RETURN A VALUE *•
GO TO BDOS;
END VMON;
CMOR: PROCEDURE(FUNC, INFO)
;
DECLARE FUNC EYTE, INFO ADDRESS;
S* ASK CP/'M TO EXECUTE FUNC; NO VALUE RETURNED #•
GO TO BDOS;
END CMON;
MOVBUF : PROCEDURE( D , S)
;
DECLARE( D , S) ADDRESS
/* MOVE 120 BYTES FROM S TO D */
DB BASED D BYTE;
SB BASED S BYTE;
I BYTE;
TO 127;
DB( I) = SBC I) ;
SB(I) = ' ";
END;
END MOVBUF;
FLUSH: PROCEDURE;
/* FLUSH OUTPUT BUFFER */
IF OBP=0 /* BUFFER EMPTY *• THEN RETURN:
CALL MOVBUFCSBUFA, .OUTBUF) ; /* MOVE OUTPUT BUFFER TO I/O AREA *•
IF VMGNC WRITEBF, .OUTFCB)<>0 THEN •* UNSUCCESSFUL WRITE *•
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
DO I =
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DO; /* WARN OPERATOR AND" QUIT *•
CALL CHOIK PRINT,
. WRITE ERROR, ABEND MBLO-GO TO CPHi
END;
OBP =0; /* BUFFER IS EMPTY */
END FLUSH;
PUTC : PROCEDURE C) ;
DECLARE C BYTE;
S* VRITE CHARACTER C ON OUTPUT FILE *•
IF OBP = 123 THEN •* BUFFER FULL *• CALL FLUSH-
OUTBUF(OPP) = C; ruuaa,
OBP = OBP + 1;
END PUTC;
GETC: PROCEDURE(F) BYTE;
DECLARE F ADDRESS;
•* READ NEXT CHARACTER FROM INPUT BUFFER; IF BUFFER EMPTYTHEN GET ANOTHER RECORD FROM FILE WHO'SE FCB I<5 AT F-
~
DEcS ICPI?TirFER P°INTER T° ° IF E0FILE ' i ~ 12
'
8 otherwise my
IF IBP = 128 THEN /* BUFFER EMPTY #/
DO; /* READ NEXT RECORD INTO BUFFER *•
IBP=0;
IF VKON(READBF,PX>0 THEN /* EOFILE */ RETURN CONTROLZ-CALL MOVEUFC
. IBUF.SBUFA) ; /* SET INPUT BUFFER *"END
;
C=IBUF(IEP); /* NEXT CHARACTER */
IBP = IBP + 1:
IF C=LF THEN /* NEW LINE */ LINE = LINE + f.
RETURN C;
END CETC;
PRC: PROCEDURE (C)
;
DECLARE C BYTE:
S* PRINT CHARACTER C ON THE CRT, OR ON THE OUTPUT FILF *-/IF OUTDEV=CRT THEN CALL CMON( PRINTCHAR, C) ,ELSE CALL PUTC(C)
;
END PRC;
CRLF : PROCEDURE
;
/# CARRIAGE RETURN, LINE FEED */
CALL PRC(CR); CALL PRC(LF);
END CRLF;
PRS: PROCEDURE (A)
;
DECLARE A ADDRESS;
•* PRINT STRING AT A UNTIL A 8 IS FOUND *«•
DECLARE B BASED A BYTE-
BO WHILE BO'S';
CALL PRC(B)
;
A = A + 1 ;
END;
END PRS;
PRL: PROCEDURE(A)
;
DECLARE A ADDRESS;
o?TT
PRi^LINE STARTING AT A UNTIL A 8 IS FOUND */CALL CRLF;
CALL PRS( A) ;
END PRL;
SETCRT: PROCEDURE;
•* ROUTE OUTPUT TO THE CRT *•
OUTDEV = CRT;
END SETCRT;
EXIT: PROCEDURE;
/* RETURN TO CP/M */
CALL SETCRT;
CALL PRL( . 'END M81 S' ) ;
CALL CRLF;
GOTO CPU;
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END EXIT;
PRFN: PROCEDUHE( F)
•
DECLARE F ADDRESS;
END
' PRFN;
CANTOP
: PROCEDURE ( F )
•
CALL SETCRT-
H ™&SAGE AMD QUIT *•
CALl-?n^,;;f
A'm0Tom:s,
' i
CALL EXIT; '
END CANTOP;
PRI NTH
: PROCEDURE ( H)
•
DECLARE H BYTE-
pi cp ^.att "„_ <--AL-L rh.C( E- 10+ ' A' ) .ELSE CALL PRC(II+'0»)-
END PR I NTH;
PRINTHB: PROCEBURE(B).
DECLARE B BYTE-
'
Sutrg&fSES'SX C1MMC™» KEPRESE.TINC B „
SSSHS5KB «"'"»«
PR INTHA
: PROCEDURE ( 4 )
.
DECLARE A ADDRESS-
SirSS<?e?f?*M01!nL CHA^CTE«S REPRESEKTrNG , „
CALL PRINTHB(H1GH(A) ) -CALL PRIKTI13(L0T,'(A))- '
CALL PRC('H').
END PR I NTHA; '
PR I NTD
: PROCEDURE ( V)
;
declare v address;
declarSVadSmss!^ SHStSUPPRESS leadi™ zerosIF NEG(V) THEN * Ai BrlE;
DO;
CALL PRC( *-') •
V = - V;
END;
Q = 10000;
lo miU iVlmr miNT ^Ros *•
D = V / Q; '
IF (D>0) OR P2 THEN /* PRINT *,
END;
LLPHINTII(D); PZ=1;
V - V HOD Q ;
0. = Q / 10;
END;
CALL PRINTH(V) •
END PR I NTD;
PR INTO: PROCEDURE(V).
DECLARE V ADDRESS-
SCL^V^ ™ ™»T »,
N = IS;
RO T.-HILE KOO;
call PRurrnc shrcv.n) and oooro )-
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N = N - 3;
END;
CALL PRINTIK V
CALL PRC( 'ft')
;
END PR INTO;
AND 0OO7Q )
/* SELECT DISK *•
INPUT FILE TO 'M80' */
INITFILES: PROCEDURE;
/* INITIALIZE FILES */
DECLARE I BYTE;
CALL CMON< INITBSK.O) ;
IF IFCB(9)=' ' THEN
DO; /'.: SET TYPE OF
IFCB(9)='N'
;
IFCB( 10)='8'
;
IFC3( 1 1)= '0'
END;
/* OPEN INPUT FILE */
I F VMON ( OPEN , I FCBA) =
/* SET NAME OF OUTPUT
DO 1=1 TO 8;
OUTFCB(I) = IFCB(I);
END;
/* DELETE OLD VERSION OF OUTPUT FILE */
CALL CMON( DELETE, . OUTFCB)
;
/* CREATE NEW VERSION OF OUTPUT
IF VMONC MAKE, .OUTFCB) = 255 THEN
/* SET NEXT RECORD TO */
IFCD(32), 0UTFCB(32) = 0;
235 THEN
FILE */
CALL CANTOP( I FCBA)
FILE */
CALL CANTOP( OUTFCB)
SET NEXT
120; /<
/*
IBP
LINE = 1;
END INITFILES;
CHARACTER POINTER *•
INPUT BUFFER IS ENPTY */
TERMINATE: PROCEDURE;
/* CLOSE OUTPUT FILE, PRINT ERROR COUNT,
CALL FLUSH; /* FLUSH OUTPUT BUFFER */
CALL SETCRT; /* OUTPUT TO CRT *•
AND GUIT */
OUTFCB)IF VMONC CLOSE,
DO;
CALL PRL(
.
CALL PRFN(
END
;
CALL PRIX . 'ERRORS: S');
CALL PRINTD(ERRCRCOUNT)
CALL EXIT;
END TERMINATE;
255 THEN
CANNO T CLOSE U ' )
OUTFCB) ;
ERROR: PROCEDURES TO ;
DECLARE K BYTE;
/* PRINT ERROR MESSAGE N */
EHRORCOUNT = ERRORCOUNT + 1;
CALL PRLl . '*** LINE G' )
;
CALL PRINTD(LINS)
;
CALL PRS( . ' : ERROR S' )
;
CALL PRINTrlB(N) ;
IF (N AND OFOII) = GFOH THEN
CALL TERMINATE;
END ERROR;
/* FATAL ERROR */
BLANK: PROCEDURE(C) BYTE;
DECLARE C BYTE;
S* TRUE IF C IS BLANK */
RETURN (C=' ') OR (C=CR) OR (C=LF);
END BLANK;
NUMERIC: PROCEDURE(C) BYTE;
DECLARE C BYTE:
•* TRUE IF C IS NUMERIC *•
RETURN (C> = '0') AND ( C< = ' 9 ' ) ;
END NUMERIC;
ALPHABETIC: PROCEDURE ( C) BYTE;
DECLARE C BYTE;
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S* TRUE IF G IS ALPHABETIC *>RETURN ( <C>='A'> AND (C<='Z«> ) R
< <C>=6IH> AND (C<=7AK) ) OR < C - '<*• *END ALPHABETIC;
ALPHANUMERIC: FROCEDURE(C) BYTE-
DECLARE C BYTE;
/* TRUE IF C IS ALPHANUMERIC */RETURN ALPHABETIC C) OR NUMERIC* O-END ALPHANUMERIC; ^'IWO) '
BEX: PROCEDURES ) BYTE;
DECLARE C BYTE;
/* TRUE IF C IS HEXADECIMAL */
RETIIRN^NWIERICCC) OR ( ( C> B . A .j AND ( c< __ , p , , );
HEXVAL: PROCEDURE(C) BYTE-
DECLARE C BYTE;
/* RETURN THE VALUE OF HEX CHARACTER r *sIF NUMERICCC) THEN RETURN C-'^V
RETURN C-'A'+IO; '
END HEXVAL;
CETIC: PROCEDURE;
?c'°0?
F P
^8f™DSWS *« DE"°™ «« T„E £XIT CF GETIC) By!
ICOO, NC=0: ALMOST EOF;ICOO, NCOO: NOT EOF */
'* NOW GET THE NEW NC */
IF NC = THEN RETURN-
IF NCP = THEN /* GET IT FROM SOURCE FILE */
NC = GETC( IFCBA)
;
IF NC=CONTROLZ •* EOF */ THEN NC=0;
ELSE /* GET NC FROM NTS */
DO;
IF (NCP:=NCP+1)>= MTSSIZE THEN •* MTS nwwiM ^.CALL ERROR ( 0F3H) , /* QUIT *7 OVERFLOW */NC = MTS(NCP)
;
END;
END GETIC;
PUTIC: PROCEDURE;
tSkS^CToISJp^^o??!^- 1™ T0KBUF "
END PUTIC; " '* '* TOKBUF(O) IS NOT USED */
PGIC: PROCEDURE;
CALL PUTIC; CALL GETIC;
END PGIC;
HASHF: PROCEDUREt C)
;
DECLARE C BYTE-
LOADING: PROCEDURE BYTE-
GETID: PROCEDURE;
toJS^S AN IDENTIFIER INTO TOKEUF */lOICTYPE
- IDENTIFIER-
BO WHILE LOADING;
CALL nASHF( IC)
;
CALL PGIC;
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TOKCONT = ALPHANUMERIC* IC) ; /* CONTINUE IF ALPHANUMERIC */
END;
END GETID;
GETSTR: PROCEDURE;
/* LOAD A STRING INTO TOKBUF */
TOKTYPE = STRING;
DO VII I LE LOADING;
IF IC <> ' ' ' ' THEN
DO;
IF JC=NBEGIN THEN COUNT=COUNT+ 1
;
IF IC=MEND THEN COUKT= COUNT- 1
CALL PGIC;
IF IC=0 THEN /* UNEXPECTED EOF */
DO;
TOKERROR = 1
;
TOKCONT = 0;
RETURN;
END;
END;
ELSE /* FOUND A QUOTE */
IF COUNT=0 THEN /* NOT INSIDE A MACROCALL *•
DO;
CALL GETIC; /* SKIP THE QUOTE */
IF IC <> '•'' TREK S* END OF STRING */ TOKCONT = 0;
ELSE /* QUOTED QUOTE */ CALL PGIC;
END;
ELSE /* INSIDE MACROCALL */ CALL PGIC; /* CONTINUE */
END;
END GETSTR;
NUNC: PROCEDURE BYTE;
/* TRUE IF NC IS NEITHER HEX NOR 'H* */
RETURN NOT UEX( NC) AND ( NCO ' H' ) ;
END NUNC;
GETNUM: PROCEDURE;
/"* LOAD A NUTIBER INTO TOKBUF; PUT ITS VALUE INTO TOKVAL *•
DECLARE BASE BYTE;
BASE = 0;
TOKTYPE = NUMBERj
DO VII I LE LOADING;
CALL PGIC;
IF (IC='0') OR (IC='Q' ) THEN BASE = O; ELSE
IF IC='H' THEN BASE = 16; ELSE
IF IC='B' AND NUNC THEN BASE=2; ELSE
IF IC='D' AND NHNC THEN BA3E=10; ELSE
IF NOT HEX( IC) THEN BASE = 1;
IF BASE >1 THEN CALL GETIC; /* SKIP 'BASE' CHARACTER */ ELSE
IF BASE = 1 THEN BASE = 10;
TOKCONT = (BASE=0); •* CONTINUE UNTIL BASE IS DETERMINED */
END;
/* COMPUTE THE VALUE OF THE NUMBER */
DECLARE D BYTE;
DECLARE MPLIER BYTE, MPLAND ADDRESS;
DO I = I TO TOKTOP;
D = HEXVAL( TOKBUF ( I)); /* CURRENT DIGIT */
IF D >= BASE THEN TOKERROR = 2;
/* TOKVAL = TOKVAL * BASE + D */
MPLIER = BASE;
MPLAND = TOKVAL;
TOKVAL = D; /* TOKVAL GETS THE PARTIAL SUMS */
DO WHILE MPLIER <> 0;
IF MPLIER THEN
DO;
TOKVAL = TOKVAL + MPLAND;
IF CARRY THEN TOKERROR = 3;
END;
MPLIER = SHTWMPLIER, 1) j
MPLAND = SHL( UPLAND, 1);
END;
END;
END GETNUM;
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CETSPECIAL: PROCEDURE;
/-* LOAD A SPECIAL CHARACTER INTO TOKBUF */
TOKTYPE = SPECIALC;
TOKVAL = 0;
IF IC = 5CII AND NC=oCH /* XOR */ THEN T0KVAL=260; ELSE
IF IC='<' AND NC='>' /* NE #• THEN TOKVAL=26 1; ELSE
IF IC='<' AND NC='=' /* LE */ TEEN T0KVAL=262; ELSE
IF IC=':* AND RC= ' = ' THEN /* ASSIGN */ TOKVAL = 5FH; ELSE
IF IC='>' AND NC='=' /* GE */ THEN TOKVAL=263;
IF TOKVALOO THEN CALL PGIC; •* SKIP ONE EXTRA CHARACTER */
ELSE TOKVAL = IC? /* SINGLE SPECIAL CHAP.ACTER */
IF IC=KEND THEN
DO; /* BO NOT READ NEXT CHAR OUTSIDE MACROCALL *•
CALL PUTIC;
OUTSIDE = 1;
END;
ELSE CALL PGIC; /* READ NEXT CHARACTER */
TOKCONT = 0:
END CETSPECIAL;
GETTOKEN: PROCEDURE;
/* GET A TOKEN, AND RETURN THE GLOBAL VARIABLES:
TOKTYPE: IDENTIFIER STRING, NUMBER, SPECIALC, EOFILE;
TOKVAL: VALUE OF NUMBER, INTERNAL NO. OF SPECIALC;
TOKERROR: IF VALID TOKEN, A MESSAGE NO. OTHERWISE;
TOKBUF: ARRAY OF CHARACTERS (i TO TOKTOP) WITH TOKEN NAME;
TOKTOP: INDEX OF LAST CHARACTER IN TOKBUF;
IIASHCODE: HASHCODE OF IDENTIFIERS, STRINGS *•
S* IC: INPUT CHARACTER (ALREADY READ IN, BUT NOT YET USED;
NO: NEXT CHARACTER ( LOOK- AHEAD CHARACTER) #•
DECLARE SOMETHING BVTE;
TOKTOP, TOKERROR = 0;
IF TOKCONT = THEN /* GET A NEW TOKEN */
DO;
TOKVAL, HASHCODE, SOMETHING = 0;
COUNT = 0;
TOKCONT = 1;
DO WHILE SOMETHING =0; /* LOOK FOR SOMETHING */
BO WHILE BLANK( IC) ; CALL GETIC; END; /* SKIP BLANKS */
IF (IC='/') AND <NC='*') THEN /"* A COMMENT *•
BO;
CALL GETIC; CALL CETIC; /* SKIP SLASH-STAR */
DO WHILE (ICO'*') OR (NCO V);
IF IC=0 THEN /* UNFINISHED COMMENT */
BO; TOKTYPE"EOFILE; RETURN; END;
ELSE CALL GETIC; /« SKIP A CHARACTER */
END;
CALL GETIC; CALL GETIC; /* SKIP STAR-SLASH */
END; /* CO LOOK FOR SOMETHING */
ELSE SOMETHING = 1; •* FOUND SOMETHING */
END;
IF IC=0 THEN TOKTYPE = EOFILE; ELSE
IF ALPHABETIC IC) THEN CALL GETID; ELSE
IF NXJMERICC IC) THEN CALL GETNUM; ELSE
IF IC"'''' THEN DO; CALL GETIC; CALL GETSTR; END; ELSE
CALL GETSPECIAL;
END;
ELSE /* GET REMAINDER OF PRESENT TOKEN */
DO;
IF TOKTYPE = IDENTIFIER THEN CALL GETID; ELSE
IF TOKTYPE = STRING THEN CALL GETSTR; ELSE
IF TOKTYPE = NUMBER THEN CALL GETNUM; ELSE
CALL GETSPECIAL;
END;
END GETTOKEN;
TRACEOON
ESP: PROCEDURE; CALL PRC( ' ');
END ESP;
VG: PROCEDURE; CALL PRC( » , ' )
;
END VG;
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TRAC: PROCEDUREC I)
;
DECLARE I BYTE, K ADDRESS.IF TRACINGO'Y' THEN RFTrrAwCALL SETCRT; CALL PPCi iT ' . ,DO WHILE Z< > • »
,
*
*
; Z= VKON( 1,0).
CALL CRLF;
IF Z='C THEN DO-
CAIL Vr
lC(I
^r
;
T
CALL ™(NC);
END;
? ALL PRINTD(NCP)
;
IF Z='N' THEN DO;
IF Z='H' THEN
DO 1=0 TO LAST(HASHTAB).
IF IIASHTADdXX) THEN DO;LALL ESP; CALL PRINTD(I).
END?
VG; CALL PR™(HASUTAB(I))
;
END;
IF Z='D' THEN DO 1=0 TO DTOP.
cau ^
P:
,
CALL p^"?D?nf
END? '
CALL Pn I«TD(fffiS(I))
5
IF
Sjl'e™ D0 I = T0 GTO?;
END;
"**AVE< I),
, CALL Egp; CALL pRIlm) »
IF Z=;P« THEN DO 1=0 TO PTOP-
caLl 5cf
!cSL4nTn?^T^ » > >END; J ail ' 0( VSTACKC I) ) ;
CALL ESP; Z=MTS(K)
;
END; * '
OUTDEV=DISK-
END TRAC;
TRACESOFF *** */
COMPAR: PROCEDURE (Al \2) RYTP
DECLARE (A1,A2) ADDRESS.
'* RETURN 1 if STRINGS^ At ai »oDECLARE Bl BASED Al B?TE '
''2 ARE EQUAL
'
G OTHERWISE «•DECLARE B2 BASED A2 RVTp!DO WHILE Bl = B2; " ?
IF Bl = OOII /* (END O^ ctjiitt^
END
A1 = Al + 1; A2 » °| f»™> " THEN /* HATCH */ RETURN „
RETURN 0;
END COHPAR;
PUSHD: PROCEDUREC I);
DECLARE I ADDRESS-
else rms^DTcpf
-'i
CALL ranowwiiD,
END PUSHD; '
NTYPE: PROCEDUREf I) BYTE;
DECLARE 1 ADDPF'-S-
'
'* TYPE OF MACRO I */
NFP: PROCEDUREC I) BYTE-
DECLARE I ADDRESS;

/* NO. OF FORMAL PARAMETERS OF MACRO I */
RETURN SIRK MDS( I ) , 8) ;
END NFP;
TNAIIE: PROCEDURES I ) ADDRESS;
DECLARE I ADDRESS;
/* INDEX IN MDS OF NAME CELL OF TEXTUAL MACRO I */
RETURN I - NFP( I) - 3;
END THAME;
IFP : PROCERURE( N , I ) ADDRESS
;
DECLARE N BYTE, I ADDRESS;
/% INDEX IN HIS OF N-TH FORMAL PARAM OF M^CRO I */
RETURN MDS(TNAME(I) + N) ;
END IFP;
ML INK: PROCEDURE( I) ADDRESS;
DECLARE I ADDRESS;
•* LINK FIELD OF MACRO I */
RETURN MDS( 1-1)
;
END ML INK;
MNUMER1C: PROCEDURE(I) BYTE;
DECLARE 1 ADDRESS;
/* RETURN TRUE IF MACRO I IS OF TYPE NUMERIC */
RETURN MFYPE( I ) = MNUM;
END MNUMERIC;
MRESERVED: PROCEDURE( I) BYTE;
DECLARE I ADDRESS;
/"* RETURN TRUE IF MACRO I IS A RESERVED WORD %/
RETURN I <= RTOP;
END MRESERVED;
JRAME: PROCEDURE(I) ADDRESS;
DECLARE I ADDRESS;
/* INDEX OF CELL IN MDS CONTAINING POINTER TO NAME OF MACRO I */
IF MNUMERIC(I) THEN RETURN 1-3;
IF MRE3ERVED( I) THEN RETURN 1-2;
/* ELSE: TEXTUAL %/
RETURH TNAME ( I)
END JNAME;
INAME: PROCEDURES I) ADDRESS;
DECLARE I ADDRESS;
/* INDEX OF NAME OF MACRO I IN MTS */
TRACEGON
CALL TRACC ' !•!' ) ;
TRACESOFF *** */
RETURN IIDS( JNAMEC I) ) ;
END I NAME;
PUSHST: PROCEDURE;
/* PUSH STATUS QUO (NC, NCP, TSAVE, DSAVE) INTO THE STATUS STACK #•
TRACEGON
CALL TRAC( ' + • )
;
TRACECOFF **# #/
IF (QTOP:=OTOP+l)>= STSSIZE THEN
/* OVERFLOW */ CALL ERRCR( 0F2ID ; /* QUIT */
QTSAVE(QTOP) = TSAVE;
QDSAVE(QTGP) = DSAVE;
QCSAVE(QTOP) = NC;
GNSAVE(QTOP) = NCP;
OUTSIDE = 1; /* BEGIN TO SCAN A MACROBODY IN 'OUTSIDE' MODE */
END PUSHST;
POPST: PROCEDURE;
/* EXIT FROM SCANNING A M<\CR0E9DY: POP PREVIOUS STATUS FROM
THE STATUS STACK AND SET THINGS FOR THE SCANNER. *•
TRACEGON
CALL TRAC( '-') ;
TRACESOFF *** */
IF QTOP=253 THEN /* EMPTY STACK: THE MACROBODY JUST
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SCANNED WAS THE SOURCE PROGRAM ITSELF */' CALL TERMINATE;
/* ELSE: RESTORE PREVIOUS STATUS *•
/* RESTORE THE HASHTABLE */
DO WHILE DTOP> QDSAVE(QTOP);
/* SET ITASHT<\nLE EKTRY POINTING TO NEXT MACRO *•
HASIITAB( MTS( INAME< DTOP) - 1) ) = MLINK( DTOP) ;
DTOP = JNAMECDTOP) - i» /"* INDEX OF NEXT MACRO TO POP *S
END;
/* RESTORE OTHER COMPONENTS OF THE STATUS */
Tl'OP = QTSAVE(QTOP)
;
NCP = GNSAVE(QTOP) ;
NC = QCSAVE(QTOP) ;
QTOP = QTOP - 1
;
OUTSIDE =1; /* GET READY FOR OTHER MACROCALLS *•
END POPST;
MIDENT: PROCERURE(J) ADDRESS;
DECLARE J ADDRESS;
•* IDENTIFY MACRO WHOSE NAME IS AT MTS(J) */
DECLARE H BYTE, ( I , E) ADDRESS;
H = MTS(J-l); /* HASHCODE */
K HASHTAB(H); /* INDEX OF TOPMOST MACRO WITTf SAME HASHCODE *•
BO WHILE KOO; /* SEARCH *•
I = INAME(K); /* INDEX OF HACRONAME IN MTS #/
IF COMPAIU .HTS( J) , .MTS( I>) THEN /* FOUND */ RETURN K;
K = HLINK(K); /* NEXT */
END;
RETURN 0;
END MIDENT
j
SAVETOK: PROCEDURES I) ADDRESS;
DECLARE I ADDRESS;
/-* MOVE CURRENT TOKEN TO MTS, STARTING AT MTS(I);
RETURN POINTER TO NEXT CHARACTER IN MTS */
DECLARE J BYTE;
IF ( I + TOKTOP) > IITSSIZE THEN /* MTS OVERFLOW */
CALL ERROR(0F3H); /* QUIT */
DO J = 1 TO TGKTOP;
MTS( I) = TOKBUF( J) ;
I = I + 1;
END;
MTS(I) =0; /* END MARKER */
RETURN I;
END SAVETOK;
LRLEX: PROCEDURE ADDRESS;
/* LEXICAL ANALYZER */
/* RETURN THE INTERNAL NUMBER OF A RESERVED WORD, OR:
IDENTIFIER: LRLVAL = INDEX OF MACRO IN MDS, OR
-POINTER TO NAME IN MTS, IF ID IS NOT A HACRONAME;
STRING: LRLVAL = POINTER TO STRING IN MTS;
NUMBER: LRLVAL = VALUE OF THE NUMBER;
0: EOFILE */
DECLARE J ADDRESS;
DO WHILE OUTSIDE; /* OUTSIDE MACROCALLS */
CALL GETIC;
IF IC=MBEGIN THEN /* BEGIN OF A MACROCALL */
DO;
OUTSIDE = 0; /* ENTER MACROCALL */
CALL GETIC; /* SKIP MBEGIN */
RETURN MBEGIN;
END;
IF IC=0 •* END OF MACROBODY */ THEN
CALL POPST; /* POP STATUS, CO ON SCANNING */
ELSE CALL PRC( IC) ; /* WRITE IC OH OUTPUT FILE *•
END;
/* OUTSIDE*©: SCANNING INSIDE MACROCALL */
CALL GETTOKEN;
DO WHILE TOKERROROO;
CALL ERROR( TOKERROR)
;
CALL GETTOKEN;
END;
LRLVAL = TOKVAL;
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IF TOKTYPE = SPECIALC THEN RETURN TOKVAL;
IF TOKTYPE = NUMBER THEN RETURN NUMBER;
IF TOKTYPE = EOFILE THEN RETURN 0;
/* IDENTIFIER OR STRING #/
TTSAVE = TTOP; /* SAVE VALUE OF TTOP */
LRLVAI, = TTOP + 2;
MOVE TOKEN TO
GET REMAINDER
MTS */
OF TOKEN •*/
J = SAVETOKX LRLVAL) ; /*
DO WH I LE TOKCOriT< > O ; /*
CALL GETTOKEN;
J = SAVETOK(J) ;
END;
MTS(LRLVAL-l) = HASRCOBE
TTOP = J; •* PUSH THE NAME INTO MTS */
IF TOKTYPE = STRING THEN RETURN STRING;
/* ELSE: IDENTIFIER - CHECK WHETHER RESERVED WORD *•
/* STORE HASIICODE #/
J =
IF
SEARCH MD3 FOR THIS NAME */
THEN
/* -POINTER TO ID IN MTS */
/*
• M I BENT( LRLVAL) ; /*
J=0 /* NOT THERE */
DO;
LRLVAL = - LRLVAL;
RETURN IDENTIFIER;
END;
ELSE: ALREADY THERE %/
TTOP = LRLVAL -2; /* DISCARD THE NAME */
IF MRESERVED(J) TEEN /* RESERVED WORD */
RETURN MD3(J); /* RESERVED WORD NO. *•
/* ELSE: A MACRONAME, BUT NOT RESERVED */
LRLVAL = J j /« INDEX OF THE MACRO IN MRS */
RETURN IDENTIFIER;
END LRLEX;
LOOKAT: PRGCEBUREC I )
;
DECLARE I ADDRESS;
S# TELL THE SCANNER
NCP = I
;
NC = MTS( I)
;
END LOOKAT;
TO SCAN TEXT BEGINNING AT MTS(I) #•
HEW/
IS A MACRONAME
/* POINTER TO
*/ H2 - 112;
PUSEII2: PROCEDURE;
/* CREATE ENTRY IN MDS FOR MACRONAME AT HANBLE(2) *•
THACESON
CALL TRAC( 'X')
TRACESOFF *** */
IF HEG(D2) THEN
ELSE /# IDENTIFIER
112 = INAME(H2) ;
TRACESON
CALL TRAC( 'Y') :
TRACES OFF *** */
CALL PUSHD(H2)
;
END FUSKE2;
IDENTIFIER
NAME IN IITS */
INTDECL: PROCEDURE;
/* SEMANTIC ACTIONS FOR THE PRODUCTIONS:
<INT.DECL> ::= INT < IDENTIFIER>
<INT.DECL> ::= <INT.DECL> < IDENTIFIED */
DECLARE H BYTE;
/* CREATE NUMERIC MACRO */
CALL PUSHH2; /* PUSH POINTER TO MACRONAME INTO MDS */
CALL PUSHD(O); /* INITIALIZE ITS VALUE TO */
H = MTS(II2-1); •* GET IDENTIF IER.' S HASIICODE *•
CALL PUSUD(IIASHTAB(H) ) ; /* SET LINK */
CALL PUSIID( MNUM) ; S* O FORMAL PARA MS, TYPE = NUMERIC MACRO *•
HASHTABdl) = DTOP; •* POINTER TO THE NEW MACRO */
END INTDECL;
XMIT1: PROCEDURE;
HH = HI;
END XMITI;
LRACTION; PROCEDURE(N)
;
DECLARE N BYTE;
/* EXECUTE SEMANTIC ACTION ASSOCIATED
IF IK 10 THEN RETURN; /* NO ACTION TO
WITn PRODUCTION N */
BE PERFORMED */
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DO CASE N-10;
/*** < PROGRAMS : : = < STMT> */
•*** < PRCGRAM> : : = < PROGRAM> < STMT> */
/*** <STMT>
/##* <st?it>
/#** <stmt>
••*** <sTrrr>
/*** <STMT>
•#** <stmt>
/**# <STMT>
= < INT.DECL> */
= <ASSIGN.STMT> */
= <EVAL.STMT> */
= < MACRO. DECL> */
= <IIACRO.CALL> */
= < IF.STMT> */
= <ERROR> */
/*** <INT.PECL> ::= INT < IDENTIFIED *•
CALL INTDECL;
/*** <INT.DEGL> :: = <INT.DECL> < IDENTIFIER> */
CALL INTDECL;
/*** < ASSIGN. STMT> ::= < IDENTIFIER> = <EXPR> */
DO;
IF NEG(Hl) /* UNDEFINED MACRO */ THEN CALL ERROIU 1 III) ;
ELSE
DO;
IF MNUMERIC(Hl) /* NUMERIC MACRO */
THEN MU3(II1-2) = II3; /* EXECUTE ASSIGIIIIENT */
ELSE •* CANNOT ASSIGN */ CALL ERROR( 14H)
;
END;
EH = R3; /* PROPAGATE VALUE OF <EXPR> */
END;
/*** <EVAL.STMT> ::= < FORMAT> < EXPR> */
DO;
IF Ll=10 THEN CALL PRINTD(E2)j ELSE
IF Ll^G THEN CALL PRINTGKH2); ELSE
IF LI =22 THEN CALL PRC(L2); ELSE
CALL PRINTHACII2) ;
END;
/*** < FORMAT> : : = DEC *•
HH = 10;
/*** < FORIIAT> : : = OCT *•
HR = 8;
/*** < FORMAT> : : = REX */
101 = 16;
/* < FORMAT> : : = CnAR */
nH = 22;
/*** < MACRO. DECL> ::= <MD.HEAD> <STRING> */
DO;
/* CREATE MACROBODY = <STRIRG>; INSTALL NEW MACRO */
CALL PUSHD(H2); /* POINTER TO MACROBODY */
CALL PU3IIB< HASIITABC HSAVE) ) ; /* SET LINK F \ ELD *•
CALL PUSHD< SHL< DOUBLE( NF> , 8) OR MMAC) ; /* NO. FORMALS, TYPE */
HASHTAB( HSAVE) = DTOP; /* POINTER TO MACRO DESCRIPTOR */
END;
/*** <MD.IIEAD> ::= MACRO < IDENTIFIED^ */
DO; /* CREATE MACRONAME #•
CALL PUSHH2; /* H2=POINTER TO IDENTIFIER IN MTS */
KSAVE = irrSC 172-1); S* SAVE ITS IIASIICODE *•
NF = 0; •* NO. FORMAL PARAMETERS */
END;
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•*** <MD.HEAB) ::= <MD.HEAD> < IDENTIFIER) */
DO;
CALL FUSHH2; •* 112 = POINTER TO IDENTIFIER IN MTS */
NF = NF + 1;
END;
/*** < MACRO . CALL> : : = < MC . HEAD> */
DO;
•* TEMPORARY MACROS HAVE ALREADY BEEN CREATED;
STATUS HAS BEEN SAVED IN BSAVE, TSAVE */
IF NOT NF.G(Hl) THEN /* NO ERRORS */
DO;
I=MDS<Hl-2); /* VALUE OF NUilERIC MACROS,
POINTER TO BODY OF TEXTUAL MACROS *•
IF MNUMERICdll) THEN /* NUMERIC MACRO *•
CALL PRINTDCI); /* OUTPUT ITS VALUE */
ELSE /* TEXTUAL MACRO */
DO;
CALL PUSIIST; /* SAVE STATUS QUO */
CALL LQOKAT< I ) ; /* SCAN MACROBODY *•
END;
END;
END;
/#** <MC.IIEAD> ::= < IDENTIFIER) */
DO;
IF NEG(Hl) /"* UNDEFINED MACRO */ THEN
CALL ERRORC 1 ill) ;
DSAVE = DTOP; /* SAVE STATUS QUO */
TSAVE = TTSAVE;
NA = C; /* NO. ACTUAL PARAMETERS */
CALL XMIT1
;
END;
/**# <MC.HEAD> ::= <KC.HEAD> < STRING) */
DO; /•:: CREATE TEMPORARY MACRO , WITH:
MACRONAME = FORMAL PARAM, MACROBODY = ACTUAL PARAM */
IF NOT NF.Cdll) THEN /* NO ERRORS *•
DO;
IIH " 0;
NA = NA + 1 ;
IF MNUMERICdll) TEEN /* NUMERIC MACRO CANNOT HAVE
PARAMS *• CALL ERROR( 12H) ; ELSE
IF NA>NFP<H1) THEN /* TOO MANY PARAMETERS *•
CALL ERROR ( 1311) ; ELSE
CALL XMIT1; /* NO ERRORS */
IF NOT NEC(KH) THEN /* NO ERRORS *•
DO;
J= IFP( NA , III ) ; /* J= PO INTER TO CORRESPOND ING
FORMAL PARAMETER IN MTS *•
CALL PUSm)(J); •* FORMAL FARM BECOMES MACRONAME */
CALL PUSHD(H2); /* MACROBODY = STRING */
II = MTS(J-l); y* DASHCODE OF NEW MACRONAME *•
CALL PUSHTMHASHTABCH) ) ; /% SET LINK */
CALL PUSHD(MMAC)j /* O FORMAL PARMS, TYPE=TEXT *•
IIASHTAB(II) = DTOP; •* POINTER TO NEW MACRO */
END;
END;
END;
/*** < IF. STMT) ::= < IF) < EXPR) THEN < STRING) */
DO;
IF LOW(H2) THEN •* < EXPR) IS TRUE */
DO;
CALL PUSHST; /* SAVE STATUS QUO */
CALL LOOKATUI4); /* TELL SCANNER TO SCAN STRING */
END;
END;
•*** < IF. STMT) ::= < IF) <EXPR> TEEN < STRING) ELSE < STRING) */
DO;
CALL PUSHST; •* SAVE STATUS QUO */
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IF LOWR2) TRGN •* < EKPR> IS TRUE #/
CALL L00I<AT(H4) ;
ELSE CALL L00KAT(H6);
END;
/#** < IF> : := IF #/
DO;
DSAVE = DTOP;
TSAVE = TTOP;
END;
/*** <EXPR> ::= <LOG.FACTOR> #/
CALL XMITI;
/#** <EXPR> ::= < EXPR> OR <LOG. FACTOR> */
HII = HI OR H3;
/*** <EXPR> ::= <EXPR> XOR < LOG . FACTOR> */
EH = III XOR HO;
/*** <LOG.FACTOR>
CALL XMITI;
/*** <LOG.FACTOR>
HH = HI AND H3;
/#** <LOG.SEC>
CALL XMITI;
/*#* <LOC.SEC>
HH = NOT H2;
/#** <LOG.PRI?i>
CALL XHITl;
= <LOG.SEC> %/
- <LOG.FACTOR> AND <LOG.SEC> */
= <LOG.PRIM> */
= NOT <LOG.PRIM> */
:= <ARIT.EXPR> */
:= <ARIT.EXPR> < REL> <ARIT.EXPR> *//*** <LOG.PRIK>
DO;
DECLARE LL BYrE;
IF L2 = EQ THEN LL = <H1 = H3); ELSE
IF L2 = LT THEN LL = NEGCm-HS); ELSE
IF L2 = GT THEN LL = HEG< 1<3-II1 > ; ELSE
IF L2 = NE THEN LL = (IIIOHS); ELSE
IF L2 = LE THEN LL = (H1 = II3> OR NEG(ni - HO);
LL = (Hi = H3) OR NEGCH3 - Hi);
IIH = LL;
ELSE
END;
/*** <REL>
HH = EQ;
/*#* <REL>
HH = LT;
/*** <REL>
IHI = CT;
/### <REL>
HH = NE;
/*** <REL>
HH = LE;
/**# < l\EL>
HH = GE;
= = *•
= < */
- > *•
= <> *•
= <= */
= > = #/
•#** <ARJ.T.EXPR>
CALL XMITI;
/*** <ARIT.EXPR>
Iffl = HI + H3:
/**# <ARIT.EXPR>
HH = ni - H3;
= < TERM> %/
- <ARIT.EXPR> + <TERM> */
= <AR1T.EXPR> - <TERM> */
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/#*# <TERM> ::= <PRIM> */
CALL XT1IT1;
/*** <TERM> ::= <TERH> * <PRIM> */
HH = HI * R3;
/*** <TERH> ::= < TERM> / <PRIM> */
HH = HI / H3;
/*** <TERTC> ::= <TERI1> MOD <PRIM> */
HH = HI NOD H3;
/**# <PRIM> ::= <IDENTIFIER> */
DO;
IF NEG(IIl) /* UNDEFINED MACRO *• THEN
CALL ERROR( 1 1H) ; ELSE
IF MNUMERIC(Hl) •* NUMERIC MACRO *• THEN
HH = MDS<Hl-2>; /* ITS VALUE */"
ELSE CALL ERRORC 15K) ;
END;
/*** <PRI?T> ::= < NUMBER> */
CALL XMIT1;
/*** <PRIII> ::= ( <ASSIGN.STMT> ) */
HIT = H2;
/*** <PRIN> ::= ( < EXPR> ) */
HH = H2;
/*** <PRIH> ::= - < NUMBER> */
ETI = - 112;
END; •* OF CASE STATEMENT *S
END LRACTICN;
TABLE: PROCEDURECS, I) ADDRESS;
DECLARE, (S, I) ADDRESS;
/# RETURN I-TH ENTRY IN THE ACTION TABLE OF STATE S */
RETURN ( LRACTC LRPACTCS+1) + I) );
END TABLE;
POP: PROCEDURECN)
;
DECLARE N BYTE;
/% POP N TOPIIOST STATES OF THE PARSE STACK %/
PTOP = PTOP - N;
IF PTOP < THEN /* STACK UNDERFLOW */
CALL ERRORC 0F5H) ; /* QUIT */
END POP;
PUSH: PROCEDURE(S,V)
;
DECLARE (S,V) ADDRESS;
S# PUSH STATE S AND VALUE V INTO TCIE PARSE STACKS *S
PTOP = PTOP+ 1:
IF PTOP >= STACKS IZE TREN /* STACK OVERFLOW */
CALL ERRORC 0F4H); /* QUIT */
PSTACK(PTOP) = S;
VSTACK(PTOP) = V;
END PUSH;
GOTOF : PROCEDURE ( STATE , NONTERM) ADDRESS
;
DECLARE ( STATE, NONTERM) ADDRESS;
•* RETURN NEXT STATE AFTER A REDUCTION */
I = LRPGO( NONTERM) ; •* POINTER TO COTO TABLE IN LRGO */
DO FOREVER; /* TABLE SEARCH */
IF (LRCO(I) = DEFAULT) OR (LP.GO(I) = STATE)
THEN RETURN LRGOCI+1);
I = 1+2;
END;
END GOTOF;
REDUCE: PROCEDURE;
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/* EXECUTE A REDUCTION */
DECLARE PN BYTE; V* PRODUCTION NUMBER */
DECLARE NHS BYTE; •* NO. ELEMENTS RICUT HAND SIDE */
DECLARE LS ADDRESS; /* ID. NO. OF LEFT HAND SIDE *•
PN = TAB AND GFFFH;
/* CLEAR RECOVERY FLAG UNLESS < STr!T> : : = < ERROR> */
IF PN<>9 THEN RECOVER I IIG=0;
NRS = LRR2(PN)
;
LS = LRR1CPN) ;
/* SET HANDLE VARIABLES */
DECLARE HB ADDRESS; /* HANDLE RASE */
DECLARE H BASED HB ADDRESS; /* HANDLE */
HB = .VSTACK(PTOP-NRS)
j
II 1 = IK 1 ) ; H2=H<2>; H3=H(3); n4=H<4>; H5=H(5); H6 = H(6)t
TRACESON
CALL TRACC 'R') ;
TRACEGOFF *** */
CALL LRACTICH(PH); /* EXECUTE SEMANTIC ACTION %/
•* UPDATE THE PARSE STACK *•
CALL POP(NRS); /"* POP RIGHT HAND SIDE */
CALL PUSH( GOTOF(PSTACK(PTOP) ,LS) , IRI) ; /* NEXT STATE */
TRACESON
CALL TRAC< 'A') ;
TRACEGOFF *** */"
END REDUCE;
SHIFT: PROCEDURE;
/* EXECUTE A SHIFT ACTION */
TRACESON
CALL TRACC 'S') ;
TRACEGOFF *** */
CALL PUSH( TAB AND 0FFFI1, LRLVAL) ; /* PUSn NEXT STATE */
INPUTSY = LRLEX; •* GET ANOTHER INPUT SYMBOL *•
END SHIFT;
ACCEPT : PROCEDURE
;
/* BREAK PARSER LOOP */
PARSING = 0;
END ACCEPT;
POERROR: PROCEDURE;
/% PARSING ERROR HANDLER */
TRACESON
CALL TRAC( 'EM ;
TRACEGOFF *** */
IF RECOVERING THEN •* ERROR MESSAGE FOR THIS ERROR. ALREADY GIVEN *•
DO; /* SEARCH FOR A STATE WITH SHIFT ON < ERROR> *•
IF PTOP<=0 THEN /* CAN'T POP */
CALL ERRORC GF7II) ; •* OUIT */
CALL POP( 1)
;
RETURN
;
END;
CALL ERRORC 7 ) ;
INPUTSY = YERROR; /* < ERROR> */
RECOVERING = 1;
END PSERROR;
PARSE: PROCEDURE;
/* PARSE SOURCE PROGRAM *•
INPUTSY = LRLEX; /* GET FIRST INPUT SYMBOL */
DO WHILE PARSING;
IT = O; /* INDEX WITHIN ACTION TABLE OF CURRENT STATE */
SEARCHING = 1;
DO WHILE SEARCHING; /* IDENTIFY APPLICABLE ACTION *•
SEARCHING = 0;
TAB = TABLE(PSTACK(PTOP) , IT) ; •* CURRENT TABLE ENTRY *•
ACTION = TAB AND ACTMASK; •* DECODE THE ACTION */
IF ACTION = REDMASK THEN CALL REDUCE;
ELSE IF ACTION = ERRORMASK THEN CALL PSERROR;
ELSE IF ( INPUTSY OR SYMBMASK) = TAB THEN
DO; /* FOUND ENTRY FOR THIS INPUT */
IT e IT ^ 1; /* LOOK AT CORRESPONDING ACTION*/
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TAD = TABLE(PSTACKCPTOP) , IT)
;
ACTION = TAB AND ACTMASK;
IF ACTION = REDMASK THEN CALL REDUCE;
ELSE IF ACTION = SHIFTMASK THEN CALL SHIFT;
ELSE CALL ACCEPT;
END;
else /* no match */
DO; /* KEEP ON SEARCHING #•
IT = IT + 2;
SEARCH I ITG = 1 ;
END;
END;
END;
END PARSE;
READHEX: PROCEDURE BYTE;
/* READ ONE HEX CHARACTER FROM THE PARSER TABLES FILE */
DECLARE II BYTE;
IF IIEX(H:=GETC( .TABFCB)) THEN RETURN HEXVAL( H)
;
CALL CHOIH PRINT, .'NON-HEX DIGIT IN TABLES!*');
CALL EXIT;
END READHEX;
READSYTE: PROCEDURE BYTE;
/* READ TWO HEX DIGITS FROM PARSER TABLES FILE */
RETURN SHL( READHEX, 4) OR READHEX;
END READBYTE;
READCS: PROCEDURE BYTE;
/* READ BYTE FROII TABLES FILE WHILE COMPUTING CHECKSUM *•
DECLARE B BYTE;
CS= CS + (B:=READBYTE)
;
RETURN B:
END READCS;
TLOADER: PROCEDURE;
/* LOAD ONE PARSER TABLE INTO MEMORY */
DECLARE C BYTE;
BO FOREVER; /# READ INPUT UNTIL :GGXX (END OF TABLE) IS FOUND */
DO WHILE GETCC .TABFCB)<> ' : * ; /* LOOK FOR : */
END;
/* SET CHECKSUM TO 0, SAVE RECORD LENGTH */
CS=0;
IF (RL:=READCS) = THEN /* END OF TABLE */ RETURN;
C = READCS; C = READCS; /* SKIP LOAD ADDRESS */
C = READCS; •* SKIP RECORD TYPE */
•* NOV START STORING THE BYTES *•
BO WHILE (RL:=RL-1)<>255;
MEMORY! MEMPTR) = READCS;
MEMPTR = MEMPTR + I
;
END;
/# READ CHECKSUM AND COMPARE */
IF CS+REABBYTEOO THEN /* ERROR *•
DO; •* TELL OPERATOR AND QUIT */
CALL CKOIH PRINT, . -CHECKSUM ERROR, LINE S');
CALL PRIHTD(LINE)
;
CALL EXIT;
END;
END; /* DO FOREVER */
END TLOADER;
INITTAB: PROCEDURE;
/* INITIALIZE PARSER TABLES */
•* OPEN PARSER TABLES FILE *•
CALL CMON< INITDSK.O)? /* SELECT DISK */
IF VMONC OPEN ,. TABFCB) =255 THEN CALL CANTOPC . TABFCB)
;
/* SET NEXT RECORD TO */
TABFCB(32)=0;
/* LOAD THE TABLES INTO MEMORY */
MEMPTR =0; /* START LOADING AT "MEMORY" BASE */
ACTB = .MEMORY;
CALL TLOADER; /* LOAD LRACT */
FACTS = . MEMORY( MEMPTR)
:
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MAIN:
EOF
CALL TLOADEH; •* LOAD LRPACT *•
RIB = . MEMORYC MEMPTR)
;
CALL TLOADER; /* LOAD LPJtl */
r2b = . memoryc memptr) ;
call tloader; /* load lrr2 */
pgor = . memoryc memptr)
call tloader; /* load lrpco */
gob = . memoryc memptr) ;
call tloader; /* load lrco */
mtsb = . memoryc memptr) ; •* base of mts #/
ktssize = fbase - mtsb?
1 = MEMPTR;
CALL TLOADER; /* LOAD RESERVED WORDS */
TTOP = HEMPTll - I - 1 ; /# INDEX OF TOP OF MTS */
/* RESET HASH TABLE */
DO 1 = TO LASTCIJASiiTAB) ;
I1ASHTABC I) = 0;
END;
/* INITIALIZE MDS */
J = 1; /* INDEX OF FIRST RESERVED WORD IN MTS *•
DO WHILE .KTTOP;
/* COMPUTE ITS IIASKCODE */
HASHCODE = 0;
I = J;
DO WHILE HTS( I)O0;
• CALL DASHF(MTS( I)) ;1=1+1;
END;
CALL PUSHDCJ); /* POINTER TO MACRONAME */
CALL PUSHDC HASHTABC HASHCODE)); /* LINK */
CALL PUSHDCD0UBLECMTSCJ-l))+236) ; •* RESERVED WORD NO. */
MTS<J-1) = HASHCODE; /* STORE HASHCODE IN MTS *•
HASHTAB( HASHCODE) = DTOP; /^POINTER TO THE MACRO CREATED */
J = I + 2; /* NEXT */
END;
RTOP = DTOP; /* SAVE INDEX OF TOPMOST RESERVED MACRO */
END INITTAB;
TRACEDON
CALL SETCRT;
CALL PRL( . ' TRACEC Y/N) : S ' ) ;
TRACING=VMONC 1,0) ;
OUTDEV=DISK;
TRACESOFF *** */
CALL INITTAB;
CALL INITFILES;
CALL PARSE;
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/*
*/
* L81: PHASE 1 OF THE L80 COMPILER *
* LUIZ PEDROSO - OCTOBER 1975 *
* *
DECLARE LIT LITERALLY 'LITERALLY'
DECLARE FOREVER LITERALLY ' WI I LE 1 ;
DECLARE CR LITERALLY 'ODH' • •*
DECLARE LF LITERALLY '0AH' , •*
DECLARE CONTROLZ LITERALLY * 1AH' [ /*
DECLARE I ADDRESS, C BYTE; /*
/* YACC--ASSIGNED TERMINAL NUMBERS */
DECLARE YEPROR L I TERALLY '256'
DECLARE IDENTIFIER LITERALLY '257'
DECLARE NUMBER LITERALLY '253'
DECLARE SIRING LITERALLY '259'
DECLARE ASL LITERALLY '260'
/* CP/II SYSTEM CONST.ANTS */
DECLARE cpii LITERALLY '0'; /*
DECLARE SFCBA LITERALLY '005CH' ; •*
DECLARE SBUFA LITERALLY • OOSOH' ; /*
DECLARE FEASE LITERALLY "3200H* ; /*
DECLARE BDOS LITERALLY '3FFDII' ; /*
/* I/O PRIMITIVES */
DECLARE PR I NT CHAR LITERALLY '2' ;
DECLARE PRINT LITERALLY '9' ;
DECLARE OPEN L I TERALLY ' 15'
DECLARE CLOSE LITERALLY ' 16*
DECLARE MAKE LITERALLY ' 22
'
DECLARE DELETE LITERALLY ' 19'
DECLARE READBF LITERALLY '20'
DECLARE VRITEBF LITERALLY '21'
DECLARE IN1TBSK LITERALLY ' 13'
DECLARE SETBUF LITERALLY '26'
CARRIAGE-RETURN
LINE-FEED */
EOF *•
TEMPORARIES */
*/
CP/M REBOOT ENTRY »/
SYSTEM FCB ADDRESS *•
SYSTEM FCR ADDRESS */
FDOS BASE */
BASIC DOS ENTRY *•
/* FILE CONTROL BLOCKS */
DECLARE TABFCBC33) BYTE /% PARSER TABLES FILE #/
IR1TIALC0, 'L81 ' , 'TAB' ,0,0,0,0) ;
DECLARE PAFCBC33) BYTE /* PARSER ACTIONS FILE */
INITIALCO,' ', 'SOP' ,0,0,0,0)
;
DECLARE SLFCB(33) BYTE /* SYMBOL LIST FILE */
INITIALCO,' ', '80S" ,0,0,0,0)
DECLAr^E IFA ADDRESS INITIAL (SFCBA); •* INPUT
DECLARE IFCB BASED IFA BYTE; /* INPUT FILE CONTROL
FCB ADDRESS
BLOCK *•
*/
•* OUTPUT BUFFER */
DECLARE OBUF( 123) 3YTE;
DECLARE OEP BYTE INITIALCO); /# OUTPUT BUFFER POINTIER #/
DECLARE OFCBA ADDRESS; /* ADDRESS OF OUTPUT FCB */
/* INPUT BUFFER #/
DECLARE IBUFC 128) BYTE;
DECLARE IBP BYTE INITIAL* 128) ; •* INPUT BUFFER POINTER *•
DECLARE 1FCEA ADDRESS; /* ADDRESS OF INPUT FCB *•
/* PARSER TABLES MASKS #/
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
ACTMASK
SYM3MASK
SHIFTMASK
REDMASK
ERRORHASK
DEFAULT
LITERALLY
LITERALLY
LITERALLY
LITERALLY
LITERALLY
LITERALLY
OFOOOH'
;
OJOOOH'
02OOOH'
'0300011'
;
OOO0OII' ;
OFFFFH'
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/* PARSER ACTIONS OPCODES */
DECLARE XREDUCE LITERALLY 'Oin'
DECLARE XSHIFT LITERALLY '02n'
DECLARE XACCEPT LITERALLY '0311'
DECLARE XLINE LITERALLY *04H'
•* PARSER GLOBAL VARIABLES */
DECLARE STACKSIZE LITERALLY 'GO';
DECLARE PSTACK( STACKSIZE) ADDRESS
DECLARE PTOP ADDRESS I H I T I AL( )
;
DECLARE PARSING
DECLARE RECOVER \ NG
DECLARE SEARCHING
DECLARE (INPUTSY.TA
DECLARE
B'iTE INITIAL
BYrE INITIAL
BYTE;
ACT ION , T T) ADDRESS
;
INITIAL (0); •* PARSE STACK */
/* PARSE STACK POINTER *•
( 1) ;
(0) :
ERRORCOUIJT BYTE INITIAL (0)
/* PARSER TABLES */
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
ACTB
PACTB
RIB
R2B
COB
PCC3
ADDRESS
,
ADDRESS
ADRRi:SS,
ADDRESS,
ADDRESS
ADDRESS
LRACT
LRPACT
LRR1
LRR2
LRCO
LRPCO
BASED
BASED
BASED
BASED
BASED
BASED
ACTB
PACTB
RIB
R2B
COB
PGC3
ADDRESS
ADDRESS
ADDRESS
ADDRESS
ADDRESS
ADDRESS
..;!; ^YTfBOI LIST %/
DECLARE SYMLB ADDRESS. SYMLIST BASED 3YI1LB BYTE;
DECLARE SYKLSIZE ADDRESS? •* SIZE OF SYNLIST */
DECLARE SYMLNEXT ADDRESS; /* INDEX OF NEXT AVAILABLE BYTE IN SYIiLIST */
DECLARE SLFIRST ADDRESS; /* INDEX OF FIRST BYTE AFTER RESERVED WORDS */
/% HASH TABLE */
DECLARE HASHTAB(128) ADDRESS;
DECLARE HASHHASK LITERALLY ' 0177Q';
DECLARE HASHCODE BYTE;
/* LEXICAL ANALYZER GLOBAL VARIABLES */
DECLARE T0KBDF(30) BYTE;
DECLARE TOKBUFTOP LITERALLY ' LAST( TOXBUF)
'
;
DECLARE TOKVAL ADDRESS;
DECLARE TOKTYPE ADDRESS;
DECLARE TCICCONT BYrE INITIAL (0);
DECLARE TOXLRROR BYrE;
DECLARE TCXTOP LITERALLY 'TOKBUF';
DECLARE IC BYrE INITIAL (' '); /*
DECLARE NC BYTE INITIAL (' '); /*
DECLARE LRLVAL ADDRESS;
DECLARE L I NE ADDRESS I N IT I AL ( 1 )
;
DECLARE SPECIALC LITERALLY '1
DECLARE EOrlLE LITERALLY '0
INPUT CHARACTER */
NEXT CHARACTER */
/* PARSER TABLES LOADER GLOBAL VARIABLES */
DECLARE (CS,RL) BYTE; /* CHECKSUM, RECORD LENGTH *•
DECLARE (LAB, LAD BYTE) •* LOAD ADDRESS */
DECLARE MEMPTR ADDRESS; /* MEKORY POINTER */
/* SWITCHES FOR BUILT-IN TRACE */
/* TO INCLUDE" TRACE ROUTINES, SET TRACESON TO BLANK! */
/* TO EXCLUDE TRACE ROUTINES, SET TRACE30N TO SLASH-STAR */
DECLARE TRACESON LIT ' /* ';
DECLARE TRACESOFF LIT ' •# '
;
TRACESON
DECLARE TRACE BYTE;
TRACESOFF 5ft** */
VIION: PROCEDURE(FUNC, INFO) BYTE;
DECLARE FUNC BYTE, INFO ADDRESS;
/"* ASK CIVH TO EXECUTE FUNC; RETURN A VALUE */
CO TO BROS;
END VMON;
CHON : PRCCEDURE( FUNC , I NFO)
;
DECLARE FUNC BYTE, INFO ADDRESS;
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/* ASK CP/M TO EXECUTE FUNC; NO VALUE RETURNED *•
GO TO DDOS;
END CHOH;
PRG: PROCEDUREC C) ;
DECLARE C BYTE;
•* PRINT Cn<\RACTER C ON TRE CRT *•
CALL CIIONCPRINTCHAR.C)
;
END PRC;
CBLF: PROCEDURE;
/* SESD CARRIAGE RETURN. LINE FEED TO THE CRT */
CALL PRC(CR); CALL PRC(LF);
END CRLF;
PRS: PROCEDUREC A) ;
DECLARE A ADDRESS;
/* PRINT STRING STARTING AT ADDRESS A UNTIL S IS FOUND */
CALL ClIONC PRINT, A> ;
END PRS;
PRL: PROCEDURE( A) :
DECLARE A ADDRESS;
/* PRINT LINE STARTING AT A UNTIL 3 IS FOUND */
CALL CRLF;
CALL PRS (A)
;
END PRL;
PR I NTH: PROCEDURE( H)
;
DECLARE H BYTE:
/* PRINT A HEXADECIMAL CHARACTER *•
IF ( H> 9) THEN CALL PRC( H- 1 0+ ' \
'
) ;
ELSE CALL PRCCII+'O');
END FRINTH;
PRINTER: PROCEDURE(B)
;
DECLARE B BYTE;
/* PRINT 2 HEXADECIMAL CHARACTERS REPRESENTING B */
CALL PRINTHC SHR( B, 4) )
;
CALL PRINTH(B AND DFH) ;
END PRIHTHB;
PRINTDA: PROCEDUREC A) ;
DECLARE A ADDRESS;
/* PRINT 4 HEXADECIMAL CHARACTERS REPRESENTING A *•
CALL PRINTHBC HIGHC A) )
CALL PRINTHBC LOW A) ) ;
END PRINTHA;
EXIT: PROCEDURE;
/* RETURN TO CP/I1 */
CALL PRLC.'END LOIS');
CALL CRLF;
GO TO CPM;
END EXIT;
PBFN: PROCEDUREC F)
;
DECLARE F ADDRESS;
/* PRINT NAME OF FILE KITH FCB AT ADDRESS F *•
DECLARE FCB BASED F BYTE;
DECLARE I BYTE;
DO I = t TO Hi
IF FCB(IX)' ' THEN CALL PRCCFCBCD);
IF I=a THEN CALL PKC( * . ' )
;
END;
END PRFN;
CANTOP: PROCEDUREC F)
;
DECLARE F ADDRESS; /* ADDRESS OF FCB */
/* PRINT OPEN ERROR MESSAGE AND QUIT */
CALL PRL(.' CANNOT OPEN S')j
CALL PRFN(F)
CALL EXIT;
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END CANTOP;
HOVBUF : PROCEDURE ( D , S )
;
DECLARED D,S) ADDRESS;
/* MOVE 120 BYTES FROM S TO D */
DECLARE DB BASED D BYTE;
DECLARE SB BASED S BYTE;
DECLARE I BYTE;
DO I = TO 127;
DB( I) = SBC I) ;
END;
END KOVBUF;
FLUSH: PROCEDURE;
/* FLUSH OUTPUT BUFFER INTO FILE WHOSE FCB STARTS AT OFCBA */
IF OBP=G •* BUFFER EMPTY */ THEN RETURN;
CALL MOVBUF(SBUFA, .OP.UF) ; •* HOVE BUFFER TO I/O AREA */
IF VMONCWRITEBF, OFCBA) <>0 THEN /* UNSUCCESSFUL WRITE */
DO;
CALL PRL( . 'WRITE ERROR S' ) ;
CALL PRFN( OFCBA)
;
CALL EXIT;
END;
OBP = 0; /* RESTORE BUFFER POINTER *•
END FLUSH;
PUTC: PROCEBURE(C)
;
DECLARE C BYTE;
•* WRITE CHARACTER C ON OUTPUT FILE WITH FCB AT OFCBA */
IF 0BP=t2& THEN /* SUFFER FULL */ CALL FLUSH;
OBUF(OBP) = C;
OBP = OBP + 1;
END PUTC;
CLOSEF: PROCEDURE;
•* CLOSE OUTPUT FILE WHOSE FCB STARTS AT OFCBA *•
CALL FLUSH;
IF VT20NC CLOSE, OFCBA) <> 235 THEN RETURN;
/% ELSE: ERROR */
CALL PRL( . ' CANNOT CLOSE 0' )
;
CALL PRFN( OFCBA)
;
CALL EXIT;
END CLOSEF;
GETC: PROCEDURE BYTE;
/* READ NEXT CHARACTER FROM FILE WHOSE FCB IS AT IFCBA */
IF IBP=128 THEN /* BUFFER EMPTY */
DO; /# READ NEXT RECORD */
IBP = 0;
IF <C:=VKON(READBF, IFCBA) )= 1 THEN S* EOF */ RETURN O;
IF COO THEN •* UNSUCCESSFUL READ */
DO; /* WARN OPEPcATOR AND QUIT */
CALL PRL< . 'READ ERROR &' )
;
CALL PRFN( IFCBA)
;
CALL EXIT;
END;
CALL EOVBUF( . IBUF.SBUFA) ; /* SET INPUT BUFFER */
END;
C=IBUF(IBP); /* NEXT CHARACTER */
IBP = IBP + 1;
RETURN C;
END GETC;
IN I TF ILES : PROCEDUEE
;
/* INITIALIZE FILES */
IFCBA = SFCBA; /* INPUT FILE: SOURCE PROGRAM */
OFCBA = .PAFCB; /* OUTPUT FILE: PARSER ACTIONS FILE */
/* SET TYPE OF INPUT FILE TO 'L8G' */
IPCBC9)='L'
;
IFCB( 10)= '8'
;
IFCB( 11) = '0*:
/* OPEN INPUT FILE */
IF VRON( OPEN, IFCBA) = 235 THEN CALL CANTOP ( IFCBA)
;
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/* SET NAMES OF OUTPUT FILES */
DO I = 1 TO 8;
PAFCB(I), SLFCBC I) = IFCB(I)';
END;
/* DELETE OLD VERSIOI TS OF THE OUTPUT FILES *•
CALL CHON( DELETE, .PAFCB)
;
CALL CriOIK DELETE, .SLFCB) ;
/* CREATE NEW VERSIONS OF THE OUTPUT FILES */
IF VMON(MAKE, . PAFCB) =255 THEN CALL CAUTOP( . PAFCB)
;
IF VNON (MAICE, .SLFCB) = 255 THEN CALL CANTOP< . SLFCB)
/* SET NEXT RECORD TO O FOR ALL FILES */
IFCEC32), PAFCBC32) ,SLFCB(32) = ;
/* SET NEXT CHARACTER POINTER FOR INPUT BUFFER *•
IBP=128; /* INPUT BUFFER IS EMPTY */
END INITFILES;
BLANK: PROCEDURES ) BYTE;
DECLARE C BYrE;
/* TRUE IF C IS BLANK */
RETURN <C=' ') OR (C=CR) OR (C=LF);
END BLANK;
NUMERIC: PRCCEDURE(C) BYTE;
DECLARE C BYTE;
•# TRUE IF C IS NUMERIC */
RETURN ( C> = • ' ) AND ( C< = * 9 ' ) ;
END NUT-ERIC;
ALPHABETIC: PROCEDURE (C) BYTE;
DECLARE C EYTE;
/* TRUE IF C IS ALPHABETIC */
RETURN ( CO = • A' ) AND ( C< = ' Z' ) ) OR
( (C>=61H) AND (C<=?AR) ) OR ( C •- '3' ) 5
END ALPHABETIC;
ALPHANUMERIC: FROCEDURE( C) BYTE;
DECLARE C BYTE;
/* TRUE IF C IS ALPHANUMERIC *•
RETURN ALPHABETIC!! C) OR NUMERIC(C);
END ALPHANUMERIC
j
HEX: PROCEDURE(C) BYTE;
DECLARE C BYTE;
/% TRUE IF C 13 HEXADECIMAL */
RETURN NUMERIC(C) OR ( (C> = 'A') AND (C< = 'F'> );
END HEX;
HEXVAL: PROCEDURE(C) BYTE;
DECLARE C BYTE;
/* RETURN THE VALUE OF HEX CHARACTER C *•
IF NUMERIC(C) THEN RETURN C- ' G ' ;
RETURN C-W + 10;
END HEXVAL;
KERROR : PROCEDURE ( H)
;
DECLARE N BYTE;
/* PRINT N-TH ERROR MESSAGE */
DECLARE MSG ADDRESS:
ERRORCGUNT = DEC( ERRORCCUNT f 1 ) ;
CALL PRL( . 'LINE 3' ) ;
CALL PRINTHA(LINE);
CALL PRC( ' : ' )
;
DO CASE N;
MSG = .' SYNTAX ERROR NEAR 3'; /% */
MSG = . ' UNEXPECTED EOF 3 '
;
/* 1 */
MSG = .' MI SPELLED NUMBER: O'; /« 2 */
MSG = . ' NUMBER TOO LARGE : C ' ? /* 3 */
END;
CALL PRS(MSG) ;
DO R = 1 TO TOKTOP;
CALL PRC( TOKBUF( N) )
;
END;
END KERROR;
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DECLARE WRPA1 LIT 'PUTC; /* WRITE 1 BYTE ON PARSER ACTIONS FILE */
WRPA2: PROCEDURE( A)
;
DECLARE A ADDRESS;
/* WRITE 2 BYTES ON PARSER ACTIONS FILE */
CALL VRPA1 ( LOV( A) )
;
CALL WRPAKHIGIK A)) ;
END WRPA2;
GETIC: PROCEDURE;
/* GET ONE CHARACTER FROM SOURCE PROGRAM INTO 7C;
LOCK AHEAD AT NEXT CHARACTER (NO;
END OF FILE CONDITIONS ARE DENOTED (AT TRT? EXIT OF GETIC) BY:
IC=0, NC=0: EOF;
ICOO, NC=0: ALMOST EOF;
ICOO, NCOO: NOT EOF */
IC = NC*
/* NOW GET THE NEW NC */
NC = GETC;
IF NC=LF /* NEW LINE */ THEN
DO;
DECLARE (XL,XH) BYTE;
XL = DEC ( LOW( LINE) + 1 )
;
XH = DECdTIGH(LINE) PLUS 0);
LINE = SHL( DOUBLE? XH) , 8) OR XL;
/* TELL LINE NUMBER TO LG2 */
CALL WRPAKXLINE) ;
CALL WRPA2(LINE)
;
END;
IF NC=CCHTROLZ TEEN /* EOFILE #/ NC=0;
END GETIC;
PUTIC: PROCEDURE;
/* PUT INPUT CHARACTER IC INTO TOXBUF */
TOKBUF (TCKTCP:=TOXTOP+t) = IC; /* TOKBUF(O) IS NOT USED :«V
END PUTIC;
PGIC: PROCEDURE;
CALL PUTIC; CALL GETIC;
END PGIC;
HASHF : PROCEDURE? C ) ;
DECLARE C BYTE;
/* SET GLOBAL VARIABLE HASHCODE, USING THE INPUT CHARACTER C */
HASHCODE = (HASHCODE + C) AND HASHMASK;
END HASHF;
LOADING: PROCEDURE BYTE;
•* RETURN J IF IT IS OK TO KEEP ON LOADING TOKBUF */
RETURN TOKCONT AND ( TOKTOP < TOKBUFTOP)
;
END LOADING;
GETID: PROCEDURE;
/% LOAD AN IDENTIFIER INTO TOKBUF */ *
TOKTYPE = IDENTIFIER;
DO WHILE LOADING;
CALL HASHF C IC)
;
CALL PGIC;
TOKCONT = ALPHANUMERIC ( IC) ; /* CONTINUE IF ALPHANUMERIC */
END;
END GETID;
GETSTR: PROCEDURE;
/* LOAD A STRING INTO TOKBUF */
TOKTYPE = STRING;
DO WHILE LOADING;
IF IC <> " ' ' THEN
DO;
CALL PGIC;
IF IC=0 THEN /* UNEXPECTED EOF *•
DO;
TOKERRCR = 1;
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TOKCONT = 0;
RETU11N;
END;
END;
ELSE /* FOUND A QUOTE *•
DO;
CALL GETIC; /* SKIP THE QUOTE */
IF IG <> ''•' THEN /* END OF STRING */ TOKCONT = O;
ELSE /•* QUOTED QUOTE *• CALL PGIC;
END;
END;
END GETSTR;
NHNC: PROCEDURE BYTE;
/% TRUE IF NC IS NEITHER HEX NOR 'H' */
RETURN NOT HEX< NC) AND ( NC< > ' II' ) ;
END NUNC;
GETNUI1: PROCEDURE;
/* LOAD A NUM3ER INTO TOKBUF; PUT ITS VALUE INTO TOKVAL */
DECLARE BASE BYTE;
BASE = G;
TOKTYPE = NUMBER;
DO WHILE LOADING;
CALL PGIC;
IF CIC='0') OR (IC='Q') THEN BASE = C; ELSE
IF IC='I1' THEN EASE = 16; ELSE
IF IC='B' AND NENC THEN BASE=2; ELSE
IF IC='D' AND NHNC THEN BaSE= 10; ELSE
IF NOT HEX* IC) THEN BASE = 1;
IF BASE >1 THEN CALL GETIC; •# SKIP 'BASE' CHARACTER #/ ELSE
IF BASE = 1 THEN BASE = 10;
TOKCONT = (BASE=0); /* CONTINUE UNTIL BASE IS DETERMINED */
END;
/* COMPUTE TEE VALUE OF THE NUMBER */
DECLARE D BYTE;
DECLARE HPLIER BYTE, UPLAND ADDRESS;
DO I = 1 TO TOKTOP;
D = HEXVAL( TOKBUF ( I)) ; /* CURRENT DIGIT */
IF D >= BASE THEN TOKERROH = 2;
/* TOKVAL = TOKVAL * BASE + D */
HPLIER = BASE;
UPLAND = TOKVAL;
TOKVAL = D; /* TOKVAL GETS THE PARTIAL SUMS */
DO WHILE HPLIER <> 0;
IF HPLIER THEN
DO;
TOKVAL = TOKVAL + UPLAND;
IF CARRY THEN TOKERROR = 0;
END;
MPLIER = SHR(MPLIER, 1) ?
UPLAND = SHL( UPLAND, 1)
;
END;
END;
END GETNUM;
GETSPECIAL: PROCEDURE;
/* LOAD A SPECIAL CHARACTER INTO TOKBUF */
TOKTYPE = SPECIALC;
TOKVAL=G;
IF IC=NC THEN /* CHECK IF DOUBLE OPERATOR */
DO;
IF IC = '+' THEN TOKVAL = 261 ELSE
IF IC = '-' TEEN TOKVAL = 262 ELSE
IF IC = ' = ' THEN TOKVAL = 263 ELSE
IF IC = ' > • THEN TOKVAL = 264 ELSE
IF IC = ' < ' THEN TOKVAL = 26S ELSE
IF IC = • : ' THEN TOKVAL = 266 ELSE
IF IC = 5CR THEN TOKVAL = 267
END;
IF TOKVAL <> TD.EN CALL PGIC; /* SKI I5 ONE EXTRA CHARACTER *•
ELSE TOKVAL =• IC;
CALL PGIC;
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TOKCONT = 0;
END GETSPECIAL;
GETTOKEN: PROCEDURE:
/* GET A TOKEN, AND RETURN THE GLOBAL VARIABLES:
TOKTYPE: IDENTIFIER, STRINC, NUMBER, SPECIALC, EOFILE;
VALUE OF NUMBER, INTERNAL NO. OF SPECIALC;
O IF VALID TOKEN, A MESSAGE NO. OTHERWISE;
ARRAY OF CHARACTERS ( I TO TOKTOP) WITH TOKEN NAME)
INDEX OF LAST CHARACTER IN TOKBUF;
HASHCODE OF IDENTIFIERS, STRINGS */
CHARACTER (ALREADY READ TR, BUT NOT YET USED;
(LOOK-AHEAD CHARACTER) */
NEW TOKEN */
= 0;
TOKVAL:
TOKERROR:
TOKBUT-' :
TOKTOP
:
HASHCODE:
/* IC: INPUT
NC: NEXT CHARACTER
DECLARE SOMETHING BYrE;
TOKTOP, TOKERROR = 0;
IF TOKCONT = THEN /* GET A
DO;
TOKVAL, HASHCODE, SOMETHING
TOKCONT - 1;
DO WHILE SOMETHING =0; /*
DO WHILE BLANK< IC) ; CALL
IF ( IC= '/' ) AND (NC= '** )
DO;
CALL GETIC; CALL GETIC; /* SKIP SLASH-STAR */
DO WHILE (ICO'*') OR ( NCO ' /' ) ;
IF IC=0 THEN •* UNFINISHED COMMENT */
DO; TOKTYPE= EOF I LE ; RETURN; END;
ELSE CALL GETIC; •* SKIP A CHARACTER */
END;
CALL CETIC; CALL GETIC; /» SKIP STAR-SLASH *•
END; •* CO LOOK FOR SOMETHING */
1; •# FOUND SOMETHING */
LOOK FOR SOMETHING */
GETIC; END; •* SKIP BLANKS */
THEN /* A COMMENT */
ELSE
T
TCKTYPE = EOFILE;
IEN CALL GETID; ELSE
CALL GETNUM; ELSE
CALL GETIC; CALL GETSTR;
PRESENT TOKEN */
ELSE SOMETHING
END;
IF IC=0 THEN
IF ALPHABETIC IC)
IF NUMERIC( IC) THEN
IF IC= ' ' ' ' THEN BO;
CALL GETSPECIAL;
END;
ELSE /* GET REMAINDER Of
DO;
IF TCKTYPE = IDENTIFIER THEN CALL GETID; ELSE
IF TOKTYPE = STRING THEN CALL GETSTR; ELSE
IF TOKTYPE = NUMBER THEN CALL GETNUM; ELSE
CALL GETSPECIAL;
END;
END GETTOKEN;
SLINK: PROCEDURE ( I , L)
:
DECLARE (1,1.) ADDRESS;
S* SET THE LINK FIELD OF SYMBOL I OF SYMLIST TO L *•
DECLARE A ADDRESS;
DECLARE Li: BASED A ADDRESS;
A = .SYMLISTC 1-2)
;
LK = L;
END SLINK;
LINK: PROCEDURE (I) ADDRESS;
DECLARE I ADDRESS;
S* RETURN LINK FIELD OF SYMBOL
DECLARE A ADDRESS;
DECLARE L BASED A ADDRESS;
A = .SYMLISTC 1-2)
RETURN L;
END LINK;
END; ELSE
I IN SYMLIST */
COMPAR: PROCEDURE (A1,A2) BYTE;
DECLARE (AI.A2) ADDRESS;
/* RETURN 1 IF SIR IirCS AT
DECLARE Bl EASED Al BYTE;
DECLARE 22 EASED A2 BYTE;
DO WHILE Bl = B2;
IF Bl = GOH /* (END OF
Al, A2 ARE EQUAL, OTHERWISE */
STRING) *• TBEN •* MATCH *• RETURN 1
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Al = Al + 1; A2 = A2 + 1;
END;
RETURN 0;
END COMPAR;
LOOKUPSYI'I: PROCEDURE(K) ADDRESS;
DECLARE K ADDRESS;
/"* CHECK WHETHER THE TOKEN
IS ALREADY IN SYMLIST;
YES, OTHERWISE */
DECLARE I ADDRESS;
I = HASHTABC HASKCODE) ;
DO WHILE I > 0;
IF COMPAR( . SYMLISTC K) ,
I - LINK( I) ;
END;
RETURN 0; /* NOT FOUND */
END LOOKUPSYM;
(IDENTIFIED OR STRING) AT SYMLIST(K)
RETURN POINTER TO SYMLIST ENTRY IF
SYMLISTC I) ) THEN RETURN I
SAVETOK: PROCEDURE( I) ADDRESS;
DECLARE I ADDRESS;
•* HOVE CURRENT TOKEN TO SYMLIST, STARTING AT LOCATION I OF
SYMLIST; RETURN POINTER TO NEXT CHARACTER IN SYMLIST *•
DECLARE J BYTE;
IF (I + TOKTOP) > SYMLSIZE THEN /* SYMLIST OVERFLOW */
DO; /•* TELL OPERATOR AND QUIT *•
CALL PRL< . 'SYMBOL LIST OVERFLOWS ' > ;
CALL EXIT;
END;
DO J = 1 TO TOKTOP;
SYML I ST( I ) = TOKBUF ( J )
;
1=1+1;
END;
SYMLIST(I) = 00H; /* END MARKER */
RETURN I;
END SAVETOK;
LRLEX: PROCEDURE ADDRESS;
/* LEXICAL ANALYZER %/
NUMBER OF A RESERVED WORD, OR:
POINTER TO IDENTIFIER IN SYMLIST;
POINTER TO STRING IN SYMLIST;
VALUE OF THE NUMBER;
/* RETURN THE INTERNAL
IDENTIFIER: LRLVAL*
STRING: LRLVAL=
NUMBER: LRLVAL=
0: EOFILE */
DECLARE <J,K) .ADDRESS;
CALL GETTOKEN;
DO WHILE TOKERROR <> 0;
CALL KERRCRC TOKERROR)
;
CALL GETTOKEN;
END;
IF TOKTYPE = IDENTIFIER AND TOKTOP = 1 THEN
DO; S* CIUCCK IF REGISTER NAME */
IF (C:=TOKBUF( 1) ) = ' M' TIEN RETURN 'M'i
DECLARE X EYTE;
X = 9;
IF
IF C= : A' THEN X=? ELSE
IF C='B' THEN X=0 ELSE
IF C='C THEN X=l ELSE
IF C='D' THEN X=2 ELSE
IF C='E' THEN X=3 ELSE
IF C= 'H' THEN X=4 ELSE
IF C= ' L' THEN X=5
LRLVAL = X;
IF X<>9 THEN RETURN ASL;
END;
(TOKTYPE = IDENTIFIER) OR (TOKTYPE = STRING)
DO;
K = SYMLNEXT + 2;
J = SAvETOK(K) ; •* MOW TOKEN TO TOP OF
DO WHILE TOKCONT <> 0; S* GET THE REMAIN
CALL GETTOKEN;
J = SAVET0K( J)
;
END;
THEN
SYMLIST */
PER OF THE TOKEN
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LRLVAL = LOOKUPSYMC K) ; /* SEARCH S7MLI8T FOR THIS TOKEN */
IF LRLVAL <> G THEN /* ALREADY THERE */
CO; /* CHECK WHETHER RESERVED WORD *•
IF (TOKTYPE = IDENTIFIER) AND (LRLVAL < SLFIRST) THEN
/* RESERVED WORD: CET ITS INTERNAL NUMBER *•
RETURN ( SYMLIST(LRLVAL-3) + 256 );
K = LRLVAL; /* K POINTS TO THE SYMBOL *•
END;
ELSE /* NEW IDENTIFIER OR STRING *•
DO; /* INSTALL IT IN SYKLIST */
CALL SL1NK( K, RASHTAB( HASHCODE) ) ;
HASRTABC HASHCODE) = K;
SYMLNEXT = J + 1;
END;
/* ADJUST LRLVAL SINCE THE SLFIRST BYTES OF
SYMLIST WON'T BE PASSED TO LS2 */
LRLVAL = K - SLFIRST;
RETURN TOKTYPE; /* IDENTIFIER OR STRING *•
END;
LRLVAL = TOKVAL;
IF TOKTYFE = NUMBER THEN RETURN RUBBER;
/* THE INTERNAL RESERVED WORD NO. FOR SINGLE CHARACTERS IS
THE VALUE OF ITS ASCII REPRESENTATION */
IF TOKTYPE = SPECIALC THEN RETURN TOKVAL;
RETURN 0; /* EOFILE */
END LRLEX;
TABLE: PROCEDURES, I) ADDRESS;
DECLARE (S, I) ADDRESS;
/::« RETURN I -TO ENTRY IN THE ACTION TABLE OF STATE S */
RETURN ( LRACTC LRPACTC S+ 1) + I ) > ;
END TABLE;
POP: PROCEDUREC N)
;
DECLARE N BYTE;
/* POP N TOPMOST STATES OF THE PARSE STACK *•
PTOP = PTOP - N;
IF PTOP < THEN /* STACK UNDERFLOW */
DO;
CALL PRL( . ' STACK UNDERFLOWS ' )
;
CALL EXIT; •* QUIT */
END;
END POP;
PUSH: PROCEDURE(S)
;
DECLARE S ADDRESS;
/* PUSH STATE S INTO TEE PARSE STACK *•
PTOP = PTOP + 1;
IF PTOP >= STACKS IZE THEN /* STACK OVERFLOW */
DO;
CALL PRL( . 'STACK OVERFLOWS')
;
CALL EXIT; /* QUIT */
END;
PSTACK(PTOP) = S;
END PUSH;
GOTOF : PROCEDUREC STATE , NONTERM) ADDRESS
;
DECLARE (STATE, NONTERM) ADDRESS;
/* RETURN NEXT STATE AFTER A REDUCTION */
I = LRPGO< NONTERM) ; /* POINTER TO GOTO TABLE IN LRGO */
DO FOREVER; /* TABLE SEARCH */
IF (LRGO(I) = DEFAULT) OR (LRGO(I) = STATE)
THEN RETURN LRG0(I+1);
I = 1+2;
END;
END GOTOF;
REDUCE: PROCEDURE;
/* EXECUTE A REDUCTION */
DECLARE PN ADDRESS; /# PRODUCTION NUMBER *•
DECLARE NRS ADDRESS; /* NO. ELEMENTS RIGHT HAND SIDE *•
DECLARE LS ADDRFSS; /* ID. NO. OF LEFT HAND SIDE */
PN = TAB AND OFFFII;
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/% CLEAR RECOVERY FLAG ONLY IF NOT <STriT> ::= <ERROR> */
IF PN<>6 THEN RECOVER I NG=0;
NRS = LRR2(PN)
;
LS = LRRKPN) ;
/* WRITE THE ACTION ON THE PA FILE */
CALL WRPAi ( XREDUCE) ;
CALL WRPA 1 ( LOW NRS ) ) ;
CALL WRPAK LOW( FN) ) ;
TRACESON
IF TRACE= ' Y' THEN DO;
CALL CMONC PRINT, . ' R: ©'); CALL PRINTIIA( NBS) ;
CALL PRC( ' , ' ) ; CALL PR1NTHAC PN) ; C=VMON( 1,0);
END;
TRACESOFF *** */
/* UPDATE THE PARSE STACK */
CALL POP(NRS) ; /* POP RIGHT HAND SIDE */
CALL PU3D( C0TOF(PSTACK(PTOP) ,LS) ); /* NEXT STATE */
END REDUCE;
SHIFT: PROCEDURE;
/* EXECUTE A SHIFT ACTION */
CALL PUSH( TAB AND 0FFFH ) ; /* PUSn NEXT STATE */
/* WRITE THE ACTION ON THE PA FILE *•
CALL WRPAK XSHIFT) ;
CALL WRPA2(LRLVAL)
;
TRACESON
IF TRACE='Y' THEN DO;
CALL CMON(PRINT, . 'S: 0' ) ; CALL PRINTHAC INPUTSY) ; CALL PRC( ' , ' )
;
CALL PRINTHA(LRLVAL) ; C=VKON( 1,0);
END;
TRACESOFF *** */
INPUTSY = LRLEX; •* GET ANOTHER INPUT SYMBOL */
END SHIFT;
ACCEPT: PROCEDURE;
/* WRITE ACCEPT ACTION ON PA FILE */
CALL WRPAI ( XACCEPT)
;
/* BREAK PAPSER LOOP */
PARSING = 0;
END ACCEPT;
ERROR: PROCEDURE;
/# PARSING ERROR HANDLER *•
TRACEGON
IF TRACE='Y' THEN BO;
CALL CIi9N( PRINT, . 'E. G'); C=VII0N(1,0);
END;
TRACE30FF #** */
IF RECOVERING THEN /* ERROR MESSAGE FOR THIS ERROR ALREADY GIVEN */
DO; /* SEARCH FOR A STATE WITH SHIFT ON < ERROR> */
IF PTOP<=0 THEN /* CAN'T POP */
DO; •* QUIT PARSING */
CALL KERROR'G) ;
CALL FRL( . 'UNRECOVERABLE ERRORS' )
;
CALL EXIT;
END;
CALL POP( 1)
;
RETURN;
END;
CALL KERROR( 0)
;
INPUTSY = YERROR; /* < ERR0R> */
recovering = i ;
END ERROR;
PARSE: PROCEDURE;
•* PARSE SOURCE PROGRAM */
INPUTSY = LPLEX; /* GET FIRST INPUT SYMBOL *•
BO WHILE PARSING;
IT 0; y.V. INDEX WITHIN ACTION TABLE OF CURRENT STATE */
SEARCH INC = 1;
DO WHILE SEARCHING; /* IDENTIFY APPLICABLE ACTION */
SEARCHING = 0;
TAB = TABLE(PSTACK(PTOP) , IT) ; •* CURRENT TABLE ENTRY *•
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ACTION = TAB AND ACTMASK; /* DECODE TOE ACTION */
IF ACTION = REDMASK THEN CALL REDUCE;
ELSE IF ACTION = ERRORMASK TRF.N CALL ERROR;
ELSE IF ( INPUTSY OR SYMET1ASK) = TAB THEN
DO; •* FOUND ENTRY FOR THIS INPUT *•
IT = IT + I; •* LOOK AT CORRESPONDING ACTION*/
TAB = TABLE(PSTACK(PTOP) , IT) ;
ACTION = TAB AND ACTIJASK;
JF ACTION = REDNASK THEN CALL REDUCE;
ELSE IF ACTION = SHTFTMASK THEN CALL SHIFT;
ELSE CALL ACCEPT;
END;
ELSE /* NO MATCH */
DO; /* KEEP ON SEARCHING */
IT = IT + 2;
SEARCHING = 1;
END;
END;
END;
END PARSE;
RECERR: PROCEDURE;
f* PRINT LOAD ADDRESS OF BAD HEX RECORD AND QUIT #•
CALL PRS( . ' - REG ADDRESS: G' ) ;
CALL PRINTHB(LAII) ;
CALL PRINTIIB(LAL) ;
CALL EXIT;
END RECERR;
READHEX: PROCEDURE BYTE;
/"* READ ONE HEX CHARACTER FROM. THE PARSER TABLES FILE #/
DECLARE II BYTE;
IF HEX(H:=GETC) THEN RETURN HEXVAL<H)j
CALL PRL( .' NON-BEX DIGIT IN TABLES S');
CALL RECEHR;
END REABEEX;
READBYTE: PROCEDURE BYTE:
•* READ TWO HEX DIGITS FROII PARSER TABLES FILE */
RETURN SUL( READHEX, 4) OR READIEX;
END READBYTE;
READCS: PROCEDURE BYTE;
/* READ BYTE FROII TABLES FILE WHILE COMPUTING CHECKSUM */
DECLARE B BYTE;
CS= CS + ( B:= READBYTE)
;
RETURN B;
END READCS;
TLOADER: PROCEDURE;
•* LOAD ONE PARSER TABLE INTO MEMORY */
DO FOREVER; /* READ INPUT UNTIL : OOXX (END OF TABLE) IS FOUND */
DO V/HILE GETCO ' : ' ; /* LOOK FOR : «/
END;
/* SET CHECKSUM TO 0, SAVE RECORD LENGTH */
CS=0;
IF (RL: ^READCS) = THEN /* END Of TABLE */ RETURN;
LAH=REABCS; LAL= READCS; /* SAVE LOAD ADDRESS */
C = READCS; /* SKIP RECORD TYPE */
/* NOW START STORING THE BYTES */
DO WHILE (RL:=RL-1)<>255;
MEMORY( MEMPTR) = READCS
;
MEMPTR = MEMPTR + 1;
END;
/* READ CHECKSUM AND COMPARE #•
IF CS+READBYTEO THEN /* ERROR */
DO; /* TELL OPERATOR AND QUIT */
CALL PRL< . "CHECKSUM ERROR G');
CALL RECERR;
END;
END; /* DO FOREVER */
END TLOADER;
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SLDUMP: PROCEDURE;
/* DUMP SYMLIST ON THE SL FILE */
OFCDA = . SLFCB; /* OUTPUT FILE: SYMBOL LIST FILE */
OBP =0; /* OUTPUT BUFFER Iff EMPTY *•
/* THE PORTION OF SYMLIST CONTAIN I TIC RESERVED WORDS
(BYTES TRTIU SLFIRST-1) IS NOT PASSED TO L02 */
I = SLF1BST?
DO WHILE KSYMLNEXT;
CALL PUTC(O); /* CLEAR LINK FIELD FOR L82 */
CALL PUTC(O); /# CLEAR LINK FIELD FOR L82 */
I = 1 + 2; /:.'•- INDEX OF 1ST CHAR OF NEXT SYMBOL */
DO WH I LE SYML I STC I )< > ;
CALL PUTC(SYMLIST< I) ) ;1=1+1;
END;
CALL PUTC(O); /* END OF SYMBOL */1=1+1;
END;
CALL PUTC(CONTROLZ) ; /* END OF SYMBOL LIST */
END SLDUMP;
I N I TTAB : PROCEDURE
:
/* INITIALIZE PARSER TABLES */
IFCBA = .TABFCB; /* INPUT FILE: PARSER TABLES */
/* OPEN PARSER TABLES FILE #/
CALL CMONC INITDSK.O) ; /* SELECT DISK */
IF VMOIK OPEN, .TABFCB) =255 THEN CALL CANTOP( . TABFCB) ;
/* SET NEXT RECORD TO */
TABFCB ( 32) =0;
/* LOAD THE TABLES INTO MEMORY */
MEMPTR = 0; /* START LOADING AT "MEMORY" BASE */
ACT3 = .MEMORY;
CALL TLOABER; /* LOAD LRACT */
PACTB = . MEKORY( MEMPTR) ;
CALL TLOADER; /* LOAD LRPACT */
RIB = . MEMORYC MEMPTR) ;
CALL TLOADER; /* LOAD LRR1 */
P.2B = . MEMORY( MEMPTR) ;
CALL TLOADER; /* LOAD LRR2 */
PGOB = . MEMORYC MEMPTR) ;
CALL TLOADER; /* LOAD LRPGO */
GOB = . MEMORY( MEMPTR)
;
CALL TLOADER; /* LOAD LRGO */
I = MEMPTR;
SYMLB = . MEMORYC MEMPTR) ;
CALL TLOADER; /* LOAD SYMLIST */
SYMLITEXT, SLFTRST = MEMPTR - I;
SYMLSIZE = FBASE - .MEMORY(I);
/* RESET HASH TABLE */
BO I = TO LAST( IIASHTAB) ;
HASnTABC I) = 0;
END;
/* INITIALIZE THE SYMBOL LIST */
/* SYMBL1ST CONTAINS ONLY THE RESERVED WORDS AT THIS POINT *•
DECLARE J ADDRESS;
J = 3; /* INDEX OF FIRST RESERVED WORD */
DO WHILE J < SLFIRST;
HASKCODE=0;
I = J;
DO WHILE SYMLIST(I) <> COH;
CALL HASIiFCSYMLISTC I)) ; /* COMPUTE HASHCODE */1=1+1;
END;
CALL SLINK( J . HASNTABC HASHCODE) )
;
HASHTABC HASHCODE) = J
;
J = I + 4; /# NEXT RESERVED WORD */
END;
END INITTAB;
MAIN:
TRACESON
CALL PI1LC . ' TRACEC Y/-N) : O * ) ; TRACE* VMONC 1,0);
TRACEGOFF *** */
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CALL INITTAB;
CALL 1NITFILES;
CALL PARSE;
CALL CLCSEF; /* CLOSE PARSER ACTIONS FILE */
CALL SLDUMP;
CALL CLOSEF; /* CLOSE SYMBOL LIST FILE */
CALL P11L( . ' ERRORS : S ' ) ;
CALL PRIHTEIMERRORCOUim ;
CALL EXIT;
EOF
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/*
*/
**;;'***********************************
* L82: PHASE 2 OF THE L80 COMPILER *
* *
* LUIZ PEDROSO - OCTOBER 1975 *
* *
********^*>f;******^*****-i:*:f:*****:|-.**^:**W
DECLARE LIT LITERALLY 'LITERALLY';
DECLARE FOREVER LIT 'WHILE 1';
DECLARE CR LITERALLY 'ODH'
DECLARE LF LITERALLY 'OAH'
/* CARRIAGE-RETURN */
/•* LIRE-FEED */
/* CP/II SYSTEM CONSTANTS */
DECLARE CPU LIT '0' 1
DECLARE IFCBA LIT •005CH' ;
DECLARE SBUFA LIT '00COIF ;
DECLARE FBASE LIT '32OOH' ;
DECLARE BBCS LIT 'GFFDn'
;
/* I/O PRIMITIVES %/
DECLARE READCIIAR LITERALLY ' t ' ;
DECLARE PRINTCEAR LITERALLY ' 2' •
DECLARE PRINT LITERALLY '9' ;
DECLARE OPEN LITERALLY ' 15'
DECLARE CLOSE LITERALLY » 16'
DECLARE HAKE LITERALLY ' 22
'
DECLARE DELETE LITERALLY ' 19'
DECLARE READBF LITERALLY '20'
DECLARE WRITEBF LITERALLY '21'
DECLARE INITDSK LITERALLY ' 13'
DECLARE SETBUF LITERALLY '26'
/* FILE CONTROL BLOCKS AND BUFFERS FOR OUTPUT FILES */
/* BYrES 0-32: FCB; BYTE 33: BUFFER POINTER; BYTES 34-161: BUFFER */
/* CODE AREA FILE */
DECLARE CAFCB( 162) BYTE INITIAL
(0,
'
'
,
'BOG' ,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0);
/* INITIAL DATA AREA FILE */
DECLARE IDAFCBU62) BYTE INITIAL
(0, ' , '80D' ,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,9,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0);
/* RELOCATION TABLE FILE !/
DECLARE RTFCB( 162) BYTE INITIAL
(G, ' , '801V ,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,9,0,0,0,0);
/* FILE CONTROL BLOCK AND BUFFER FOR INPUT FILES */
DECLARE IFA ADDRESS INITIAL (IFCBA); /* FCB ADDRESS */
DECLARE 1FCB BASED IFA BYTE; /* INPUT FILE CONTROL BLOCK *•
DECLARE I BUFA ADDRESS INITTALC SBUFA) ;
DECLARE IBDF BASED I BUFA BYTE; /* INPUT BUFFER *•
DECLARE IBP BYTE INITIAL< 123) ; /* INPUT BUFFER POINTER *•
/* PARSE STACKS */
DECLARE STACKS IZE LIT '39':
DECLARE PSiR STACKS IZE) ADDRESS,
PSX( STACKS IZE) BYTE,
PSY< STACKS IZE) ADDRESS;
DECLARE PTOP BYTE INITIALC );
/* 'HANDLE* STACK *•
/* *AUX' STACK *•
/* 'AUXAUX' STACK */
/* TOP OF PARSE STACKS *•
/* VALUES ASSOCIATED WITH THE LEFT RAND SIDE OF PRODUCTIONS */
DECLARE (IIII.YY) ADDRESS, <LL,]£X) BYTE;
/* VALUES ASSOCIATED WITH HANDLES *•
DECLAIM ( BASER, BASEX, BASEY) ADDRESS;
DECLARE II BASED EASEn ADDRESS,
X BASED BASEX BYTE,
Y BASED BASEY ADDRESS;
DECLARE (H1,H2,II3,H4,H5) ADDRESS;
DECLARE ( XI , X2 , X3 , X4 ) BYTE
;
/* BASES FOR A HANDLE *•
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DECLARE ( Yl
DECLARE LI
L2
L3
L4
L5
LIT
LIT
LIT
LIT
LIT
ADDRESS
i
LOW HI) ' ,
LOW 112) » ,
Low(nti)
'
,
L0WH4) '
,
LOW( 113 )' ;
/* SYMBOL LIST */
DECLARE SYMLIST LIT 'MEMORY';
DECLARE MEMPTR ADDRESS INITIAL (0)
/* RELOCATION TABLE */
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
RELTSIZE LIT '30' ;
BLOC(RELTSIZE) ADDRESS, •# FO INTER TO TITE ADDRE
RSBC RELTSIZE) BYTE, /* SEGMENT (4 BITS), BASE
RDISPL(RELTSIZE) ADDRESS, /* DISPLACEMENT #•
REXT< RELTSIZE) ADDRESS; /:.' PTR 10 EXTERNAL NAME,
RTN BYTE; /# NO. OCCUPIED ENTRIES IN
RTT BYTE INITIAL (RELTSIZE); /* CURRENT TO
TO
(4
RELOC ««/
BITS) *•
IF NOT EXT *•
RELTAB */
' OF RELTAB */
/* MNEMONICS FOR 'TYPE' */
DECLARE KLADEL
KBYTE
PROC
EXT
GLOB
STRING
UNDECL
LIT
LIT
LIT
LIT
LIT
LIT
LIT
1'
2'
3'
4'
5'
7'
6'
/* MNEMONICS FOR 'BASE' */
DECLARE CA
IDA
WA
UNDEF
UNUSED
LIT
LIT
LIT
LIT
LIT
1
'
» '* •
'3'
'4'
'5'
/* CODE AREA */
•* INITIAL DATA AREA */
/* WORK AREA */
/* PARSER ACTIONS OPCODES */
DECLARE XREDUCE LITERALLY '0111'
DECLARE XSHTFT LITERALLY ' 02H'
DECLARE XACCEPT LITERALLY '03H'
DECLARE XL I HE LITERALLY '04H'
/* POINTERS TO NEXT AVAILABLE LOCATIONS FOR CODE EMISSION */
DECLARE CANEXT ADDRESS INITIAL
IDANEXT ADDRESS INITIAL
WANEXT ADDRESS INITIAL
DECLARE WASIZE ADDRESS INITIAL(O);
DECLARE I IDA ADDRESS; /"* SAVE
(0)
,
(0)
,
(0) ;
; •* MAX VALUE OF WANEXT */
VALUE FOR IDANEXT *•
/* SYMBOL TABLE */
DECLARE SYKTS I ZE LIT ' 40 ' ;
DECLARE STB(SYMTSIZE) BYTE,
SDISPL(SYMTSIZE) ADDRESS,
SLINK(SVTITSIZE) BYTE,
SATP.(SYMTSIZE) ADDRESS,
SNAMEC SYMTSIZE) ADDRESS
;
DECLARE SYMTCP BYTE INITIAL (O);
/* TYPE(4 BITS), BASE (4 BITS) */
/* DISPLACEHENT *•
/* POINTER TO PREVIOUS ENTRY
WITH SAME NAME */
/"* ATRIBUTE *•
/* POINTER TO NAME IN SYMLIST *•
/* POINTER TO SYMTAB TOP *•
/* BLOCK LEVEL STACK */
DECLARE BLSTKSIZE LIT '10';
DECLARE BLSTAGK( BLSTKSIZE) BYTE;
DECLARE WASTACKt BLSTKSIZE) ADDRESS;
DECLARE BLSTKTOP BYTE INITIAL(O);
•* SAVE VALUE FOR SYMTOP '-/
/* SAVE VALUE FOR WANEXT *•
•* POINTER TO BLSTACK TOP */
•* GLOBAL VARIABLES */
DECLARE COMPILING BYTE INITIAL (1);
DECLARE LINE ADDRESS INITIAL (1); /*
DECLARE ( I , C , TEMP , TEMP 1 , TEMP2 ) BYTE
;
DECLARE (TEMP3.TEMP4) ADDRESS;
/* SOME OPCODES */
DECLARE JMP LIT '0C3H';
LINE COUNTER *•
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DECLARE RET LIT •con*
DECLARE PCIIL LIT '©E9H'
DECLARE PUSIIH LIT •0E5H'
DECLARE POPII LIT 'OEiir
DECLARE PUSUD LIT 'OD.in'
DECLARE POPD LIT 'OD1R'
DECLARE SHLD LIT '022H'
DECLARE XCHG LIT 'OEBIF
DECLARE LXIH LIT '02!H'
DECLARE I KXH LIT '023H'
DECLARE DADD LIT '019H'
DECLARE MOVEM LIT '05 EH'
DECLARE IIOVDIi LIT '05GH'
/* SWITCHES FOR BUILT-IN TRACE */
•* TO INCLUDE TRACE ROUTINES, SET TRACESON TO BLANKS *•
/">:= TO EXCLUDE TRACE ROUTINES. SET TRACEDON TO SLASH-STAR */
DECLARE TRACESON LIT ' /* '
;
DECLARE TRACESOFF LIT ' /* ';
VMON: PROCEDURE* FUNC, INFO) BYTE;
DECLARE FUNG BYTE, INFO ADDRESS;
/* ASK CP/I1 TO EXECUTE FUNC; RETURN A VALUE *•
CO TO BDOS;
END VTION;
CI20N: PROCEDURE* FUNC, INFO) ;
DECLAP.E FUNC BYTE, INFO ADDRESS;
•* ASK CP/P1 TO EXECUTE FUIIC; NO VALUE RETURNED */
GO TO BL'OS;
END CKON;
PRC: PROCEDURE* C)
;
DECLARE C BYTE;
S* PRINT CHARACTER C ON THE CRT *•
CALL CIION(PRINTCHAR,C) ;
END PRC;
CRLF: PROCEDURE;
•* SEND CARRIAGE-RETURir/LINE-FEED TO THE CONSOLE */
CALL PRC(CR); CALL PRC(LF);
END CRLF;
PRL: PROCEDURE* A)
?
DECLARE A ADDRESS;
/* PRINT LINE STARTING AT ADDRESS A UNTIL A 8 IS FOUND */
CALL CRLF;
CALL CIION(PRINT,A) ;
END PRL;
PRINTH: FROCEDURECII) ;
DECLARE H BYTE;
/* PRINT A HEXADECIMAL CHARACTER */
IF ( n> 9 ) THEN CALL PRC( H- 1 0+ ' A ' )
;
ELSE CALL PRC( H+ ' ' )
;
END PRINTH;
PRIHTHB : PROCEDURE* B)
;
DECLARE B BYTE;
/* PRINT 2 HEXADECIMAL CHARACTERS REPRESENTING B *•
CALL PRINTII(SIIR(B,4)) ;
CALL PRINTH* B AND CFH)
;
END PRIHTHB j
PR INTHA : PROCEDURE ( A )
DECLARE A ADDRESS;
SX PRINT 4 HEXADECIMAL CHARACTERS REPRESENTING A *•
CALL PRINTHB*HIGH(A))
;
CALL PR1NTHB* LOW* A) )
END PR I NTHA;
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RBASE: PROCEDUREC J) BYTE;
DECLARE J BYTE;
/* RETURN BASE FIELD OF ENTRY J IN RELTAB */
RETURN RSB(J) AND OFH;
END RBASE;
TRACESON
DECLARE TRACE BYTE;
TRAA: PROCEDUREC A) ; DECLARE A ADDRESS;
CALL PRC( ' : ' ) ; CALL PRINITIAC A)
;
END TRAA;
TRAD: PRCCEDURE( B) ; DECLARE B BYTE;
CALL PRC( ' : ' ) ; CALL PRINTIIB(B) ;
END TRAB;
TRAC:
EXIT:
PROCEDURE (T)
;
DECLARE ( I,T) BYTE;
IF TRACED ' ' TREN RETURN;
CALL PRC(T) :
T = VIIONC 1,0) ;
DO ¥HILE TO ' » ;
IF T='S' 1 THEN DO 1=0 TO SYMTOP
;
CALL TRAB( I )
;
CALL TRAB(STB( I)) ;
CALL TRAA(SDISPL( I)) : i
CALL TRAB( SLINK* I)) ;
CALL TRAA(SATR( I))
;
CALL TRAAC SNAMEC 1 ) ) ;
END;
IF T= »R' THEN DO 1=0 TO LAST( RSB)
;
IF RBASSC I )<> UNUSED THEN BO;
CALL TRAB( I) ;
CALL TRAAC RLOC( I ) ) I •
CALL TRAB(RSB( I))
;
CALL TRAAC RDISPL< I ) )
;
CALL TRAAC REXTC I ) ) 1 •
END;
END;
if T='ir THEN DO 1 = TO PTOP;
CALL TRAB( I ) ; CALL TIIAA( PSUC I ) )
END;
IF T='A' THEN DO;
CALL TRAA( INI) ; CALL TRAB( LL)
;
CALL TRAAC YY) ; CALL TRAB( XX) ;
END;
T=VK0N( 1 ,0) ;
END;
END TRAC;
TRACEGOFF ##* #•
PROCEDURE;
/* RETURN 1X) CP'M *•
CALL PRL( .
'
END L82G ' )
;
CALL CRLF;
GO TO CPU;
END EXIT;
CANTOP: PROCEDUREC C> ;
DECLARE C BYTE;
/* PRINT OPEN ERROR MESSAGE AND QUIT *•
CALL PRLC . 'CANNOT OF EN S' )
CALL PRCCC)
;
CALL EXIT;
END CANTOP;
CARTCL: PROCEDUREC C)
;
DECLARE C BYTE;
/* PRINT CLOSE ERROR MESSAGE AND QUIT */
CALL PRLC . ' CANNOT CLOSE G ' ) ;
CALL PRCCC)
CALL EXIT;
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END CANTCL;
CLOSEALL: PROCEDURE;
/* CLOSE ALL EILES AND RETURN TO CP/M */
IF VKOIU CLOSE, .CAFCB) = 253 TIIEN CALL CANTCL('C')
IF VKOIK CLOSE, . IDAFCR>= 235 THEN CALL CANTCL('D')
IF VKON( CLOSE, .RTFCB) = 255 TIIEN CALL CANTCL( ' R'
)
CALL EXIT;
END CLGSEALL;
OPENF: PROCEDURE ( Y)
;
DECLARE Y BYTE;
/* OPEN INPUT FILE XXX. 80Y */
/* SET UP INPUT FCB */
1FCBC9) = '3';
IFCBC 10) = '0';
IFCB( H) = Y;
IF VMONCOPEN- IFCBA)=233 THEN CALL CANTOP(Y);
/* SET NEXT RECORD TO */
IFCBC32) = 0;
/* SET BUFFER POINTER */
IB? = 120; /* BUFFER EMPTY */
END OPENF;
1IAKEF : PROCEDUREC F ) ;
DECLARE F ADDRESS;
/* CREATE OUTPUT FILE WHOSE FCB IS AT F */
DECLARE FCB BASED F BYTE;
CALL CMOIH DELETE, F) ; /•'."- DELETE OLD VERSION OF THE FILE */
IF VMONCMAKE.F) =235 THEN CALL CANTOP< FCB( H> )
;
END MAKEF;
KERROR: PROCEDUREC II) ;
DECLARE N BYTE;
S% PRINT ERROR MESSAGE R *•
CALL PRL( . 'LINE S') ;
CALL PR 1 IITHA(LINE);
CALL CHON( PRINT, . ' : ERROR S* ) ;
CALL PRINTHB(N)
;
IF (N AND OFOB)=0F0H THEN •* FATAL ERROR */
CALL CLOSEALL; /* CLOSE FILES AND QUIT */
XX = 0EEH; /* SET HANDLE TYPE TO 'ERROR' #/
END KERROR;
DOUBLET: PROCEDUREC L, H) ADDRESS;
DECLARE (L,H) BYTE;
/* RETURN ADDRESS FORMED BY BYTES L,H *•
RETURN SHL( DOUBLE( H) , 8) OR L;
END DOUBLET;
GETl: PROCEDURE BYTE;
/* READ NEXT CHARACTER FROM INPUT BUFFER;
IF BUFFER EMPTY: READ ANOTHER RECORD FROM INPUT FILE;
SET BUFFER POINTER TO IF EOFILE, 1-122 OTHERWISE */
IF IBP =120 THEN /* BUFFER EMPTY */
DO;
IBP = 0;
CALL CMOH( SETBUF , SBUFA)
;
IF VIION(READBF, IFCBA)<>0 TIIEN /* EOFILE */ RETURN 0;
END;
C = IBUF(IBP); /* NEXT CHARACTER */
IBP = IBP + 1;
RETURN C;
END GETl;
GET2: PROCEDURE ADDRESS;
/* READ A 16 BIT VALUE FROM THE INPUT BUFFER *•
RETURN DOUBLETC GET 1 , GET t ) ;
END GET2;
FLUSH: PROCEDUREC F)
;
DECLARE F ADDRESS;
/"* FLUSH BUFFER WHOSE FCB IS AT F */
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DECLARE FCB BASED F BYTE; /* FCBC33): BUFFER TO INTER */
IF FCB(33)=0 /* BUFFER EMPTY •*• THEN RETURN;
FCB(33) - 0;
CALL CI'jON< SETBUF , . FCB(34> ) ; /* PASS BUFFER ADDRESS TO CP/I1 %/
IF VMON(WRITEBF,FX>0 THEN •* UNSUCCESSFUL WRITE #/
DO; /* WARN OPERATOR AND QUIT *•
CALL rRL( . 'WRITE ERRORS' ) ;
CALL CLOSEALL;
END;
END FLUSH;
WR: PROCEDURES, C) ;
DECLARE (S,C) BYTE;
/-* WRITE BYTE C OH FILE S(CA,TDA,RT)
DECLARE F ADDRESS; /* ADDRESS OF AN
DECLAIM FCB BASED F BYTE;
DECLARE X BYTE;
FCB */
IF S= IDA THEN
BO;
TRACESON
IF TRACE= D' THEN DO;
IF
CALL PRINTHAC IDANEXT) ; CALL TRAB(C); CALL TRAC(
END;
TRACESOFF *** */
IDANEXT = IDANEXT + 1;
F =. IDAFCB;
END; ELSE
S=CA THEN
DO;
TRACESON
IF TRACE"'C THEN DO;
CALL PRI NTHA C CANEXT)
END;
TRACESOFF *** */
CANEXT = CANEXT + 1;
F = .CAFCB;
END;
ELSE F = .RTFCB;
IF FCB(33)=12» THEN •* BUFFER
X = FCB(33); /"* BUFFER
FCBCX+34) = C;
FCR(33) = X + 1
END WR;
CALL TRAB(C); CALL TRAC<
FIH,L */
POINTER *•
/% PUT C IN THE BUFFER */
/* RESET BUFFER POINTER
CALL FLUSIKF)
#/
WRR1 : PROCEDURES C) ;
DECLARE C BYrE;
•* WRITE C ONTO THE RT FILE *•
CALL WR(Q,C)
;
END WRR1;
WRR2: PROCEDUREC A)
DECLARE A ADDRESS;
/* WRITE A ONTO THE
CALL WRR1(LGW(A>) ;
CALL WRRM H 1 CH( A) ) ;
END WRR2;
RT FILE *•
DUMPRT: PROCEDURE( J)
;
DECLARE J BYTE;
/* WRITE ONE RELTAB ENTRY ON THE RT FILE */
CALL WRRK 'R' ) ;
CALL WRR2<RL0C( J>) ;
CALL ¥R?.2(RD!SPL( J) ) ;
CALL WHR2( REXT( J) )
;
CALL WRR1(RSB( J)) ;
END DUHPRT;
SLLINK: PROCEDUREC L, LK) ;
DECLARE L ADDRESS, LK BYTE;
S* SET LINK OF SYMBOL L IN SYMLIST TO LK *•
SYTILIST(L-I) = LX;
END SLLINK;
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LL1NK: PROCEDURE (L) BYTE;
DECLARE L ADDRESS?
/* RETURN LINK FIELD
RETURN SYNLIST( L- 1)
;
END LLINK;
OF ENTRY L IN SYMLIST */
SRBASE: PROCEDURE( J, B)
;
DECLARES J, B) BYTE;
/* SET BASE FIELD OF ENTRY J IN
RSB( J) = (RSB( J) AIID OFOID OR B;
END SRBASE;
RELTAB */
SRSEG: PROCEDURES, A);
DECLARE(J,A) BYTE;
•* SET SEGMENT FIELD OF ENTRY J IN RELTAB */
RSB(J) = (RSB(J) AND OFH) 0RSHL(A,4);
END SRSEG;
B) BYTE;
OF ENTRY
SRADDR: PROCEDURES J , B , D)
;
DECLARE D ADDRESS, (J.
•* SET ADDRESS FIELDS
CALL SRBASE(J.B)
;
RBISPL(J) = D;
END SRADDR;
BRADDR : PRO CEDURE ( J , B , D )
;
DECLARE D ADDRESS, (J,E> BYTE;
•* BACKSTUFF B,D ON CHAIN OF ENTRIES IN
LINKED BY TOE EXT FIELD, STARTING AT
DECLARE NEXT BYTE;
DO WHILE J > 0;
NEXT = REXT( J) ;
CALL SRADDR(J,B,D)
;
REXT(J) =0; /* NOT EXTERNAL */
J = NEXT;
END;
END BRADDR;
STYFE: PROCEDURES I) BYTE;
DECLARE I BYTE;
/* RETURN TYPE OF SYMBOL I
RETURN £HR( STB( I ) , 4)
;
END STYPE;
J IN RELTAB TO (B,D) *•
SLTAB,
IN SYMTAB #/
SBASE: PROCEDURE (I) BYTE;
DECLARE I BYTE;
/* RETURN BASE OF SYMBOL
RETURN STB( I) AND OFH;
END SBASE;
I IN SYHTAB */
SSTYPE: PROCEDURES I , T) ;
DECLARE ( I,T) BYTE;
•* SET TYRE OF SYMBOL I IN SYMTAB TO T *•
STB(I) = (3TB(I) AND OFB> OR SiIL(T,4);
END SSTYPE;
SSBASEs PROCEDURE (1,3);
DECLARE ( I,B) BYTE;
•* SET BASE OF SYMBOL I IN SYMTAB TO B *•
STB(I) = (STB(I) AND OFOID ORB;
END SSBASE;
SSADDR: PROCEDURE ( I , B, D)
;
DECLARE D ADDRESS, (I,B) BYTE;
/* SET ADDRESS OF SYMBOL I IN SYMTAB TO (B,D) */
IF SBASE( I)=UNDEF THEN /*. BACKSTUFF (B,D) ON CHAIN OF REFERENCES *•
CALL BRADDRSSDISPLS I) ,B,D)
;
CALL SSBASE( 1,3)
;
SDISPL1 I)=D;
END SSADDR;
BSTYPE: PROCEDDRE( I , T)
DECLARE ( I,T) BYTE;
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/* BACKSTUFF TYPE T ON CHAIN OF IDENTIFIERS AT SYMTAB( I ) */
DO WIILE I > 0;
CALL SSTYPE( I , T) ;
IF T = EXT THEN
IF T = GLOB THEN
I = SATR( I ) ; /*
END;
END ESTYPE;
/* SET TYPE */
CALL SS3ASE( I , CA)
;
CALL SSEASE<
I
NEXT */
IDA)
BSADATR: PROCEDURE( I , B , D , A) ;
DECLARE (D,A) ADDRESS, (I,B) BYTE;
/* BACKSTUFF BASE B, DISPLACEMENT D, ATRIBUTE A ON A CnAIN
OF IDENTIFIERS IK SYMTAB, LINKED BY THE ATR FIELD */
DECLARE J BYTE;
DO MULE I > 0;
D = D - A; /* DISPLACEMENT IS MODIFIED BY A */
CALL SSADDRC I,B,D) ;
J = SATR( I ) ;
SATR( I) = A;
I = J;
END;
END BSADATR;
/* SAVE ATRIBUTE=LINK *•
/* NEW ATRIBUTE *•
/* NEXT */
INCRELT: PROCEDURE(B) BYTE;
DECLARE B BYTE;
/* CREATE AN ENTRY IN RELTAB FOR AN ADDRESS TO BE
RELOCATED IN SEGMENT B ( CA OR IDA);
RETURN POINTER TO THE ENTRY CREATED;
DUMP RESOLVED ENTRIES ONTO DISK WHILE LOOKING FOR THE VACANCY;
IF TABLE FULL WITH UNRESOLVED REFERENCES THEN ABEND :.:/
RTN = 0; /* NUMBER OF OCCUPIED ENTRIES IN RELTAB *•
DO WHILE RTN < RELTSIZE; /* LOOK FOR AN EMPTY ENTRY *•
/« RTT: TO? OF RELTAB *•
IF RTT >= RELTSIZE THEN RTT = 1; •*
IF RBASE(RTT) = UNUSED THEN /* FOUND
DO; /* SET POINTER TO THE ADDRESS
TF E=CA THEN RL&C( RTT) =CANEXT;
ELSE RLCC'RTT) = IDANEXT;
CALL SHSSG( RTT, B)
;
RETURN RTT;
END;
IF RRASE(RTT)OUNBEF THEN /* AN ADDRESS ALREADY RESOLVED */
DO;
CALL DUMPRT( RTT); /* WRITE ENTRY ONTO RT FILE */
CALL SRBASEC RTT, UNUSED) ; /* SET ENTRY FREE *•
END;
WRAP AROUND
EMPTY ENTRY
TO RELOCATE
*/
:;-*/
:<:/
ELSE /# OCCUPIED */
DO;
RTN = RTN + 1;
RTT = RTT + 1;
END;
END; /* OF DO WniLE */
/* I F GET HERE:: RELOCATION TABLE OVERFLOW
CALL KERRORC GF4II) ;
END INCRELT;
QUIT */
FIRST2: PROCEDURE ( L) ADDRESS;
DECLARE L ADDRESS;
,/"* RETURN FIRST 2 CHARACTERS OF STRING AT SYMLIST(L) */
DECLARE (MI.LO) 3YTE;
HI = SYMLIST(L) ;
LO = SYKLIST(L+1) :
IF HI = /* EMPTY STRING *•
IF LO = /# 1 -CHARACTER STRING
RETURN D0U3LETC LO , HI ) ;
END FIRST2;
THEN RETURN C;
*/ THEN RETURN III;
UNDECLARED: PROCEDURE(L) BYTE;
DECLARE L ADDRESS;
•* RETURN TRUE IF SYMBOL
RETURN LLINK(L) = O;
END UNDECLARED;
AT SYMLJST(L) NOT YET DECLARED */
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NEWSYHB: PROCEDURE(L) BYTE;
DECLARE L ADDRESS;
/* RETURN TRUE IF SYMBOL AT SYMLIST(L) IS NOT IN THE
CURRENT BLOCK */-
RETURN LLINK(L) <= BLSTACK (BLSTKTOP);
END NEWSYMB;
CREATESYK: PRCCEDURE( T, B, D, A, K) BYTE;
DECLARE (T,B,K) BYTE, (D,A) ADDRESS;
/* CREATE AN ENTRY IN SYMTAB REFERRING TO SYMBOL AT IIANDLE( K) ;
RETURN POINTER TO THE ENTRY CREATED */
DECLARE HK ADDRESS;
IF (SYMTOP := SYMTOP + ?) >= S^MTSIZE THEN •* SYMBOL TABLE OVFLW */
CALL KERROR( 0F2H) ;
/* ELSE SET THE SYMBOL -.'-/
CALL SSTYPE( SYIITOP
,
T) ; •* TYPE */
CALL SSBASEt SYIITOP, B) ; /"# BASE */
SBISPL(SYMTGP) = D; /# DISPL */
SATRC SYMTOP) = A; /* ATRIBUTE */
HK = IKK); /* POINTER TO SYMBOL NAME IN SYMLIST */
SLINK( SYMTOP) = LLINK(EK); /* PREVIOUS ENTRY*/
SNAKE( SYMTOP) = HK; /* POINTER TO NAME *•
CALL SLLINK( UK, SYMTOP) ;
RETURN SYMTOP;
END CREATESYM;
EMITSTR: PROCEDURE( K, S)
;
DECLARE (K.S) BYTE;
/% EMIT IN SEGMENT S (CA, IDA) THE STRING AT HANDLE( K) */
DECLARE N ADDRESS, C BYTE;
IF S = CA THEN N=CANEXT; ELSE N= IDANEXT;
C=CREATESYM< STRING, S, N, 0, K) ; /* CREATE AN ENTRY IN SYMTAB */
N = IKK); /* POINTER TO SYMLIST */
DO WHILE (C := SYMLIST(N)) <> 0; •* (NOT END OF STRING) *•
CALL WR(S,C) ;
H = N+l;
END;
END EMITSTR;
PUSBBL: PROCEDURE;
/* ENTER A NEW BLOCK */
/* PUSH SYMTOP, WANEXT INTO THE BLOCK LEVEL STACK */
IF (BLSTKTOP := BLSTKTOP + 1) >= BLSTKSIZE THEN
/* BLOCK LEVEL STACK OVFLW */ CALL KERROR( 0F3II) ;
BLSTACK( BLSTKTOP) = SYMTOP;
WASTACK( BLSTKTOP) = WANEXT;
END PUSHBL;
POPBL: PROCEDUREC SHRWA)
;
DECLARE SHRWA BYTE;
/"* EXIT FROM A BLOCK: POP SYMTOP, WANEXT FROM THE BLOCK STACK */
DECLARE I ADDRESS;
DO WHILE SYMTCP OBLSTACKC BLSTKTOP) ;
/* WRITE A 'SYMBOL' RECORD ONTO THE RT FILE *•
I = SNAMEt SYMTOP) ; •* POINTER TO NAME IN SYMLIST *•
CALL WXR.U 'S');
CALL WRR2 ( SD 1 3PL( SYMTOP ) )
;
CALL WRE2(LINE) ;
CALL ¥RR2( I)
;
CALL WRR1 ( GTB( SYMTOP) )
;
CALL SLLINKC I , SLINK(SYMTOP) ) ;
SYMTOP = SYIITOP - 1;
END;
IK SHRWA THEN /* SHRINK WA %/ WANEXT = WASTACKC BLSTICTOP) ;
BLSTKTOP = BLSTKTOP - 1 ; /*# POP %/
END POPBL;
AREG: PROCEDURE(K) BYTE;
DECLARE K BYTE;
/* TRUE IF IIANDLE(K) IS REGISTER A */
RETURN L0¥( H( K) ) = 7
;
END AREG;
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BCREG: PROCEDUREC K) BYTE;
DECLARE K BYTE;
/* TRUE IF HANDLE(K) IS REGISTER BC */
RETURN LOW IKK)) = OFR;
END BCREG;
DEREG: PROCEDURE( K) BYTE;
DECLARE K BYTE;
•# TRUE IF HANDLE(K) IS REGISTER DE *•
RETURN LOW(IKIO) = 1FH;
END DEREG;
KLREG: PROCEDURE(K) BYTE;
DECLARE K BYTE;
/* TRUE IF HANDLE(K) IS REGISTER HL *•
RETURN LOV( H( K) ) = 2FR;
END nLREG;
SPREG: PROCEDUREC K) BYTE;
DECLARE K BYTE;
/* TRUE IF HANDLE(K) IS REGISTER. SP */
RETURN LOW(IKK)) = 3FU;
END SPREG;
CYREG: PROCEDURE( TO BYTE;
DECLARE K BYTE;
•* TTIUE IF HANDLE(K) IS 'CARRY' *•
RETURN LOW(H(K)> = lEHj
END CYREG;
STACKR: PROCEDURE(K) BYTE;
DECLARE K BYTE;
/* TRUE IF IIANDLE(K) IS 'STACK' *•
RETURN LOW(H(K)) = 2EH;
END STACKR;
BDHSP: FnOCEDURE(K) BYTE;
DECLARE K BYTE;
•* TRUE IF THE ELEMENT AT HANDLE ( K) IS BC,DE,IIL,SP *•
RETURN (LOW H(K)) AND OFH) = OFH;
END BDH5P;
BDH: PROCEDURE(K) BYTE;
DECLARE K BYTE;
/* TRUE IF TEE ELEMENT AT HANDLE ( K) IS EC, DE. HL *•
IF SPREG(K) THEN RETURN 0;
RETURN BDFiSP(K) ;
END BDII;
BDHPSW: PROCEDURE(K) BYTE;
DECLARE K BYTE;
/-* TRUE IF THE ELEMENT AT HANDLEC K) IS BC,DE,IIL OR PSW *S
RETURN BDIKIO OR CLOK(IKK)) = 3EH) •* PSW *• ;
END BDIIPSWj
AM: PROCEDURE ( K) BYTE;
DECLARE K BYTE;
/* TRUE IF THE ELEMENT AT HANDLE (K) IS A,B,C,...,M *•
RETURNCLOV(IKK) ) AND OF 81-1) =0 ; /* A:7, B:0, ..., M: 6 */
END AM;
MVI: PROCEDURE BYTE;
•* RETURN MVI OPCODE REFERRING TO REGISTER AT HANDLE(l) *•
RETURN SHL(L1,3) OR 06H;
END MVIj
LXI: PROCEDURE BY^E;
/* RETURN LXI OPCODE REFERRING TO REGISTER AT IIANDLEC 1 ) *•
RETURN LI AND OF III;
END LXI;
IIICVA: PROCEDURE(N) ;
DECLARE N ADDRESS;
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/* INCREMENT WA BY N */
WANEXT = WANEXT + N;
IF WANEXT > WASIZE THEN WASIZE = WANEXT;
END INCVA;
ZEROXX: PROCEDURE;
XX = 0;
END ZEROXX;
XMITX2: PROCEDURE:
XX = X2;
END XMITX2;
XMITHl! PROCEDURE;
HH = III;
END XMITHl;
XMITl: PROCEDURE;
/* PASS ALONG VALUES OF FIRST ELEMENT OF THE HANDLE *•
CALL XMITHl;
XX = XI;
YY = Yl;
END XMITl;
XMIT2: PROCEDURE;
RH = H2;
CALL XMITX2;
YY = Y2;
END XMIT2;
SETREG: PROCEDURE ( 13) ;
DECLARE B BYTE;
/* ASSIGN INTERNAL REGISTER NUMBERS TO HANDLE( 1) *•
LL = B;
CALL ZEROXX;
END SETREG;
CANTDO: PROCEDURE;
•* ISSUE ERROR MESSAGE FOR INVALID REGISTER OPERATIONS */
CALL KERR0R<7)
;
END CANTDO;
EMIT1 : PROCEDURE< OP)
DECLARE OP BYTE;
SX EMIT A 1-BYTE INSTRUCTION */
CALL WR(CA,OP> ;
END EMIT1;
EKIT2 : PROCEDURE ( 0P1 , 0P2)
;
DECLARE (0P1,0P2) BYTE;
/"* EMIT 2 1-BYTE INSTRUCTIONS */
CALL EMITll'OPl) ;
CALL EMITK0P2) ;
END EMIT2;
EMI T4 : PROCEDURE ( OP 1 , 0P2 , 0P3 , 0P4 )
;
DECLARE ( OP 1 , GP2 . CP3 , 0P4 ) BITE
;
/# EMIT 4 1-BYTE INSTRUCTIONS */
CALL EMIT2(0P1,0P2)
;
CALL EM I T2 ( 0?3 , 0P4 ) ;
END EMIT4;
EMIT2N: PRCCEDURE( N, B)
;
DECLARE N ADDRESS, B BYTE;
/* EMIT 2 BYTES REPRESENTING N IN AREA B (CA, IDA) */
CALL WR(B,LOW(N)) ;
CALL WUB.HIGIKN)) ;
END EHIT2N;
EMITN : PROCEDURE ( N , B)
DECLARE H ADDRESS, 3 BYTE;
/* EMIT 1 OR 2 BYTES REPRESENTING N IN AREA B (CA, IDA) */
IF inGII(N)=0 THEN CALL VTK B, LOW N) ) ;
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ELSE CALL EiIIT2N(N,B);
END EMITN;
EMIT3D: PROCEDURE <OP,D16);
DECLARE OP BYTE, D16 ADDRESS;
/* EMIT A 3-DYTE NON-RELOCATABLE INSTRUCTION *•
CALL EMITHGP) ;
CALL EMIT2N(D16,CA)
;
END EMIT3D;
EM1TL: PROCEDURE ( OP. L) BYTE;
DECLARE (CP.L) BYTE;
/* EMIT A 3-BATE INSTRUCTION, PROVIDING FOR RELOCATION;
THE ADDRESS WILL BE BACKSTUFFED LATER, SO CREATE AN
ENTRY IN RELTAB, LINK IT OT THE CHAIN POINTED TO RY L,
AND RETURN POINTER TO THE ENTRY */
DECLARE J BYTE;
CALL EMITKOP) ;
J = INCRELT(CA); /* POINTER TO NEXT ENTRY IN RELTAB */
CALL SRBASE(J,UNDEF);
RDISPL(J) = 0*
REXT(J) = L;' /* LINK USING THE EXT FIELD IN RELTAB */
CALL EMIT2(Q,Q>; /* SLOT FOR THE ADDRESS */
RETURN J;
END EMITL;
S* EMIT2D: PROCEDURE( OP , B8)
;
EMIT A 2-BYTE HON-RELOCATABLE INSTRUCTION */
DECLARE EMIT2D LIT 'EMIT2';
EIIITA: PROCEDURE ( B , D , E) ;
DECLARE R BYTE, (D,E) ADDRESS;
•* EMIT A RELOCATABLE ADDRESS IN CA *•
DECLARE J BYTE;
J = INCRELT(CA); •* POINTER TO NEXT ENTRY IN RELTAB */
CALL SRBASE(J,B>; /* SET BASE */
RDISPL(J) - D: •* SET DISPLACEI'IENT #•
REXT(J) = E; /* SET EXTERNAL FIELD */
CALL EMIT2(0,0); /* SLOT FOR THE ADDRESS */
END EMITA;
EHIT3A: PROCEDURE (OP,B,D,E);
DECLARE (OP,B) BYTE, (D,E) ADDRESS;
/* Ell IT A 3-BYTE RELOCATABLE INSTRUCTION WITH ADDRESS (B,D,E) *•
CALL EMIT! (OP) ;
CALL EMITA(B,D,E)
;
END EMITSA;
EMIT2IA: PROCEDURE(L.D.B)
;
DECLARE(L.D) ADDRESS, B BITE;
S* EMIT IN AREA B (CA, IDA) A RELOCATABLE ADDRESS EQUAL TO
THE ADDRESS OF SYMBOL L IN SYMLIST PLUS DISPLACEMENT D #/
DECLARE ( I , J , K) BYTE
;
IF UNOECLARED(L) THEN /» CANNOT REFERENCE */
CALL KERR0R(4) ;
ELSE
DO;
J= INCRELT(B); /* POINTER TO AN EMPTY ENTRY IN RELTAB */
I = LLINK(L); /* POINTER INTO SYMTAB *•
K = SBASE(I); /* GET BASE OF SYMBOL I *•
CALL SRBASECJ,K>; •* SET RASE OF RELOCATABLE ADDRESS *•
IF K=UNDEF THEN •* ADDRESS HOT YET DEFINED */
DO; /« LINK THE ENTRY IN RELTAB TO A CHAIN OF
UNRESOLVED REFERENCES TO THE IDENTIFIER */
REXT( J) = SDISPLC I)
;
SDISPL(I) a J; /* POINTER TO THE CHAIN *•
RDISPL(J) - D; /# RELATIVE DISPLACEMENT *•
END;
ELSE /* ADDRESS ALREADY KNOWN *•
DO;
RDISPL(J) = SDISPL( 13 + D; /* DISPLACEMENT */
K = STYPE( I
)
i /* GET TYPE OF SYMBOL I */
IF K=GLOB OR K=EXT THEN REXT(J) = L;
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ELSE REXT(J) =0; /* NOT EXTERNAL *•
END;
CALL EMIT2N(0,B); /* SLOT FOR THE ADDRESS */
END;
END EMIT2IA;
EMIT3IA: PROCEDURE (OP,L,D):
DECLARE OP BYTE,(L,D) ADDRESS;
/* EMIT A 3-BYTE INSTRUCTION WITH RELOCATABLE ADDRESS
EQUAL TO ADDRESS OF SYMBOL L IN SYMLIST PLUS DISPL D *•
CALL EMITKCP);
CALL EKIT2IA(L,D,CA>; /* EMIT ADDRESS IN CA */
END EMITS I A;
EI1IT2SA: PROCEDURES, B> ;
DECLARE (K,B) BYTE;
/* EMIT IN AREA B (CA,IDA) A RELOCATABLE ADDRESS EQUAL TO
THE ADDRESS OF THE STRING AT IIANDLE(K) *•
DECLARE ( I, J) BYTE;
IF UNDECLAHED(H(K)) •* STRING NOT YET EMITTED *• TnEN
CALL EMITSTRtK, IDA) ; •* EMIT IT IN IDA *•
/* STRING ALREADY EMITTED */
J = INCRELT(B); •* POINTER TO AN ENTRY IN RELTAB *•
I = LLINKCHUO ) ; /* POINTER TO STRING ENTRY IN SYMTAB *•
CALL SRBASEC J,SBASE< I) > ; /* SET BASE IN RELTAB */
RDISPL( J)=SDISPL( I) ; /* SET DISPLACEMENT */
REXTtJ) = 0; /* NOT EXTERNAL */
CALL EIIIT2N(0,B) -, /* SLOT FOR TnE ADDRESS *•
END EMIT2SA;
EMIT3SA: PROCEDURE( OP , K)
;
DECLARE (OP,K) BYTE;
/* EMIT A 3-BYTE INSTRUCTION WITH RELOCATABLE ADDRESS
EQUAL TO THE ADDRESS OF THE STRING AT HANDLE(K) */
CALL ENIT1CGP)
;
CALL EMIT2SA(K,CA); /* EMIT ADDRESS IN CA #/
END EM ITBSA;
EIIIT3C : rilOCEDURE( OP , K) ;
DECLARE (OP,K) BYTE;
/* EMIT A 3-BYFF. INSTRUCTION WITn ADDRESS EQUAL TO THE
<CONSTANT> AT HANDLEUO #/
DECLARE HK ADDRESS, XX BYTE;
HK= H( K) ;
XK = X( K) ;
IF XK=im THEN /* CONSTANT IS A STRING */
CALL EIIIT3D( OP, FIRSTS ( HK) ) ;
IF XK= 1311 THEN /* CONSTANT IS A NUMBER */
CALL EMIT3D< OP , HK) ;
IF XK=15H THEN /* CONSTANT IS ADDRESS OF IDENTIFIER */
CALL EMI T3 I A( OP , HK, Y( K)
)
IF XK=17H THEN /* CONSTANT
CALL EMIT3SA(0P, K)
;
END EHIT3C;
IS ADDRESS OF STRING #/
LDAHL: PROCEDUREC OP, K) BYTE;
DECLARED OP , K) BYTE
;
(<VAR> NOT IN ERROR) */
EMIT INSTRUCTION OP ( LDA, LHLD, STA.SHLD) FOR
<R£G> = <VAR>
<VAR> = <REG>
K: POINTER TO < VAR> IN THE HANDLE
RETURN I IF INSTRUCTION IS EMITTED
DECLARE XK BYTE, HK ADDRESS;
XK = X( K) ;
HK = n( K) ;
IF XK = 23H /* <VAR> IS < IDENTIFIERX < NUMBER>
)
OR XK = 2DH /"* <VAR> IS M( . < IDENTiF !ER>( < NUMBER> ) )
THEN CALL EMIT3 I A( OP , HK, Y< K) ) ; ELSE
IF XK = 29H •* <VAR-> IS M<<STRING>) *•
THEN CALL EMIT3D (0P,FIRST2( HK) ) ; ELSE
IF XK = 2BU /* <VAR'> IS M( < NUMBER> ) */
THEN CALL EM1T3I) ( OP , HK) ; ELSE
IF XK = 2TH •* <VAR> IS M(.<STRING>) *•
HE CONSTRUCTS:
*•
*/
17'.

THEN CALL EMIT3SA(0P, K)
;
ELSE /* DID NOT EMIT INSTRUCTION */ RETURN 0;
RETURN 1;
END LDAIIL;
L0ADPRII1: PROCEDURE( J) ;
DECLARE J BYTE;
/* SEMANTIC ACTIONS FOR THE CONSTRUCT:
<REG> = < PR I'D
J: INDEX OF < PR IIP IN 'HIE HANDLE */
DECLARE XJ BYTE, IIJ ADDRESS;
XJ = X(J) 5
RJ = H(J);
C = XJ AND OFOn; /# GET TEE TYTE OF <PRIII> */
IF(C = 09H ) •* <PRIM> IS A REGISTER *• THEN
DO;
IF L0W(H1) = L0V(HJ) /* SAME AS <REG> */ TEEN RETURN;
/* ELSE: DIFFERENT REGISTERS */
IF AM(1) AND ATKJ) THEN •* EH IT A MOVE INSTRUCTION */
CALL EMITH40II OR LOV( SHL( III , 3) ) Oil L0V7( !IJ) ) ; ELSE
IF STACKR(l) /* <REG> IS THE STACK */
AND BDHPSW(J) THEN /* EMIT A PUSH */
CALL EMITK CLOW HJ ) AND OFOID OR 0C5H) ; ELSE
IF STACKR(J) /* <PRIM> IS THE STACK */
AND BDHPSWC 1) THEN /# EMIT A FOP *•
CALL EMITK (LOW(Hl) AND OFOID OR 0C1II); ELSE
IF SPREG(l) AND LLREG(J) /* SP = HL *• THEN
CALL EMITK0F9H); /* EMIT SPUL *• ELSE
IF BDH(l) AND EDR(J) THEN /* BC=DE, BC=HL, ETC. */
BO;
C = (LI XOR 4FH) OR SHR(LOW(TIJ) AND OFOH, 3);
CALL EMIT2f C.C+9) ; /* B=D, C=E, B=H, C=L, ETC. */
END;
ELSE /* ERROR */
CALL CANTDO;
RETURN
;
END; /* OF <PRIM> IS A REGISTER */
IF C = 10H THEN /* <PRIM> IS A CONSTANT */
DO;
IF XJ = 1GH THEN •* <PRIM> IS A NUMBER */
DO;
IF AM(1) THEN /* EH IT A MOVE IMMEDIATE */
CALL EMIT2DC MVI , LOV(UJ) ); ELSE
IF BDHSP(l) THEN •# EMIT A LOAD EXTENDED IMMEDIATE */
CALL EMIT3D( LXI,HJ); ELSE
IF CYREG(l) THEN S* < REG> IS CY *./
DO;
IF HJ=1 THEN /* CY=1 */
CALL EMITK 37H); /* EMIT STC *• ELSE
IF HJ=0 THEN •# GY=0 */
CALL EMIT2(3?1I,3FH) ; /# EMIT STC , CMC *•
ELSE /* ERROR */ CALL CANTDO;
END; /* OF < REG> IS CY */
ELSE /* ERROR (BAD REGISTER) *• CALL CANTDO;
RETURN
;
EDO; /* OF <PRIH> IS NUMBER #/
IF XJ = UH THEN /* <PRIN> IS A STRING */
DO;
IF AM(i) THEN /* EMIT A MOVE IMMEDIATE *•
CALL EMIT2D(MVI,SYMLIST<HJ)> ; •* 1ST CHAR */ ELSE
IF BDIISP(l) THEN /:< EMIT A LOAD EXTENDED IMMEDIATE *•
CALL EMTT3D(LXI,FIRST2(IIJ) ) ; •* 1ST 2 CHARACTERS */
ELSE /* ERROR */ CALL CANTDO;
RETURN;
END; /* OF <PRIM> IS A STRING */
IF BDIIS?( 1) THEN
DO;
IF XJ=1SH THEN •* <PRIM> IS . < IDENTIFIERX < NUMBER> ) */
CALL EM J T3 I A( LX I , IIJ , Y( J ) ) ; ELSE
IF XJ=1?11 THEN /* <PRIM> IS .<STRING> *•
CALL EMIT3SA(LXI, J); /* LOAD EXT IMMEDIATE */
•* ELSEC ERROR): DO NOTHING - ERROR MSG ALREADY ISSUED *•
END; /* BDHSP( 1) #/
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ELSE •* Elinon (BAD REGISTER) *• CALL CANTDO;
RETURN j
END; /* OF <PRIH> IS A CONSTANT */
IF C = 2011 THEN /# <PRIH> IS A VARIABLE */
DO;
IF AREG(l) THEN /* <REG> IS REGISTER A #/
DO;
IF XJ=21H THEN /* <FRIM> IS M(BC) OR M(DE) */
•* EMIT LI)AX B, LDAX D '.-/
CALL EMIT! (LOW(IIJ) AND OFAH) ; ELSE
IF XJ=25H THEN /* <PRIM> IS IN(<NUMBER>) */
/* EMIT 'IN' INSTRUCTION */
CALL EMIT2D(0BBII,LOW(HJ) ) ; ELSE
/* TRY TO EMIT A LDA INSTRUCTION */
IF LDAHL(3MI,J) THEN •* EMITTED LDA */ RETURN;
ELSE /* ERROR *• CALL CANTBOj
RETURN;
END; /* OF <REG> IS REGISTER A */
IF HLREG(l) THEN /* < REG> IS nL */
DO;
/* TRY TO EMIT A LIILB INSTRUCTION */
IF LDAIIL(2AII, J) THEN /* EMITTED LULD */ RETURN;
/* ELSE: ERROR */
END; /* OF < REG> IS IIL */
END; /* OF <PRIM> IS A VARIABLE */
/# IF NONE OF THE ABOVE: ERROR */
CALL CANTDO;
END LOADPRIM;
BINOPSEC : PROCEDURE ( J , K)
;
DECLARE(J,K) BYTE;
/* CODE GENERATION FOR THE CONSTRUCT:
<REG> = ... < BINARY. OP> <SEC>
J,K: POINTERS TO < BINARY OP> , < SEO IN THE HANDLE *•
DECLARE (XJ,XK) BYPE, HK ADDRESS;
XJ = X(J) ;
XX = XC K) ;
HK = IK K) ;
C = XK AND OFCII; /* GET THE TYPE OF < SEO */
IF C=OGII THEN /* < SEO IS A REGISTER. *•
DO;
IF AREG(l) THEN /* < REG> IS REG A */
DO;
IF ATKIO THEN /* <SEO IS A,B... II */
DO; /* GENERATE ' ACCUMULATOR' INSTRUCTION */
CALL EMITK XJ OR LOW( HK) );
RETURN;
END;
/* ELSE: ERROR %/
CALL CANTDC;
RETURN •
END; /* OF < REO IS A */
IF HLREGU) THEN /* < REG> IS HL */
DO;
IF BDHSPC K ) AND XJ = 80 II THEN
/* <SEC> IS EC.DE.HL.SP; < BINARY. OP> IS + */
DO; •* EMIT DAD B, DAD D, DAD II, DAD SP */
CALL EMIT! (LOW HK ) AND OF9n) ;
RETURN;
END;
/* ELSE: ERROR */
GALL CANTDO;
RETURN
;
END; /* OF < REO IS IIL */
•* ELSE (<REG> NEITHER A NOR HL) : ERROR */
CALL CANTDO;
RETURN;
END; /* OF < SEO IS A REGISTER */
IF C=10H THEN /* <SEO IS A CONSTANT */
DO:
IF AIK1) OR BDHSPC 1) THEN /* A, B, . . . M, BC.BE, IIL, SP */
DO;
IF XK = 1.3II /* NUMBER */ AND HK = 1 THEN
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DO;
IF XJ = 80H THEN /* < REG> + 1 */
DO;
IF AI-K1) THEN •* A,B, ...M *•
CALL EMIT1(SHL(H,0> OR 4); •* INR OPS */
ELSE /* EC.DE.HL.SP *•
CALL EMITHL1 AND OFGH) 5 /* I NX OPS */
RETURN;
END; /* OF <REG> + I *•
IF X.I = 90H THEN •* < REG> - 1 *•
DO;
IF AM(1) THEN /* A,B,...M *•
CALL EMIT1(SHL(L1 ,G> OR 5); /* DCR OPS */
ELSE /* BC,DE,IIL,SP *•
CALL EIIITKH AND OFBII) ; /* DCX OPS */
RETURN;
END; /# OF <REG> - 1 */
END; /* OF NUMBER, 1 *•
IF NOT AREG(l) THEN /* ERROR: < REG> IS NOT A */
DO;
CALL CANTBO;
RETURN;
END;
/* ELSE: <REG> IS REG A */
IF XX =1111 /* STRING */ THEN
C = SYMLIST(HK ); /* GET ITS FIRST CHARACTER #•
IF XK =13H •* NUMBER *• THEN
C = HK; /* GET ITS VALUE *•
IF XK > 13H •* ADDRESS: NOT IMPLEMENTED *• THEN
CALL KERROR< B) ;
ELSE /# EMIT ACG IMMEDIATE GROUP *•
CALL EMIT2D< XJ OR 46H, C>;
RETURN
;
END ; /* OF A , B , . . . M, BC , RE , HL . SP */
/"* ELSE (<REG> 13 PSW, STACK, CY) : ERROR */
CALL CANTDO;
END; /* G? <SEC> IS A CONSTANT */
/* ELSE: <SEC> IS ERROR: DO NOTHING (ERROR ALREADY PROCESSED) */
END BINOPSEC;
IDN: PROCEDURES K, N) :
DECLARE TC BYTE, N ADDRESS;
/* SEMANTIC ACTIONS FOR THE PRODUCTIONS:
<VAR> ::= < IDENTIFIERS ( < NUMBERS )
<CONSTART> ::= . < IDENTIF IER> ( <NUMBER> )
K: INDEX OF < IDENTIFIERS IN THE HANDLE
N: VALUE OF < NUMBERS */
DECLARE HK ADDRESS;
HK = n(K) ;
IF UNDECLARED ( RK) THEN /* ERROR: CANNOT BE REFERENCED */
CALL KERR0R(4) ;
YY = N; /* TRANSMIT < NUMBERS */
HTI = HK; /* TRANSMIT POINTER TO IDENTIFIER */
END IDN;
CHC: PROCEDUREC B) ;
DECLARE B BYTE; /* BASE ( CA OR IDA ) */
X* SEMANTIC ACTIONS FOR THE PRODUCTIONS:
<DATA.LIST> ::= ^DATA.HEAD> <CONSTANT> )
< DATA . HEAD> : : = < DATA . HEAD> < CONSTANT> ,
< 1 N I T IAL . L I ST> : : = < I N IT 1 AL . HEAD> < CONSTANT> )
< INITIAL. I1EAD> ::= < INITIAL. HEAD> < CONSTANT> , */
IF X2=1!H THEN /* CONSTANT IS A STRING *•
CALL EMITSTR< 2,C); •* EMIT THE STRING IN CA OR IDA */ ELSE
IF X2=13II THEN /« CONSTANT IS A NUMBER *•
CALL EMITN(H2,B>; /* F2MIT THE NUMBER IN CA OR IDA */ ELSE
IF X2=I3H THEN /* CONSTANT IS ADDRESS Of IDENTIFIER *•
CALL EMIT2IA(H2,Y2,B> 5 /* EMIT THE ADDRESS IN CA OR IDA #• ELSE
IF X2=17M THEN /* CONSTANT IS ADDPJiSS OF STRING */
CALL EMIT2SA( 2,B); •* EMIT THE. ADDRESS IN CA OR IDA *•
•* ELSE: ERROR - DO NOTHING - ERROR MESSAGE ALREADY ISSUED */
CALL XMIT1;
END CIIC;
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FPH: PROCEDURE;
/* SEMANTIC ACTIONS FOR THE PRODUCTIONS:
< FORMAL. PARAM.LIST> ::= <FP.HEAD> < IDENTIFIED )
<FP.UEAD> ::= <FP.irEAD> < I DENT IF IER> , *•
IF NEWSY! 12 (112) THEN
/* FIRST APPEARANCE OF IDENTIFIER IN CURRENT BLOCK *•
DO;
C = CREATESYMC KBYTE , VA , VANEXT, 2,2);
CALL INCWA(2); •* ASSIGN 2 BYTES IN WA */
XX = XI + 1; /* NO. FORMAL PARAMETERS */
END;
ELSE /* IDENTIFIER ALREADY DEFINED IN CURRENT BLOCK */
DO;
CALL KERR0RC2) ;
CALL XIII Ti; /# IGNORE THE IDENTIFIER */
END;
END FPH;
PRII: PROCEDURE( A) ;
DECLARE A ADDRESS;
/* SEMANTIC ACTIONS FOR THE PRODUCTIONS:
< PROC . IIEAD> : : = < PROC . NAJIE> ;
<PROC.KXAD> ::= < PROC . NAMS> < FORMAL. PARA1I. LIST> ; *•
CALL SSTYPE( LI , PROC)
;
SATR(Ll) = A; /* ADDRESS OF FORIIAL PARAMETERS */
CALL XMITI;
END PRH;
SDB: PROCEDURE(L)
;
DECLARE L ADDRESS;
/* SEMANTIC ACTIONS FOR THE PRODUCTIONS:
< STORAGE. DECLARATION ::= < IBENT. SPECIF ICATION> BYTE
< STORAGE. DECLARATION ::= < BOUND. IJEAD> <NUMBER> ) BYTE */
CALL XMITI;
CALL BSTYPE( LI, KBYTE); /* BACKSTUFF TYPE */
YY = L; /# LENGTH REQUESTED PER IDENTIFIER */
END SDB;
IDL: PROCEDURE?
/* SEMANTIC ACTIONS FOR THE PRODUCTIONS:
< IBENT. SPECIFICATION ::= <IDENT.LIST> < IDENTIFIER) )
<IDENT.LIST> ::= <IDE»T.LIST> <IDENTIFIER> , *•
IF NEWSYMB(B2) THEN
/* FIRST APPEARANCE OF IDENTIFIER IN CURRENT BLOCK */
DO;
LL = CREATESYIK UNDECL , UNDEF , , El . 2)
;
XX = XI + i; /* NO. IDENTIFIERS #/
END;
ELSE /* IDENTIFIER ALREADY DEFINED IN CURRENT BLOCK */
DO;
CALL KERR0R(2)
;
CALL XMITI ; /* IGNORE REDECLARATION */
END
;
END IDL;
CANTCALL: PROCEDURE ( J, N) BYTE;
DECLARE J ADDRESS, /* POINTER TO IDENTIFIER IN SYMLIST *•
N BYTE; •# NO. PARAMETERS */
/* RETURN TRUE IF CANNOT CALL IDENTIFIER VITII N PARAMETERS */
IF UNDECLARED ( J) THEN RETURN 1;
IF(C?=STYPE(LLINK(J)))=KLABEL AND NOO THEN RETURN 1;
IF (C^ KBYTE) OR (C=GLOB) THEN RETURN 1;
RETURN 0;
END CANTCALL;
APH: PROCEDURE;
/* SEMANTIC ACTIONS FOR THE PRODUCTIONS:
< ACTUAL
. PARAM . L I ST> : : = < A? . HEAD> < CONSTANT> )
< A? . HEAD> : : = < AP . IIEAD> < CONSTANT> , *•
CALL EMTTCC(LXIII,2) -, /* LOAD TEE CONSTANT INTO DX *•
IF STYPE(LD = EXT THEN •* EXTERNAL PROCEDURE */ TEMP3=SNAME( LI) ;
ELSE TEMPS- Q; •* TEMP3 WILL BE EOVED TO THE ElfT FIELD IN RELTAB */
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CALL EHTTGA< SHLR, W\, SATRC L t ) +SHL< XI , 1) , TEMP3) ; •# STORE PARAMETER */
•* SATR<H1) + 2*X1 = ADDRESS OF CORRESPONDING FORMAL PARAMETER */
XI ~ XI +lj /* NO. ACTUAL PARAMETERS *•
CALL XMIT1;
END APH;
REDUCE: PROCEDURE (PN);
DECLARE PN ADDRESS;
S# PERFORM A REDUCTION US INC PRODUCTION PN */
TRACEOON
IF TRACE='P' THEN DO;
CALL PRC( 'P' ) ; CALL TRAA( PN) ; CALL TRAC< ' ; ' )
;
END;
TRACESOFF *** .-.';/
IF PN<30 THEN RETURN; /* NO ACTION TO BE PERFORMED */
DO CASE PN-30;
<PROGRAM> ::= <STKT.LI3T> ; EOF */
<STHT.LIST> ::= < STMT) */
< STMT. LIST) ::= < STMT. LIST) ; < STMT) */
< STMT) : : = < BAS I C . STMT) */
< STMT> : : = < I F . STMT> */
< STMT) : : = < ERROR) */
< BASIC. STMT) ::= <DECL.STMT> */
< BASIC. STMT) ::= < GROUP > */
< BAS I C . STMT) : : = < PR3C . DEF I N I T 1 OH> */
< BAS 1 C . STMT> : : = < RETURN . STMT> */
< BAS I C . STMT) : : = < CALL . STMT> */
< BAS I C . STMT> : : = < GOTO . STMT> *•
< BAS I C . STMT) : : = < REPEAT . STMT> *•
< BAS I C . STMT> : : = < CONTROL . STMT) */
< BAS I C . STMT) : : = < COMPARE . STMT> */
< BAS I C . STMT> : : = < EXCHANGE . STMT> */
< BAS I C . STMT) : : = < ASS IGN . STMT) */
< BASIC. STMT) ::= < LABEL. DEFINITION) < BASIC. STMT) */
< IF. STMT) ::= < LABEL. DEF IN IT I ON) < IF. STMT) */
<DECL.STMT) ::= DECLARE <DECL. ELEMENT) */
<DECL.STMT> : : = <DECL.STMT> , < DECL. ELEMENT) *•
< INITIAL. HEAD) ::= INITIAL ( */
< ENDING) : := END */
<ENDING> ::= END < IDENTIFIER) */
< ENDING) ::= < LABEL. DEFINITION) <ENDING> */
< I N I T I AL I ZAT I ON) : : = < EMPTY) */
< I N IT I AL I ZAT I ON) : : = < ACS I GN . STMT) */
< ASS I GN . STMT) : : = < VAB . ASS I GN) */
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/*** < ASSIGN. STMT> ::= < REG. ASSIGN) */
/•*** < LABEL. DEFINITION : : = < IDENTIFIER) : *•
/* RETURN: LL = POINTER TO IDENTIFIER ENTRY IN SYMTAB;
XX = 1 TO INDICATE IDENTIFIER LABEL */
DO;
XX = 1 •
IF NEWSYMB( HI ) THEN
/* FIRST APPEARANCE OF IDENTIFIER IN CURRENT BLOCK */
LL = CREATESYI1 ( KLABEL,CA, CANEXT, 0, 1) ;
ELSE
/* IDENTIFIER ALREADY DEFINED IN CURRENT BLOCK */
DO;
HI = LLINK(Hl); /* POINTER INTO SYMTAB */
IF STYPE( LI )<>KLABEL THEN
•* CONFLICTING DECLARATION *•
DO;
CALL KERROR( 1 )
;
END;
ELSE /* IDENTIFIER ALREADY DECLARED LABEL #/
DO;
IF SBASE( LI )<>UNDEF THEN
/* CONFLICTING DEFINITION #/
DO;
CALL KERRORO) ;
END;
ELSE •* DEFINE THE LABEL */
DO;
CALL SSADDR( LI ,C A, CANEXT);
CALL XIII Tl;
END;
END;
END;
END;
/*** < LABEL. DEFINITION) ::= <NUMBER> : #/
DO;
CALL ZEROXX; /* TO INDICATE NUMERIC LABEL *•
IF HI < CANEXT THEN •* CODE OVERLAP #/
CALL KERR0R(3)
;
DO WHILE CANEXT < HI;
CALL WR(CA,O0H>; /# FILL WITH O'S */
END;
END;
/*#* <IF.STIIT> ::= <IF.CLAUSE> <STHT) */
/* HI POINTS TO F( FALSE) CHAIN IN RELTAB */
CALL BRADDR< LI , CA, CANEXT) ; /* BACKSTUFF F ADDRESS *•
/«** < IF. STMT) ::= <IF.CLAUSE> <TRUE.PART> <STMT> */
DO;
/* H2 POINTS TO E(EXIT) ENTRY IN RELTAB */
CALL BRADDR( LI ,CA,RLOC( L2 )+2); /* BACKSTUFF F */
CALL BRADDR( L2 , CA, CANEXT)
;
/* BACKSTUFF E */
END;
/*** <IF.CLAUSE> ::= IF < COMPOUND. CONDITION) THEN #/
SX RETURN POINTER TO F CHAIN IN RELTAB *•
LL = L2;
/*** <TRUE.PART> ::= < BASIC. STMT) ELSE */
/* RETURN POINTER TO E ENTRY IN RELTAB *•
LL = EMITL( JMP,0) ; /* EMIT JMP E (EXIT) */
•*** < COMPOUND. CONDITION) ::= <AND.HEAD> < SIMPLE. CONDITION) */
/"* RETURN POINTER TO F CHAIN IN RELTAB %/
LL = EMITL(X2 XOR 0AH.L1); /* EMIT JNCOND F */
/*** < COMPOUND. CONDITION) ::= <OR.HEAD> < SIMPLE. CONDITION) */
DO;
LL = EMITL(X2 XOR OAII.O); /* EMIT JNCOND F */
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CALL BRADDR(L1,CA,CANEXT); /* BACK3TUFF T */
END;
/*** < COMPOUND. CONDITION) ::= < S IMPLE. CONDITION) */
LL = ENITL(X1 XOR OAH,0); /* EH IT JNCOND F */
/*** <AND.HE4D> ::= < SIMPLE. CONDITION) AND */
•* RETURN POINTER TO F CHAIN IN RELTAB */
LL = KNITLCX1 XOR OAH.O); /* EMIT JNCOND F */
•*** < AND. READ) ::= < AND. HEAD) < SIMPLE. CONDITION) AND */
LL = EMITL(X2 XOR OAH.L1) ; /* EMIT JNCOND F */
/*** < OR. HEAD) ::= < SIMPLE. CONDITION) OR *•
/* RETURN POINTER TO T CHAIN IN RELTAB */
LL = EMITL(X1 OR 0211,0); /* EMIT JCOND T */
/*#* < OR
. HEAD) : : - < OR. HEAD) < S I MPLE . COND IT I ON) OR */
LL = EMITL(X2 OR 02II,L1); /* EMIT JCOND T *•
/*** < SIMPLE. CONDITION) : : = ( < STMT. LIST) ) < CONDITION) */
/* RETURN A NUMERIC CODE REPRESENTING THE CONDITION */
XX = X4;
/*** < SIMPLE. CONDITION) ::= < CONDITION) */
CALL XMIT1
;
/*** < CONDITION) ::= NOT ZERO */
XX = OCOH;
/*** < COND IT ION) ::= ZERO */
XX = OCSII;
/*** < CONDITION) ::= NOT CY */
XX = ODOII;
•*** < CONDITION) ::= CY #/
XX = 0B8H;
/*** < CONDITION) ::= PY ODD */
XX = OEOH;
/#** < CONDITION) ::= PY EVEN *•
XX = 0E3H;
•*** < CONDITION) ::= PLUS *•
XX = OFOH;
/*** < CONDITION) ::= MINUS */
XX = CFOH;
•#*# <DECL. ELEMENT) ::= < STORAGE. DECLARATION) *•
/* < STORAGE. DECLARATION) RETURNS:
Hi: POINTER TO A CHAIN OF IDENTIFIERS IN SYMTAB,
XI: NO. IDENTIFIERS DECLARED,
Yl: LENGTH (BVIES) REQUESTED PER IDENTIFIER;
IT ALSO SETS THE GLOBAL VARIABLE
I IDA: IDANEXT BEFORE < DECL . ELEMENT) WAS PARSED */
DO;
TEMP3 ~ IDANEXT - I IDA; /* TOTAL LENGTH INITIALIZED *•
TEMP4, 1=0;
DO I = 1 TO XI ;
TEMP4=TEMP4+ Yl; /% TOTAL LENGTH REQUESTED */
END;
IF TEMPO) TEMP4 THEN /* INITIAL DATA TOO LONG */
DO;
CALL KERR01W 0) ;
TEMP4=TEMP3; /* RIGirT JUSTIFY INSIDE DATA BLOCK */
END;
IF TEMPO = THEN /* NO DATA INITIALIZED *•
DO; /* ALLOCATE IN VA *•
CALL INCI/A(TEMP4) ;
CALL BSADATR( LI , WA., WANEXT, Yl ) ;
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END;
ELSE /* INITIALIZATION REQUESTED (DATA IS IN IDA) *•
DO;
I IDA = I IDA + TEMP4;
DO WIILE IDANEXT < I IDA;
CALL WM IDA, ' '); /* PAD WITH BLANKS *•
END;
CALL BSADATR< LI, IDA, IDANEXT, Yl) ; /* ALLOCATE IN IDA */
END;
END;
/#** <DECL. ELEMENT) ::= < IDENT. SPECIF ICATION> <TYPE> */
/* BACKSTUFF TYPE X2 INTO IDENTIFIERS IN CHAIN HI */
CALL BSTYPE( LI , X2)
;
/#** <DECL.ELEEENT> ::= < IDENTIFIED <DATA.LIST> */
DO;
/* < DATA. LIST) RETURN3 A POINTER TO 'SKIP' ENTRY IN RELTAB */
IF NEWS YIIB( III) TEEN
/* FIRST APPEARANCE OF IDENTIFIER IN CURRENT BLOCK */
BO; /* SET ENTRY FOR IDENTIFIER IN SYI1TAB *•
TEMP2= RL0C(L2) + 2; ?* ABBI1ESS OF 1ST BYTE OF DATA *•
TEMPI = CANEXT - TEU?2; /* TOTAL LENGTH INITIALIZED *•
TEMP = CREATESYH( KBYTE , CA , TEMP2 , TEMP 1,1);
CALL BRADDIU L2,CA, CANEXT) ; /* BACKSTUFF SKIP *•
END;
ELSE /* ERBOR: IDENTIFIER ALREADY DECLARED IN THIS BLOCK *•
CALL KERROR( 1) ;
END;
/*** < DATA. LIST) ::= <DATA.ITEAD> < CONSTANT) ) */
/* RETURN POINTER TO 'SKIP' ENTRY IN RELTAB */
CALL CEC(CA); /* EIIIT TEE CONSTANT INTO CA */
/*** <DATA.IIEAD> ::= DATA ( */
/* RETURN POINTER TO 'SKIP' ENTRY IN RELTAB */
LL = EIIITLC JMP.O) ; /* EMIT JIIP SKIP */
•*#* < DATA. HEAD) : : = <DATA.IIEAD> < CONSTANT) , */
CALL CHG(CA); •* EIIIT THE CONSTANT INTO CA */
/*** < STORAGE. DECLARATION) ::= < IDENT. SPECIFICATION) BYTE *•
/* RETURN POINTER TO IDENTIFIER CHAIN IN SYMTAB */
CALL SDB( 1 ) ;
/#** < STORAGE. DECLARATION ::= < BOUND . HEAD) < NUMBER> ) BYTE #/
CALL SDB(H2)
;
/*** <STORACE. DECLARATION) ::= < STORAGE. DECLARATION) < INITIAL. LIST) */
CALL XTIIT1; /* < INITIAL. LIST) ALREADY STORED IN IDA #/
/*** < TYPE) : : = LABEL */
XX = KLABEL;
/*** <TYPE) ::= EXTERNAL */
XX = EXT;
/-*** < TYPE) : : = COMMON #/
XX = GLOB;
/#** < IDENT. SPECIFICATION) ::= < IDENTIFIER) */
/* RETURN POINTER TO IDENTIFIER CHAIN IN SYMTAB */
DO;
IF NEWSYMB(Hl) THEN
/* FIRST APPEARAHCE OF IDENTIFIER IN CURRENT BLOCK */
DO;
LL = CREATESYM( UNDECL , UNDEF ,0,0,1);
XX = lj /* NO. ELEMENTS IN < IDENT. SPECIFICATION) */
I IDA = IDANEXT; •* SAVE CURRENT VALUE OF IDANEXT *•
END;
ELSE /* IDENTIFIER ALREADY DEFINED IN CURRENT BLOCK */
BO;
CALL KERRORC 1) ;
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END;
END;
/*** < IDENT.SFEGIFICATION> ::= < IDENT . L I ST> < IDENTIFIED ) */
CALL IDL;
/*** <IDENT.LIST> ::= ( */
/* RETURN POINTER TO IDENTIFIER CHAIN IN SYHTAB */
DO;
LL = 0; /* POINTER •*/
CALL ZEROXX; /* XX: NO. IDENTIFIERS IN <IDENT.LIST> */•
I IDA = IRANEXT; •* SAVE CURRENT VALUE OF IDANEXT */
END;
/*** <IDENT.LIST> ::= <IDENT.LIST> < IDENTIFIER> , */
CALL IDL;
/*** <EOUND.IIEAD> ::= < IDENT. SPECIFICATION ( */
•* RETURN POINTER TO IDENTIFIER CHAIN IN SYMTAB */
CALL XMIT1;
•*** < INITIAL. LIST> ::= < INITIAL. IIEAD> < CONSTANT> ) */
CALL CUC(IOA); •* EMIT THE CONSTANT INTO IDA */
/*** < INITIAL. BEAD> ::= < INITIAL. HEAD > < CONSTANT> , */
CALL CHC( IDA) ; /# EMIT THE CONSTANT INTO IDA */
/*** <GROUP> ::= < GROUP. HEAD> ; <ENDING> */
DO;
IF XI THEN /* THIS IS A CASE GROUP */
DO; /* HI POINTS TO 'EXIT' CHAIN IN RELTAB */
TEEP1 - LI; '* POINTER TO THE CHAIN #•
TEMP2 =0; /* POINTER TO AN EMPTY CHAIN */
/* YI: NO. STMTS IN THE CASE GROUP *•
DO WHILE NOT SHR< REXTC TEMP 1 ) , 15) j /* POSITIVE */
/* INVERT THE CHAIN */
TEMP = REXT( TEMP 1 ) ; /* NEXT *•
REXT( TEMPI) = TEMP2;
TENP2 = TEMPI;
TEMPI = TEMP;
END;
/* TEMPI NOW POINTS TO THE JPVEC ENTRY IN RELTAB */
/* TEMP2 POINTS TO THE 'EXIT' CHAIN IN RELTAB *•
TEMP4- -REXT( TEMPI ) ; /* ADDRESS OF LO *•
CALL SRADDR( TEMP 1,CA, CANEXT) ; •* BACKSTUFF JPVEC */
REXT( TEMPI) = 0; /* NOT EXTERNAL *•
TEMPS = CANEXT + SIIL( Yl , 1 ) ; /* ADDRESS OF EXIT *•
DO WHILE TEMP2O0;
/* GENERATE JUMP VECTOR, BACKSTUFF EXIT #/
CALL EMITACCA,TEMP4,0) ; /* EMIT N-TII LABEL (LN) *•
TEMPI = REXT<TEMP2>j
REXT(TEMP2) =0; /* NOT EXTERNAL */
CALL SRADDR(TEMP2,CA,TEMP3) ; /« BACKSTUFF EXIT #•
TEMP4= RL0C(TEMP2) + 2; •* COMPUTE NEXT I.N */
TEMP2 = TEMP 1
;
•* NEXT ENTRY */
END;
END; /# OF CASE GROUP */
ELSE IF XI =2 THEN /* THIS IS AH ITERATIVE CROUP */
DO; /* HI POINTS TO F CHAIN IN RELTAB */
CALL EMIT3A( JMP,CA,Y1,0) ; •'* EMIT JMP LOOP */
CALL BRADDR(L1,CA, CANEXT) ; /* BACKSTUFF F *•
END;
CALL POPBL(l); /* EXIT BLOCK, SHRINK WA */
END;
•*** < GROUP. HEAD> ::= <U0> */
/* RETURN XX INDICATING TYPE OF GROUP */
CALL ZEROXX;
/*** < GROUP. HEAD> ::= < D0> < ITERATIVE. CLAUSE> */
DO;
CALL XTIIT2;
XX = 2;
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END;
/*** < GROUP . ITEAD> ::= < DO> < CASE. SELECTOR) *•
DO;
CALL XMIT2;
XX = 3;
END;
/*** < GROUP . HEAD) : : = < GROUP . HEAD> ; < STT1T> */
DO;
CALL XIIITI;
IF XI TIIEN /* CASE GROUP */
DO;
EH = EMITL(.JM?,L1> ; /# EMIT JMP EXIT */
YY = Yl +1; /# NO. STATEMENTS IN THE CASE GROUP *•
END;
END;
/**« < DO> : : = BO *•
CALL PUSHBLj /* ENTER A NEW BLOCK */
/*** < ITERATIVE. CLAUSE) ::= < INITIALIZATION) < BY) < ASSIGN. STMT)
< WHILE) < COMPOUND. CONDITION) */
/"* RETURN HH= POINTER TO F CHAIN IN RELTAB, YY=LOOF ADDRESS *•
DO;
LL = 1.5; /* POINTER */
CALL BRADBR(L2,CA,H4) ; /* BACTCSTUFF SKIP */
YY = RL0C(L2) + 2; /* ADDRESS OF LOOP */
END;
/**# < ITERATIVE. CLAUSE> ::= < INITIALIZATION) <WBTLE>< COMPOUND. CONDITION)*/
DO;
YY = 112; •* ADDRESS OF LOOP *•
LL = L3; •* POINTER TO F CHAIN IN RELTAB *•
END;
/*** < BY) : : = BY */
/-* RETURN POINTER TO SKIP ENTRY IN RELTAB *•
LL = EMITL( JMP,0) j /* EMIT JMP SKIP *•
/*** < WHILE) ::= WHILE */
/* RETURN ADDRESS OF NEXT INSTRUCTION ( COMPOUND. CONDITION) */
HH = CANEXTj
/*** < CASE. SELECTOR) ::= CASS < REG) */
•* RETURN HH = POINTER TO A CHAIN IN RELTAB,
YY = NO. STATEMENTS IN THE CASE GROUP *•
DO;
IF HLREG(2) THEN /* <REG) IS HL */
DO;
CALL EfIIT2(PUSIID,XCKG) ;
LL = EMITL(LXIH,0) ; /* EMIT LXIH JPVEC */
REXT(LL) = -(CANEXT+8); /* SAVE - ADDRESS OF LO #/
CALL EMIT4(DADD,DADD,M0VEM, INXR)
;
CALL EMIT4C MOVDM, XCHG, POPD, PCHL)
YY = G; /* NO. STATEMENTS */
END; /* OF <REG> IS HL */
ELSE /* NOT IMPLEMENTED *• CALL KERROR(S);
END;
/*** <PROC. DEFINITION) ::= <rF.OC.EEAD) <STMT. LIST) ; < ENDING) *•
DO;
CALL EMITHRET); /* SUPPLY A RETURN */
CALL BRADDR( Yl , CA, CANEXT) ; /* BACKSTUFF SKIP *•
CALL PGPBL(O); /* EXIT BLOCK, DO NOT SHRINK WA */
END;
/*** <PROC.HEAD> ::= <PROC.NAME> ; */
/* RETURN POINTER TO SKIP ENTRY IN RELTAB */
DO;
CALL PRIK OFFFFII) ; /* NO FORMAL PARKS: SET ATR TO -1 #/
END;
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/*** <PROC.HEAD) ::= <PROC.NAME> < FORMAL. PARAM. LIST> ; */
CALL PR1KVANEXT - SHL(X3,1>>; •* ADDRESS OF FORIIAL FARMS *•
/*** <PROC.NAHE) ::= < LABEL. DEFINITION PROCEDURE */
/* RETURN: 1111= POINTER TO PROCEDURE ENTRY IN SYMTAB,
YY = POINTER TO 'SKIP* ENTRY IN RELTA3 *•
DO;
CALL XMIT1:
IF XI THEN /* IDENTIFIER LABEL */
DO; /* EMIT CODE TO SKIP TEE PROCEDURE */
YY = EMITLCJHP.O) ; /* EMIT JHP SKIP #/"
/* RETURN POINTER TO SKIP ENTRY IN RELTAB */
SDISPL(Ll) = CANEXT; •* PROCEDURE ENTRY
IS AFTER THE JUMP INSTRUCTION #•
CALL PUSI13L; /"* ENTER A NEW BLOCK *•
END;
ELSE /* NOT A VALID PROCEDURE */ CALL KERR0R(3>;
END;
/**# < FORMAL. PARAM. LIST) ::= <FP.IIEAD> <IDENT1FIER> ) */
/* RETURN NUMBER OF FORMAL PARAMETERS */
CALL FPU;
/*## < FP . HEAD) : : = ( */
•* RETURN NO. OF FORMAL PARAMETERS */
CALL ZEROXX;
/*** <FP.HEAD> ::= <FP.HEAD> < IDENTIFIERS , */
CALL FPU;
/*** < RETURN. STMT) ::= RETURN */
CALL EMITKRET) ;
•*#* < RETURN. STMT> ::= IF < SIMPLE. CONDI TION> RETURN */
CALL EMITKX2); /* EMIT RHZ, RZ, RNC. . . */
/#*# <CALL.STMT> ::= <CALL) < IDENTIFIER) */
BO;
IF CANTCALL(H2,0) THEN CALL KERROR(6);
ELSE CALL EHIT3IA(X1 OR 04H,H2,0);
END;
/*** < CALL. STMT) ::= <CALL> < ACTUAL. PARAM. LI ST> */
DO;
CALL ENITKPOPn) ;
CALL EMIT3IACX1 CR 04H,SNAME(L2) ,0)
;
END;
/*** <CALL.STMT> ::= <CALL> < NUMBER) */
DO;
IF <Xl = OCBII) /* UNCONDITIONAL CALL */
AND ( (1(2 AND 0FFC7H) = O) /"* O, O, 16, 24,..., 56 *•
THEN /'• EMIT RST INSTRUCTION */
CALL EMITK LOW 112) OR 0C7I1) ;
ELSE /* EMIT A CALL */
CALL EMIT3D(X1 OR 04H,H2>; •* CALL, CNZ, CZ, . . . #/
END;
/*** < ACTUAL . PARAM .LIST) : : = < AP . HEAD) < CONSTANT) ) */
CALL APII;
/#** <AP.HEAD) ::= < I DENT I F 1 F,R) ( */
DO;
IF CANTCALLCHt, 1) THEN CALL KERR0R(6);
ELSE
DO;
LL = LLINK(Hl); /* POINTER TO IDENTIFIER IN SYMTAB *•
CALL ZEROXX; /* NO. ACTUAL PARAHETERS *•
CALL EMITK PUSIUD ; /* SAVE RL *X
END;
END
;
/*** <AP.HSAD> ::= <AP.IIEAD> < CONSTANT) , %/
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CALL APH;
/*** <CALL> ::= CALL */
XX = OCDII;
/#** <CALL> ::= IF <S IMPLE. CONDITION> CALL #/
CALL XMITX2;
•*** < GOTO. STMT) ::= < GOTO < IDENTIFIER) #/
DO;
IF CANTCALL(K2,0) THEN /* CANNOT GOTO EITHER */
CALL KERBORC 11);
ELSE CALL EMIT3IACX1 OR 02H, 112,0); /"* EMIT JMP, JNZ, JZ. . . */
END;
/*** < GOTO. STMT) ::= <COTO> < NUMBER) */
CALL EMIT3DCX1 OR 02H.H2) ; /* JMP, JNZ, JZ, . . . *•
/"*** < GOTO. STMT) ::= GOTO M ( HL ) */
CALL EMITKPCHL) ;
/#** < GOTO : : = GOTO */
XX = CCSH;
•#** <GOTO> ::= IF < SIMPLE. CONDITION) GOTO #/
CALL XMXTX2;
/%%% < REPEAT . STMT) : : = < REPEAT) < STMT . L I ST) ; UNT I L < COMPOUND . COND IT I ON) */
CALL BRADDR(L5,CA,II1) ; /* BACKSTUFF LOOP ADDRESS */
/*** < REPEAT) : : = REPEAT ; */
mi = CANEXT; /* SAVE ADDRESS OF NEXT INSTRUCTION */
/*** < CONTROL. STMT) ::= HALT *•
CALL EMITK76H); /* HLT *•
/*** < CONTROL. STMT) ::= NOP */
CALL EMITHOOII); /* NOP */
/#** < CONTROL. STMT) ::= DISABLE */
CALL EMITK0F3H) ; •* DI *•
/*** < CONTROL. STMT) ::= ENABLE */
CALL EMITK0FBH); /* EI */
/-*** < COMPARE. STMT) ::= < REG) :: <SEC> */
DO;
IF ARF.G(l) /# <REG> IS REG A */ THEN
DO;
IF X3=00H /* <SEC> IS A REGISTER #/
AND AM(3) /* <SEC> IS A, B, ... M *•
THEN CALL EMITKL3 OR 0B8H) ; /•# EMIT A CMP */
ELSE IF X3=13H /* < SEC) IS A NUMBER */
THEN CALL EMIT2( 0FSH, L3) ; •* EMIT A CP I *•
ELSE /* ERROR *• CALL CANTDO;
END;
ELSE /* ERROR */ CALL CANTDO;
END;
/*** < EXCHANGE. STMT) ::= < REG) == <REG.EXPR> */
DO;
IF HLREG< 1) /** <REG> IS IIL *• THEN
DO;
IF DEREG<3) THEN CALL EMITK XCIIG) ; ELSE
IF STACKRC3) THEN CALL EMIT1 ( 0E3H) ; /# XTHL */
ELSE /* ERROR *• CALL CANTDO;
END;
ELSE CALL CANTDO;
END;
•*** <VAR. ASSIGN) ::= < VAR> = <REG.EXPR> */
DO;
IF AREGC3) THEN /* <REG.EXPR) REFERS TO REG A */
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DO;
IF XI = 2 III THEN •* <VAR> IS M(BG) OR M( DE) */
/* EMIT STAX B, STAX D */
CALL EIJITH LOW(IIl) AND 0F2n> ; ELSE
IF X1 = 2?II THEN /* <VAR> IS OUT< < NUMBER) ) */
/* EMIT 'OUT' INSTRUCTION */
CALL EMIT2D( OD3II, LOV( Til) ) ; ELSE
/* TRY TO EMIT A STA INSTRUCTION */
IF LDAHL(32H,1) THEN /* EMITTED STA */ ;
ELSE /* FRROR */ CALL CANTDO;
END; /« OF <REG.EXPR> REFERS TO REG A *S ELSE
IF HLREGO) THEN /* <REG.EXPR> REFERS TO IIL */
DO;
/* TRY TO EMIT A S71LD INSTRUCTION */
IF LDAHLC22H, 1) THEN /* EMITTED SHLD */ ;
ELSE /* ERROR *• CALL CANTDO;
END; /* OF <REG.EXPB> REFERS TO HL */
ELSE /* NEITHER A NOR UL: ERROR */ CALL CANTDO;
END;
/*** <REG.EXPID ::= <REG> */
CALL XIIIT1 ;
/*** <REG.EXPR> ::= ( <REG.ASSIGN> ) */
CALL XMIT2;
/#*# < REG. ASSIGN) ::= < REG> = <PRIM> < BINARY. OP> <SEC> */
DO;
CALL L0ADPRIIK3); S* LOAD <PRIH> INTO < REG> */
CALL RIN0PSEC(4,5) j •* EXECUTE < BINARY. OP> OH < 5EC> #/
CALL XMIT1;
END;
/*** <REG.ASSIGN> ::= < REG> = < UNARY. 0?> <PRIM> */
DO;
CALL L0ADPRUK4); /* LOAD <PRIII> INTO < REG) */
/* NOW EXECUTE < UNARY. OP> */
IF AREG(l) THEN /* < REG> IS A */
CALL EH I
T
\ ( X3 ) ; /* EH IT PLC , RRC , RAL , RAR , DAA , CMA */ ELSE
IF CYREG( 1) /* <REG> is CARRY */
AND X3 = 2FH /* NOT *• THEN
CALL EMITK3FH); /* EH IT CNC *•
ELSE /# ERROR *• CALL CANTDO;
CALL XMIT1;
END;
•*** <REG.ASSIGN> ::= <REG> = <PRIH> */
DO;
CALL L0ADPRIIK3); /# LOAD <PRU'I> INTO < REG> */
CALL XHIT1;
END;
/*** <REG. ASSIGN> :: = <REG.ASSICN> , <BINARY.OP> <SEG> */
BO;
CALL BIN0PSEC(3,4) 5 /* EXECUTE < BINARY. OP> ON <SEC> */
CALL XMIT1
;
END;
/*** <PR1H> ::= <VAR> */
CALL XMIT1;
•**# <PRIM> : := <SEC> */
CALL XMIT1;
/«** <SEC> •'.= <REG.EXPR> */
CALL XHIT1;
/*** < SEO : : = < CONSTANT) */
CALL KMIT1;
/*** < CONSTANT) ::= < STRING) *•
DO;
XX = 11H;
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CALL XillTRl; /* POINTER TO STRING IN SYMLIST */
END;
/*** < CONSTANT> : : = < NUIIBER> */
DO;
XX = 13R;
CALL XII I Till; •* VALUE CF TRE NUMBER */
END;
/#** < CCNSTANT> : : = - < NUMBER> */
DO;
XX = 1311;
HH = -112;
END;
/*** < CONSTANTS ::= . < IDENTIFIED */
DO;
XX = 1511;
CALL IDN(2,0) ;
END;
/#** <CCNSTANT> ::= . <IDENTIFIER> ( <NUMBER> ) *•
DO;
XX = 1511;
CALL IDN(2,R4)
;
END;
/#:):* <COKSTANT> ::= . <STRING> *•
/** .<STRI!-:G> %/
DO;
XX = 1711;
IIII = H2; /* POINTER TO THE STRING IN SYMLIST */
END;
/**# <REG> ::= <A.L> «/
CALL SSTREG(LOW(Tll)> ; /* A=7, B=0, C= 1 , D=2, E=3, H=4, L=5 */
/-*** < REG> : : = BC */
CALL SETREG( OFII) ;
/**# <REG> ::= DE */
CALL SETREG( 1FII) ;
/"*** < REG> : := HI. %/
CALL SETREG( 2FIJ) ;
/##* < REG> : ' = SP #/
CALL SETREG( 3FH) ;
/*** < REG> : : = STACK #/
CALL SETREGC 2EH) ;
/#** < REG> : : = PSW #/
CALL SETREG( 3EU)
;
/*** < REG> : : = M ( HL ) */
CALL SETREG(6)
;
/##* < REG> : : = CY */
CALL SETREG( 1EH)
/*** <BINARY.OP> ::= + *•
XX = OeOR;
/*** < BINARY. OP> ::= - *•
XX = 090H;
/*** < BINARY. OP> ::= AND */
XX = OAOH;
/*** < BINARY. OP> ::= OR */
XX = GBOR;
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/*#* < BINARY. 0P> ::= XOR */
XX = 0A8H;
/*#* < BINARY. OP> :: = ++ */
XX = 08311;
/#** < BINARY. 0P> ::= — */
XX = 098E;
/*** < UNARY. 0P> ::= < */
XX = 17H; /* RAL */
/*#* < UNARY. 0P> ::= > */
XX = 1FR; /* RAR */
/*** < UNARY. 0P> : : = NOT */
XX = 2FH; /* CMA */
/*** < UNARY. 0P> : : = DEC #/
XX = 2711; /# DAA */
/•*** < UNARY. 0?> ::= >> */
XX = OFH; /* RRC */
/*#* < UNARY. 0?> ::= << #/
XX = 07H; /* RLG */
/*** < VAR> : : = II ( EC ) */
DO;
XX = 2 III; LL = OFH;
END;
•*** < VAR> : : = M ( DE ) */
BO;
>£X = 21H; LL = lFn ;
END;
/#** <VAR> ::= <IDENTIFIER> */
DO;
XX = 23H;
CALL IDN( 1,0) ;
END;
/*** <VAR> ::= <IDENTIFIER> ( < NUHBER> ) */
DO;
XX = 23H;
CALL IDHC 1,H3)
;
END;
/%%% <VAR> ::= IN ( <NUH3ER> ) */
DO;
XX = 25B; HH = H3;
END;
/*** < VAR> : : = OUT ( < NUHBER> ) */
DO;
XX = 2711; HH = H3;
END;
•**# < VAR> : : = II ( < CCNSTANT> ) */
DO;
XX = (X3 AND OOFII) OR 28H;
/* STRING
NUMBER
. IDENTIFIER
.STRING
HH = H3;
YY = Y3;
END;
END; /:;- OF CASE PN */
END REDUCE;
CHANGES FROII I 1H TO 29H;
CHANGES FROM 1CR TO 2BII;
CHANGES PROM 15n TO 2DH;
CHANGES FROM 17H TO 2F.H; *•
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MAIN:
DECLAP.E ACTION LIT 'TEMP';
/* INITIATE */
CALL CIIOIK INITDSK,0) ; •* SELECT DISK *•
TR4CESON
CALL PRL( . 'TRACE(C,D,P,N) :0) ; TRACE* VMON< 1 , 0) ;
TRAGE30FF #** */
/* OPEN SYMBOL LIST FILE */
CALL OPENFC 'S')
;
/* LOAD SYMBOL LIST INTO MEMORY */
/* MEMPTR ALREADY INITIALIZED = */
DO WHILE IEP <>0; /* NOT EOFILE */
SYMLISTC MEMPTR) = GET!; /* READ 1 BYTE INTO MEMORY */
MEMPTR = MEMPTR + 1;
IF MEMPTR >= F3ASE THEN /* SYMBOL LIST OVFLV *•
CALL KERRORC 0F6H)
;
END;
/* OPEN PARSER ACTIONS FILE */
CALL OPENFC ' P')
;
/* SET NAMES OF OUTPUT FILES */
DO I " ! TO 8:
CAFCB(I), IDAFCB(I), RTFCB(I) = IFCB(I);
END;
/* CREATE HEW VERSIONS OF THE OUTPUT FILES */
CALL MAKEFC . CAFCB)
;
CALL MAKEF( . IDAFCB)
;
CALL MAKEFC . RTFC3)
/* INITIALIZE THE RELOCATION TABLE */
DO I = TO RELTSJZE-,
CALL SRBASE( I , UNUSED)
;
END;
/* ENTER INITIAL BLOCK AND START COIIPILINC */
CALL PUSHBL;
/* MAIN LOOP *•
DO WHILE COMPILING?
ACTION = GET1; /* READ ACTION *•
IF ACTION = XREDUCE THEN
DO;
DECLARE I BYTE; /* INDEX 0? HANDLE* 0) */
I=PT0P-GET1; •* GET1 : NO. ELEMENTS IN THE HANDLE */
/* SET BASES FOR HANDLE VARIABLES *•
BASER = . FSHC I )
BASEX = .PSX( I) ;
BASEY = . PSY( I ) ;
/* SET NON- INDEXED VARIABLES */
H1 = H(1); H2=H(2); H3=H<3); H4=H<4); n5=HC5);
X1 = X(1); X2=X(2); X3~X(3); X4=X(4) 5
Y1 = Y(1); Y2=Yl2); Y3=Y(G);
/* NOW EXECUTE THE REDUCTION *•
EH, LL = 0;
CALL REDUCECBOUBLE(GETl) AND OOFFR)
;
/* THEN REPLACE HANDLE BY LEFT HAND SIDE OF PRODUCTION */
PTOP = 1+1;
PSR(FTOP) = HH OR LL;
PSX(PTOP) = XX;
PS Y( PTOP) = YY:
TRACESON
IF TRACE='P' THEN CALL TRACC'Q' ):
TRACEGOFF *#* */
END; ELSE
IF ACTION = XSHIFT THEN
BO;
IF CPTOP:=PTOPM)>=STACKSIZE TEEN /* PARSE STACK OVFLW */
CALL KERRORC OF 1 H) ;
PSRCPT0?)=GET2; •* SHIFT VALUE INTO PARSE STACK */
TRACESON
IF TRACED* P' THEN CALL TRAC('X');
TRACEGOFF *** */
END; ELSE
IF ACTION = XLINE THEN /* UPDATE LINE COUNTER */
LINE = GET2; ELSE
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IF ACTION = ^ACCEPT THEN COMPILING = 0;
ELSE /* FILE ERROR *• CALL KERROR(OFSH) ;
END; /* OF WHILE COMPILING *•
/* TERMINATE */
/* FLUSH RELOCATION TABLE */
DO I = TO LAST( RSB)
;
IF RBASE(I) = UNDEF THEN •* UNRESOLVED REFERENCE *•
CALL KERROR< 14) ;
IF RBASE(I)<> UNUSED TREN CALL DUMTRT( I) ;
END;
/# DUMP REMAINDER OF SYKEOL TABLE */
CALL PO?BL(0) -.
/* WRITE RECORD CONTAINING SEGMENT SIZES */
CALL WRRK ' . ') ;
CALL WRR2CCANEHT)
j
CALL WPR2< IDANEXT)
;
CALL WRR2CWASIZE) ;
/* FLUSH BUFFERS */
CALL FLUSH( .CAFCB)
CALL FLUSTK . IDAFCB) ;
CALL FLUSHC , RTFCB)
/* CLOSE FILES AND QUIT */
CALL CLOSEALL;
EOF
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/*
*/
* #
* L83: LINKAGE EDITOR FOR L80 PROGRAMS *
* LUIZ PEDROSO - OCTOBER 1975 *
* *
:p ** >s*** .* tf:£* t'#** tf*^"K ###* ^c*****:£ 5f. :£:£* :£ **:);X :,'::£ *
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
FOREVER
LIT
LF
CONTROLZ
CR
LITERALLY 'WHILE 1'
;
L I TF.RALLY ' L I TERALLY •
LITERALLY
LITERALLY
LITERALLY
OAH' ;
1AH' ;
ODH' ;
LINE-FEED */
/* CARRIAGE RETURN */
/* CP/M SYSTEM CONSTANTS */
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
CPM
IFCBA
SBUFA
FEASE
BOOS
LITERALLY '0'
;
LITERALLY 'GQ5CH'
L I TERALLY ' 008GB
'
L I TERALLY ' 3200H
/'!' CP/M REBOOT ENTRY %/
/* INPUT FOB ADDRESS */
/* I/O BUFFER ADDRESS */
/* FDGS DASE «/
LITERALLY '3FFDH':./* BASIC DOS ENTRY */
/* I/O PRIMITIVES */
DECLARE READCHAR LITERALLY '1';
DECLARE PR I NTCIIAR LITERALLY '2';
DECLARE PRINT LITERALLY '9';
DECLARE OPEN LITERALLY '15'
DECLARE CLOSE LITERALLY '16'
DECLARE MAKE LITERALLY '22'
DECLARE DELETE LITERALLY '19'
DECLARE READBF LITERALLY '20'
DECLARE WRITEBF LITERALLY '21'
DECLARE JNITDSK LITERALLY '13'
DECLARE SETBUF LITERALLY '26'
/* INPUT FILE CONTROL BLOCK */
DECLARE IFA ADDRESS INITIAL (IFCBA)
DECLARE I FEB BASED IFA BYTE?
/* FCB ADDRESS */
/* INPUT BUFFER #/
DECLARE I DUEA ADDRESS INITIAL( SBUFA)
;
DECLARE I DUE BASED IBUFA BYTE; /* INPUT BUFFER */
DECLARE IBP BYTE; /* POINTER TO NEXT CHARACTER IN INPUT BUFFER #/
/* OUTPUT FILE CONTROL BLOCK #/
DECLARE 0FCBC33) BYTE
INITIAL(0,' ', 'COM' ,0,0,0,0) ;
/* OUTPUT BUFFER */
DECLARE OBUF( 1024) BYTE;
DECLARE OBP ADDRESS IIIITIAL(O); /* OUTPUT BUFFER POINTER */
/* MNEMONICS FOR SEGMENTS */
DECLARE CA LIT '1', /* CODE AREA */
IDA LIT '2', /* INITIAL DATA AREA */
WA LIT '3'; /* KORK AREA */
/* MODULE MAP */
DECLARE MSIZE LIT :v /* MAX NO. MODULES LC3 CAN HANDLE */
DECLARE KNAMEC MSIZE) ADDRESS, /* POINTER TO MODULE NAME «'/
MCA( MSIZE)
RCA( MSIZE)
ADDRESS
,
ADDRESS,
M I DA ( MS I ZE ) ADDRESS
,
N IDA ( MS ! ZE) ADDRESS
MWA< KS I ZE) ADDRESS
MSYMB< KS 1 ZE > ADDRESS
.
KHASH< MS 1 ZE ) BYTE
;
DECLARE MTOP BYTE INITIAL (())
/* ADDRESS OF CA */
/* LENGTH OF CA */
/* ADDRESS OF IDA */
/* LENGTH OF IDA */
/# ADDRESS OF WA */
/* DASE ARBR OF MODULE'S SYMB LIST #/
/* HASHCODE OF MODULE'S NAME */
/* INDEX OF LAST ENTRY IN THE MM */
•* LOGICAL RECORD FROM THE RELOCATION TABLE FILE */
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DECLARE REG
RLCC
RDISPL
REXT
RSEG
RBASE
BYTE,
ADDRESS,
ADDRESS
,
ADDRESS,
RYTE
,
RYTE,
/*
/*
sdi
SLINE
SNAME
STYPS
SBASE
(ADDRESS (RASE,
/* RECORD TYPE *•
/* LOCATION OF ADDRESS TO RE RELOCATED *•
/% DISPLACEMENT */
•* POINTER TO EXTERNAL NAMES *•
•* SEGMENT OF ADDRESS TO RE RELOCATED */
/* BASE */
DISPL) IS TO BE INSERTED AT (SEC, LOO) *•
REC = 'R' INDICATES
REC = 'S' INDICATES
REC = ' . ' INDICATES
FIELD REDEFINITIONS
SPL LIT 'RLOC
,
LIT 'RDISPL',
LIT 'REXT'
,
LIT 'RSEG'
,
LIT 'RGASE'
/* FIELD REDEFINITIONS
CAS1ZE LIT 'RLCC
,
IDASIZE LIT 'RDISPL',
WASIZE LIT 'REXT' ;
•RELOCATION'
'SYMBOL REF'
RECORD */
RECORD *•
LAST RECORD (COUNTERS)
FOR 'S' RECORDS *•
FOR ' . ' RECORD */
*/
/* SYMBOL LIST (FOR EACH MODULE) */
DECLARE SYW.B ADDRESS, /* BASE OF THE SYTIBOL LIST */
SYMLIST BASED SYMLB BYTE;
/* SEGMENT BE.UTG UPDATED IN MEMORY */
DECLARE SECR ADDRESS, /* BASE OF THE SEGMENT */
SEG BASED SEGB BYTE;
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
LOADADR ADDRESS INITIAL (01O0II) ; /* LOAD ADDRESS FOR OBJ MODULE*/
LA ADDRESS; /* LOAD ADRDESS FOR EACH SEGMENT */
MEEPTR ADDRESS II! ITI AL( 0) ; /"* POINTER TO- NEXT RYTE IN MEMORY */
LSTOREO BYTE INITIALC0); /* 1 1
II BYTE? •* INDEX OF MODULE IN
MP ADDRESS; /* AUXILIARY MEMORY
HASHMASK LIT » 127' ;
HASHCODE BYTE;
TEMP ADDRESS;
Q PRINT SYMBOL LIST *•
THE MODULE MAP *•
POINTER */
/% OUTPUT DEVICES */
DECLARE CRT LIT '2';
DECLARE PRIRTER LIT * 5 »
;
DECLARE OUTDEV BYTE TN ITIAL( CRT)
;
DECLARE PRIHTDEV BYTE INITIAL (CRT)
/# CURRENT OUTPUT DEVICE */
DEV FOR SYMB LIST OUTPUT */
* mnemonics for ' TYPE'
iECLARE KLABEL LIT ' !'
KBYTE LIT '2'
PROC LIT '3'
EXT LIT '4'
GLOB LIT '5'
STRING LIT '7'
UNDECL LIT '6'
*/
/"* SWITCCES FOR BUILT-IN TRACE ROUTINES */
SX TO INCLUDE TRACE ROUTINES, SET TRACESON TO BLANKS */
/*- TO EXCLUDE TRACE ROUTINES, SET TRACEGON TO SLASH-STAR *•
DECLARE TRACEGON LIT ' /* '
;
DECLARE TRACESOFF LIT ' /* ';
TRACEGON
DECLARE TRA CE BYTE I N I T I AL ( )
;
DECLARE TRACT ADDRESS;
TRACESOFF *** */
VMON : PROCEDURE( FUNG , I NFO) BYTE
;
DECLARE FUNG BYTE, INFO ADDRESS;
/* ASIC CP/M TO EXECUTE FUNC; RETURN A VALUE *•
GO TO BROS;
END VKON;
CMON : PRGCEDURE< FUNC , INFO)
DECLARE FUNC BYTE, INFO ADDRESS;
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/* ASK CP/M TO EXECUTE FUNC; NO VALUE RETURNED *•
GO TO BDOS;
END CKON;
DOUBLET: PROCEDURECL.H) ADDRESS;
DECLARE (L,H) BYTE;
/* RETURN ADDRESS FORMED BY BYTES L,H */
RETURN SIJL(DOUBLE(R) ,S) Oil L;
END DOUBLET;
STORE : PROCEDURE! W , A) ;
DECLARE (II, A) ADDRESS;
/-* STORE INTEGER II (2 BYTES) AT ADDRESS A *•
DECLARE V BASED A ADDRESS;
V = N;
END STORE;
PRC : PROCEDUREC C >
;
DECLARE C BYTE;
/* PRINT CHARACTER C ON CRT OR PRINTER */
CALL CKON(OUTDEV,C);
END PRC;
CRLF: PROCEDURE;
/* CARRIAGE RETURN, LINE FEED */
CALL PEC( CR) ;
CALL PRC(LF)
;
END CRLF;
PRINTH: PROCEDURE(H)
;
DECLARE II BYTE;
/£ PRINT A HEXADECIMAL CHARACTER */
IF II>9 THEN CALL PRC( II - 10 + 'A' );
ELSE CALL PRC ( H + ' ' )
;
END PRINTH;
PR I NTHB : PROCEDUREC 3)
;
DECLARE B BYTE;
/-•:- PRINT B IN REX */
CALL PRINTHC SHR( B , 4 ) > ;
CALL PRINTIKB AND OFH) ;
END PRINTHB?
PR INTRA: PROCEDURE* A) ;
DECLARE A ADDRESS;
/* PRINT A IN HEX */
CALL PRIHTHBC HIGH(A) );
CALL PRINTHBC LOW(A) );
END PR INTRA;
PRS: PROCEDUREC A)
;
DECLARE A ADDRESS;
/* PRINT STRING BEGINNING AT ADDRESS A UNTIL A S IS FOUND #/
DECLARE B BASED A BYTE;
DO WHILE BO '£}* ;
CALL PRC(B)
;
A = A + 1;
END;
END PRS;
PRE: PROCEDUREC A)
DECLARE A ADDRESS;
/>•= PRINT LINE BEGINNING AT ADDRESS A */
CALL CRLF;
CALL PRSCA) ;
END PRL;
EXIT: PROCEDURE;
/* aoiT */
CALL PRLt.'END L33 S*>; CALL CRLF;
GO TO CPM;
END EXIT;
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PRFN : PROCEDURE ( A)
;
DECLARE A ADDRESS;
/* PRINT NAME OF THE FILE WHOSE FCB IS AT A «/
DECLARE FCB RASED A BYTE, I BYTE;
CALL PRC( ' ' )
;
DO I = 1 TO 11;
IF FCB(l) <> ' ' THEN CALL PRC(FCBd));
IF I = 8 THEN CALL PRC( ' . ' ) ;
END;
END PRFN;
PRNAME: PROCEDURES A) ;
DECLARE A ADDRESS;
/* PRINT HAKE BEGINNING AT ADDRESS A *•
DECLARE B BASED A BYTE;
DO WHILE BOO;
CALL PRC(B)
;
A = A + 1;
END;
END PRNAIIE;
PRIIN : PROCEDUREC J ) ;
DECLARE J BYTE;
/* PRINT NAME OF MODULE J *•
CALL PRNAMEC MNAMEC J) ) ;
END PRMN;
ERROR: PROCEDUREC N) ;
DECLARE N BYTE;
/* EMIT ERROR MESSAGE */
DO CASE N;
CALL PRL(.*TOO MANY M0DULES3 ' )
;
/# *•
DO; CALL PRL( .' CANNOT CREATES'); CALL PRFNC.OFCB); •* 1 */
END;
DO; CALL PRL( , ' CANNOT CLQSE3'); CALL PRFNC.OFCB); /* 2 */
END;
DO; CALL PRLC.' WRITE ERRORS'); CALL PRFNC.OFCB); /* 3 */
END;
DO; CALL PRLC . 'READ ERRORS' ) ; CALL PRFN( IFCBA) ; •* 4 */
END;
DO; CA.LL PRL( . ' CANNOT OPENS'); CALL PRFNC IFCRA) ; /* 5 #/
END
;
CALL PRL( . ' MEMORY OVERFLOWS ' ) ; /'* 6 */
CALL PRL( . 'BAD RT FILES' )
;
END; /* CASE */
CALL EXIT;
END ERROR;
TRACE80N
TRAA: PROCEDUREC A) ; DECLARE A ADDRESS;
CALL PRG( ' : * ) ; CALL PRINTHAC A) ;
END TRAA;
TRAB: PROCEDUREC B) ; DECLARE B BYTE:
CALL PRCC ' : ' ) ; CALL PR1NTHBCB)
;
END TRAB;
TRAC: PROCEDUREC B)
;
DECLARE CB,I) BYTE; DECLARE J ADDRESS;
IF ROT TRACE THEN RETURN;
CALL PRCCB); B = VNONCl,0);
DO WHILE BO ' ';
IF B='M' THEN DO 1=0 TO MTOP;
CALL TRABC I) ; CALL TRAAC MNAMEC I) ) ; CALL TRAAC MCAC I) ) ;
CALL TRAACMIRAC I) ) ; CALL TRAAC MWAC I) ) ; CALL TRAAC MSYMBC I) ) ;
CALL TRABC IIHASHC I > ) ;
END;
IF B='R' THEN BO;
CALL TRABCREO? CALL TRAAC RLCC); CALL TRAAC RDISPL) ;
CALL TRAAC REXT) : CALL TRABC RSEG) ; CALL TRABC RBASE) ;
END
IF B='S' THEN DO J= 1 TO TRACT;
CALL TRA3C HEHORYC MEMPTR+J- 1 ) ) ;
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END;
CALL PRC< ' ' ) ; B= VMONC 1,0);'
END;
END TRAC;
TRACE30FF *** */
FLUSH: PROCEDURE;
/* WRITE A RECORD ONTO THE OUTPUT FILE */
DECLARE I ADDRESS;
1 = 0;
DO ttlllLE KOBP;
CALL CKOTK SETBUF, . OBUF( I) ) ;
IF VHONCWRITEBF, .OFCB) <> TfTEN /* WRITE ERROR #/
CALL ERR0R(3) ;
1=1+120;
END:
03P = 0; /# BUFFER IS EMPTY */
END FLUSH;
PUT1 : PROCEDUREC B) ;
DECLARE B BYTE;
/* WRITE BYTE B CN OUTPUT FILE */
IF OBP = LENGTH(OBUF) THEM /* BUFFER FULL */ CALL FLUSH;
OBUF(OEP) = B;
OBP = OBP + 1;
END PUT1;
GETl: PROCEDURE BYTE;
/* READ 1 BYTE FROM INPUT FILE */
DECLARE C BYTE;
IF IBP = 120 THEN •* INPUT BUFFER EMPTY */
DO; /* READ NEXT RECORD */
CALL CLOTH SETBUF , SBUFA)
;
IBP = 0;
IF <C:=VMON(REABBF,IFCBA))= 1 /* EOF #/ THEN RETURN 0:
IF C <> THEN S* ERROR */ CALL ERR0R(4>; /» QUIT */
END:
C = IBUFC IBP)
;
IBP = IBP + 1;
RETURN C;
END GETl;
CET2: PROCEDURE ADDRESS;
/"* READ 2 BYTES FROM INPUT FILE *•
RETURN DOUBLET( GETl , GETl )
;
END GET2;
YN: PROCEDURE;
/* ASK OPERATOR IF YES OR NO */
CALL PRC(GFH); /* QUESTION MARK */
CALL CMON( PRINT, . ' ( Y/N) : 0' ) ;
END YN;
YES: PROCEDURE BYTE;
/* TRUE IF ANSWER IS 'Y' */
DECLARE C BYrE;
RETURN ( C : = VKOHC READCHAR, 0) ) = ' Y' OR C= 70n ;
END YES;
PRLA: PROCEDUREC A)
;
DECLARE A ADDRESS;
/'* PRINT LOAD ADDRESS A */
CALL PRL( . ' LOAD ADDRESS = 3 ' ) ;
CALL PRINTHA(A) ;
END PRLA;
READCH: PROCEDURE BYTE;
/* READ 1 HEX CHAR FROM THE CRT *•
DECLARE C BYTE;
RD: IF((C:=VKON( READCHAR, ©)>>=*©*) AND <C> = '9*) THEN RETURN C - '0';
IF<C>='A') AND (C>='F') THEN RETURN C - 'A' + 10;
CALL FRCi'OFIT); /* QUESTION MARK *• CO TO RD;
END READCU;
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READCB: PROCEDURE BYTE;
•* HEAD 2 HEX CHAR FROI1 THE CRT AND MAKE THEM INTO A BYTE */
RETURN SHL( READCH, 4) OR READCH;
END READCB;
DUMP: PROCEDURES N)
;
DECLARE N ADDRESS;
•* DUMP N BYTES OF SEGT1ENT CCA, IDA) CURRENTLY IN MEMORY INTO THE
OBJECT MODULE OUTPUT FILE */
DECLARE I ADDRESS;
DO I =1 TOM; /* N MAY BE */
CALL PUTKSEGC 1-1)) ;
END;
END DUMP;
READRR: PROCEDURE;
/# READ LOGICAL RECORD FROM RT FILE */
REC = GET1
;
RLOC = GET2;
RDISPL = GET2;
REXT = GET2;
IF REC <> '.' /# NOT TRAILER RECORD */ THEN
DO;
DECLARE C BYTE ;
C = GET1
;
RSEG = SHR(C,4); /* 4 MOST SIGN IF BITS */
RBASZ = C AND OFn? /* 4 LEAST SIGN IF BITS */
END;
TRACE30N
CALL TRAC< 'T') ;
TRACECOFF #** #/
END READRR;
SETFCB : PROCEDURE( S )
DECLARE S BYTE;
/'=:: SET FCB TO ALLOW OPENING OF SEGMENT S OF MODULE H */
DECLARE ( I, EONAME) BYTE;
DECLARE A ADDRESS, NCHR BASED A BYTE;
EONAME = 0; /* NOT END OF NAME */
A = KNAME(M); •* ADDRESS OF MODULE'S NAME */
DO I - i TO 8; •* SET FILE NAME */
IF EONAME THEN IFCB(I) = ' '; ELSE
DO;
IFCB(I) = NCHR; /* MOVE ! NAME CHARACTER */
A = A + I; /* LOOK AT NEXT CHARACTER */"
IF NCHR. = THEN EONAME = i ; /* END OF NAME */
END;
END;
IF NOT EONAME THEN /* NAME TOO LONG */
DO;
CALL PRLC.'NAME TOO LONG (TRUNCATED): 0');
CALL PRMN( M)
;
END;
/* SET FILE TYPE */
IFCB(9) = '3';
IFCB( 10) = '0'
;
IFCBC 11) = S; /* 'C':CA, 'D':IDA, 'S':SYMB LIST, 'R' : RELOC TBL */
/* SET OTHER BYTES *•
BO I = 12 TO 15;
IFCB( I) = 0:
END;
IFCB(32) =0; /* NEXT RECORD */
IFCB(0)= 0;
IBP = 128; /* INPUT BUFFER EMPTY */
END SETFCB;
OPENF : PROCEDURE
;
/* OPEN INPUT FILE (FCB ASSUMED SET UP) */
IF VMONCOPEN, IFCBA) <> 23u THEN RETURN; /* ELSE: ERROR*/'
CALL ERR0R(5) ;
END OPENF;
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OPENRT: PROCEDURE;
/* OPEN RT FILE OF MODULE M */"
CALL SETFCBCR*); /* GET FILE CONTROL BLOCK *•
CALL OPENF; /* OPEN THE FILE *•
/* SET BASE OF SYMBOL LIST OF MODULE M *•
SYMLB = MSYMB< M) ;
END OPENRT;
READF : PROCEDUREC S, SAV)
;
DECLARE CS.SAV) BYTE;
/* READ SEGMENT S OF MODULE II INTO MEMORY; IF SAVE - 1 THEN
(TOE FILE BEING READ IS A SYMBOL LIST)
ADVANCE THE MEMORY PTR (SAVE THE SEGMENT FROM BEING OVERLAYED) =!V
DECLARE K BYTE;
CALL SETFCB(S); /* SET FILE CONTROL BLOCK */
CALL OPENF; /* OPEN THE FILE */
MP = MEMPTR; /"* INDEX OF NEXT BYTE IN MEMORY *•
CALL CnON(SETBUF,SBUFA) ;
BO FOREVER; /* READ THE FILE #/
IF(K:=VMON(READBF, IFCBA>>= 1 /* EOFILE */ THEN RETURN;
IF MP + 12S > FBASE THEN /* MEMORY OVERFLOW *•
CALL ERROR(6); •* QUIT */
IF K ^ /v- SUCCESSFUL READ */ THEN
DO WHILE K <> 120; /:;-* MOVE BUFFER TO MEMORY */'
IF SAV •# SYMBOL LIST */ AND ( IBUFC K) =CCNTROLZ) /* EOF *•
THEN
DO;
MEMPTR = MP; /* ADVANCE MEMPTR */
RETURN;
END;
MEMORY(MP) = IBUF(K);
MP = MP + 1 j
K = K + 1;
END;
ELSE /# READ ERROR */ CALL ERR0R(4);
END; /* OF DO FOREVER */
END REABF;
COMPAR: PROCEDURE (A1,A2) BYTE;
DECLAREC A 1 , A2 ) ADDRESS
;
/* TRUE IF STRINGS AT A1.A2 ARE EQUAL */
DECLARE 31 BASED Al BYTE;
DECLARE B2 BASED A2 BYTE;
DO WHILE Bi = B2;
IF Bl = /:• END OF STRING */ THEN RETURN 1;
Al = AI + 1; A2 = A2 + 1;
END;
RETURN 0;
END COMPAR;
BASHF: PROCEDURE(A) BYTE;
DECLARE A ADDRESS;
•* RETURN HASRCODE OF NAME AT ADDRESS A *•
DECLARE C BASED A BYTE, II BYFE;
H = 0;
DO WHILE COO;
H = (K + C) AND HASHMASK;
A = A + 1;
END;
RETURN H;
END HASHF;
NEW: PROCEDURE(A) BYTE;
DECLARE A ADDRESS;
/* TRUE IF NAME AT A IS NOT IN 'HIE MODULE MAP *•
DECLARE K BYTE;
HASIICOBK = HASHF (A); /"* COMPUTE IIASHCODE OF THE NAME *•
DO K = O TO Ml OP; /* SEARCH MODULE MAP */
IF IIASHCODE = imASIKIO THEN •* MAY BE EQUAL *•
IF COMPAR(A,MNAME(K>) TIEN •* EQUAL -:/ RETURN 0;
END;
RETURN 1;
END NEW;
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CONGAT: PROCEDURE' A)
;
DECLARE A ADDRESS;
/* COMPUTE LOAD ADDRESSES OF SEGMENTS IN THE NODULE HAP,
SO THAT ALL SEGMENT3 ARE CONCATENATED IN MEMORY */
DECLARE SSZ BASED A ADDRESS; /# SEGMENT SIZE #/
DECLARE J BYTE;
do j = o to rrrop:
TEMP = SSZ(J)
SSZ(J) - LA;
LA = TEIiP;
END;
END CONCAT;
LA; /* CAVE ADDRESS OF NEXT SEGMENT */
/* SET ADDRESS OF THIS SEGMENT */
/* SET ADDRESS FOR NEXT SEGMENT */
ENTRY: PROCEDURE(N) ADDRESS;
DECLARE N BYTE;
/% RETURN ADEQUATE ENTRY POINT IN MODULE N FOR THE ADDRESS
DESCRIBED BY THE CURRENT RELOCATION RECORD */
IF RBASE = CA THEN RETURN MCA(N);
IF RBASE = IDA THEN RETUDN IIIDA(N);
IF RBASE = WA THEN RETURN MWA(N)
;
/* ELSE: BAD FILE */ CALL ERROR(7> 5 /* QUIT *•
END ENTRY;
RESOLVE: PROCEDURE;
/* USE THE INFORMATION IN TRE CURRENT RELOCATION RECORD
TO RESOLVE ONE ADDRESS IN THE SEGMENT (CA.IDA) CURRENTLY
IN MEMORY, WHICH BELONGS TO MODULE M */
DECLARE K BYTE;
TF REXT <> THEN /* AN EXTERNAL REFERENCE */
DO; /"* FIND INDEX OF EXTERNAL MODULE *•
K = SYMLIST(REXT-l) ; /* POINTER TO EXTERNAL MODULE IN MM */
TEMP = ENTRYC K) ;
K = SEG(RLOC-l); •* LOOK AT PREVIOUS BYTE *•
IF RBASE=CA AND (K=0CDH •* CALL */
OR (K AND 0C7K>= 0C4H /* CNZ,CZ,ETC */ >
THEN TEMP = TEMP+3; /* ADJUST ENTRY TO PROCEDURE *•
END;
ELSE •* NOT AN EXTERNAL REFERENCE */
TEIIP = ENTRY( M) ;
/* SET TI^E ADDRESS */
CALL STORE(TEMP + RDISPL, .SEG< KLGC) )
;
END RESOLVE;
LSTSREF: PROCEDURE;
/* PRINT INFORMATION ABOUT SYMBOL WHOSE RELOCATION RECORD
IS CURRENTLY IN MEMORY, AND WHICH BELONGS TO MODULE M */
IF STYPE=EXT OR STYPE=GLOB THEN RETURN;
OUTDEV = PRINTDEV; •# SEND OUTPUT TO THE PRINTING DEVICE #/
CALL PRL( . 'L:G' )
;
CALL PR I NTEA( SL 1 NE)
;
CALL- aRSf ' As S' ) •
CALL FRINTHA< ENTRYC M) + SDISPL) ;
CALL PRS( . ' T:3
IF STYPE=KLABEL
IF STYPE= KBYTE
IF STYPE=PROC
);
ELSE
ELSE
ELSE
THEN CALL FRC( 'L')
THEN CALL PRC( *B'
)
THEN CALL PRG( *P')
IF STYFE=STRING THEN CALL PBGC'S')
CALL PRCC ' ' )
;
CALL PRNAMEC .SYMLIST(SNAME) ) ;
OUTDEV = CRT; /* REROUTE OUTPUT TO CRT %/
END LSTSREF;
MAIN:
/* INITIALIZE */
DECLARE (C,J) BYTE, A ADDRESS;
/* ASK FOR PARAMETERS */
IF IFCBC9) <> » ' THEN
BO;
TRACESON
CALL PRL( . 'TRACES
TRACEGOFF *** */
CALL PRL( . 'SYMBOL LISTINGS' )
;
'; GALL YH; TRACE* YES
5
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CALL YN;
LSTREQ = YES;
IF LSTREQ TIIEN
DO;
CALL PRL(.' OUTPUT TO PRINTERS');
CALL YN; IF YES THEN PRINTDEV= PRINTER;
END;
CALL PRLA( LOADADR)
;
CALL YN
•
IF NOT YES THEN
DO;
CALL PRL( . 'LA ( XXXX) = S' )
;
J = READCB; /* niGH BYTE */
LOADADR = DOUBLET( READCB, J) ;
END;
END;
LA = LOADADR;
/* RET UP NAME OF ARGUMENT PROGRAM INTO THE GLOBAL SYMBOL LIST */
MEMORY(l) = 0; /* POINTER FROM SYMBOL TO MODULE HAP «/
MEMPTR = 2; /* NAME BEGINS AT MEM0RY<2) */
MNAME(0) = .MEMORY<2>; •# POINTER FROM MM TO SYMBOL */
J = 1; •# INDEH OF PROG NAME IN TBE INPUT FCB */
DO WHILE J<9 AND ( C: = IFCB( J) > <> ' ';
MEMORY< MEMPTR) , OFCB(J) = C; /* SET ALSO THE OUTPUT FCB #•
MEMPTR = MEMFTR + 1;
J = J + 1;
END;
MEMORYC MEMPTR) = 0; /* FLAG FOR END OF NAME */
MEMPTR = MEMPTR + i;
MUASIH 0) = HASHF( . MEMORY( 2) ) ;
/* SET UP MODULE MAP */
II = 0; /# INDEX OF 1ST MODULE */
DO WHILE M<= MTOPj /* GET INFO ABOUT MODULE M */
MSYMB(M) = . MEMORY( MEMPTR) ; /* SAVE BASE OF IPS SYMBOL LIST #/
CALL READFC *S' , 1> s •* READ SYMB LIST OF MODULE M INTO MEMORY *•
CALL OPERRT; /* OPEN RT FILE OF MODULE M */
CALL READRR; /* READ RECOPJ) FROM RT FILE */
DO WHILE PEC <> '.'; /* NOT END OF RELOCATION TABLE */
IF REC = 'R' /=.- 'RELOCATION' RECORD */
AND REXTOO /* EXTERNAL REFERENCE */ THEN
DO; /* CREATE ANOTHER ENTRY IN THE MODULE IMP */
•* EXIT FIRST CHECK IF ALREADY THERE *•
A = .SYMLIST(REXT) ; /* ADDRESS OF THE SYMBOL */
IF NEW(A) THEN /* NOT YET IN THE MODULE MAP */
DO; /* TRY TO INSTALL IT IN MM *•
IF (MTOP:=KTOP+l) > = MSIZE THEN
/* MM OVERFLOW *• CALL ERROR(O); /* QUIT */
/* SET POINTER FROM SYMBOL TO KM *•
SYMLIST(REXT-l) = MTOPj
/* SET POINTER FROM MM TO SYIIBOL *•
MIIAMF.(MTOP)=A; /* ADDRESS *•
/"# SAVE SYMBOL DASHCODE IN MM */
MHASn(MTOP) = HASHCODE;
END; /* OF TRY TO INSTALL IT IN MM *•
END; /* OF CREATE ANOTHER ENTRY IN MM *•
CALL READRR; /* READ NEXT RECORD FROM RT FILE *•
END; /* OF REC <> ' . ' */
/:;: '.' RECORD: END OF RELOCATION TABLE *•
/* SET SEGMENT SIZES FOR MODULE M */
MCA(M), NCA(M) = CASIZE;
M I
P
\ ( M) , N I DA ( M ) = I DAS IZE
;
MWA(M) = WASIZE;
/# ADVANCE TO NEXT MODULE */
M = M + 1;
END;
/* NOW THE MODULE MAP IS COMPLETE; THE BASE ADDRESSES OF EACH
SEGMENT IN EACH MODULE CAN PS COMPUTED */
f* LA CONTAINS THE LOAD ADDRESS FOR THE FINAL OBJECT MODULE #/
CALL GONCATC . MCA) : /* CONCATENATE ALL CA'S */
CALL CONCAT< .MIDA) ; /* CONCATENATE ALL IDA'S *•
CALL CONCATC . MWA) ; /# CONCATENATE ALL WA'S #/
TRACESCN
CALL TRAC< ' P')
;
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TRACESOFF #** */
•* CONSTRUCT THE OBJECT MODULE */
/* CREATE OUTPUT FILE */
CALL CLONC DELETE, .OFCB) ; /* DELETE OLD VERSION */
IF VnOIHMAKE, .OFCB) = 233 THEN /# ERROR ::•/'
CALL ERRORC 1 )
;
0FCB(32> =0; /* NEXT RECORD */
SEGB = . MEHORYC MEMPTR) ; •* BASE ADDRESS FOR SEGMENTS *•
/* BRING CA"J INTO MEMORY, RESOLVE THEIR ADDRESS AND DUMP THEM */
DO 11=0 TO MTOP;
CALL READF( 'C* ,0) ; •* READ CA OF NODULE M INTO MEMORY #•
TRACESON
TRACT= KCA( II) ; CALL TRAC( ' A' ) ;
TRACECOFF *** */
CALL OPENRT; /* OPEN RT FILE OF MODULE M */
CALL READRR; /"* READ RT RECORD */
DO WHILE REGO '.'; /* NOT END OF RELOCATION TABLE *•
IF REC = 'R' AND RSEG = CA THEN /* RESOLVE THE REFERENCE */
CALL RESOLVE;
CALL READRR; /* NEXT RECORD */
END;
TRACESON
CALL TRAC( 'O ;
TRACESOFF *** */
CALL DUMF(NCA(M)) 5 /* DUMP CA OF MODULE M */
END
;
/# BRING IDA'S INTO MEMORY, RESOLVE THEIR ADDRESSES AND DUMP TnEM;
AT THE SAME TILE PRINT SYMBOL REFERENCE LIST, IF REQUIRED */
DO M=0 TO MTOP;
CALL READFC *D' ,0) ; /* READ IDA OF MODULE II INTO MEMORY */
TRACESON
TRACT= N I DA ( II) ; CALL TRAC ( ' B ' ) ;
TRACESOFF *** */
CALL OPENRT; /* OPEN RT FILE OF MODULE M */
CALL READRR; /* READ RT RECORD */
DO MULE LEGO'.'; /* NOT END OF RELOCATION TABLE *•
IF REC='R' AND RSEG=IDA THEN /!'• RESOLVE THE ADDRESS •/
CALL RESOLVE;
IF P.EC = 'S' /* 'SYMBOL' record */
AND LSTSREQ /* LISTING REQUIRED */
THEN CALL LSTSREF; •* OUTPUT ONE SYMBOL *•
CALL READRR; •* NEXT RECORD */
END;
TRACESON
CALL TRACC 'D*)
;
TRACESOFF *** #•
CALL DUMP ( III BA(M) ) ; /* DUMP IDA OF MODULE M */
END;
/•* TERMINATE #/
CALL FLUSH; /* WRITE LAST RECORD */
/* CLOSE 03JECT FILE *•
IF VMON< CLOSE, .OFCB) = 255 THEN CALL ERR0RC2);
•* PRINT SUMMARY */
CALL PRLA( LOADADR) ;
CALL PRLC.'LAST ADDRESS = 8');
CALL PRINTHA( LA- 1 )
;
CALL CRLF;
CALL PRL( .' MODULES LINKED: S');
DO J = TO MTOP;
CALL CRLF;
CALL FRIIN(J); /* PRINT NAME OF MODULE M */
END;
CALL CRLF;
/* QUIT */
CALL EXIT;
EOF
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/*
*/
*******************************************
* *
* Pll: 80C0 / PDP-11 INTERFACE PROGRAM *
* *
* LUIZ PEDROSO - OCTOBER 1975 *
* *
******************si:**?;:*********************
DECLARE LIT LITERALLY 'LITERALLY'
DECLARE FOREVER LIT "WHILE 1*;
/* CP/H SYSTEM CONSTANTS */
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
CPU
FCBA
BUFA
F3ASE
3D0S
LIT
L*T
LIT
LIT
LIT
'0'
;
'003CII'
•008OH'
•320011'
'3FFDH'
/* I/O PRIMITIVES */
DECLARE READCHAR LITERALLY '1';
DECLARE PRINTCHAR LITERALLY '2';
DECLARE PHI NT LITERALLY '9';
DECLARE OPEN LITERALLY '15'
DECLARE CLOSE LITERALLY '16'
DECLARE MAKE LITERALLY '22'
DECLARE DELETE LITERALLY '19'
DECLARE READ3F LITERALLY '20'
DECLARE V.RJTEBF LITERALLY '21'
DECLARE INITDSK LITERALLY '13'
DECLARE SETBUF LITERALLY '26'
DECLARE LIFTED LITERALLY '12'
/* OPERATION NODES *•
DECLARE NEUTRAL LIT '0'; /#
DECLARE REC LIT 'I'; /*
DECLARE TRANS LIT '2'; •*
PDF TO CRT,
PDP TO DISK
DISK TO PDP
CRT TO PDP */
:\:/
/-; SPECIAL CHARAC
DECLARE RUEOUT
PROMPT
CTRLV
CTRLR
CR'IR
CTRLT
CTRLZ
CTRLC
CR
LF
BEEP
IERS
IT '
IT '
IT '
IT
IT
IT
IT
IT
IT
IT
IT
*/
7FH'
25H'
17H'
OEU'
12H'
14H'
lAII"
0311'
ODH'
OAR'
07H'
/* PDP PROMPT (PERCENT) */
/* GLOBAL VARIABLES */
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
CRTBUF (200) DYTE;
PDPBUF LIT 'MEMORY';
DISKBUFA ADDRESS INITIAL
DISKBUF BASED DISKBUFA B
BUFFER FOR CIIAR3
BUFFER FOR CHARS
•*
/*
( BUFA)
,
TE; /* DISK I/O BUFFER */•
CBF ADDRESS, /* FIRST CHAR IN CRTBUF */
CBL ADDRESS, /* LAST CHAR IN CRTBUF */
CBN ADDRESS, /* NUMBER OF CHARS IN CRTBUF *•
PDF ADDRESS. /* FIRST CHAR IN PDPBUF *•
PBL ADDRESS, /* LAST CHAR IN PDPBUF *•
PBN ADDRESS; /* NUMBER OF CHARS IN PDPBUF */
LASTPR ADDRESS, /* LAST INDEX IN PDPBUF */
/* LENGTH OF PDPBUF *•
/* 1 IF DISK EOFILE *•
/* DISK BUFFER POINTER *•
FROM CTR */
FROM FDP */
LENGPB ADDRESS;
EOFILE BYTE,
DDP ADDRESS;
DFCB
^r oil
MODE BYTE;
(D3.D2.D1) BYTE;
ADDRESS INITIAL (FCBA)
5ASED DFCBA BYTE; •* DISK FILE CONTROL BLOCK «/
* DECIMAL COUNTER
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DECLARE BEEPED BYTE; /* 1 IF BEEP WAS KENT TO CRT */
DECLARE PREVIOUS BYTE; /* PREVIOUS CHARACTER WHILE RECEIVING */
DECLARE HISSED BYTE; /# 1 IF SUSPICIOUS OF HISSING DATA */
DECLARE C BYTE; /* TEMPORARY */
DECLARE PECEO BYTE INITIAL (0); /* 1 IF PDP ECHO PRINTING WANTED */
DECLARE CECIIO BYTE INITIAL (0); /* 1 IF CRT ECHO PRINTING WANTED */
DECLARE EOB LIT 'ClH'f /* END OF BLOCK */
DECLARE RCVD LIT '2EU'; /* ACKNOWLEDGE */
DECLARE ECHOED BYTE;
DECLARE SAVEC BYTE;
/* I/O PORTS OPTIONS */
DECLARE OPC BYTE INITIAL(O); /* CRT: PORTS 0,0,1 */
DECLARE OPP BYTE INITIALC 1) { /* PDP: PORTS 4,4,5 */
VMON : PROCEDURE ( FUNG , I UFO) BYTE
;
DECLARE FUNC BYTE, INFO ADDRESS;
/# ASK CP/-I1 TO EXECUTE FUNC; RETURN A VALUE */
GO TO BDOS;
END VKON;
CMOK: PROCEDURE( FUNC , INFO)
;
DECLARE FUNC BYTE, INFO ADDRESS;
/* ASK CP.-TI TO EXECUTE FUNC; NO VALUE RETURNED */
GO TO BDOS;
END CHON;
I CRTS: PROCEDURE BYTE;
IF OPC THEN RETURN INPUT (-3); RETURN IHPUTC 1) ;
END I CRTS;
IPDPS: PROCEDURE BYTE;
IF OPP THEN RETURN 1NPUTC5); RETURN INPUT(l);
END IPDP3;
I CRT I: PROCEDURE BYTE;
iF OPC THEN RETURN INPUT(4); RETURN INPUT(O);
END I CRT I;
I PDP I: PROCEDURE BYTE;
IF OPP THEN RETURN INPUTC4); RETURN INPUTC 0)
;
END I PDP I;
TOSCRT: PROCEDURE BYTE;
/* TRUE IF OUTTUT LINE TO CRT READY */
RETURN NOT ROR( I CRTS, 2)
;
END TOSCRT;
T03PDP: PROCEDURE BYTE:
/* TRITE IF OUTPUT LINE TO PDP READY */
RETURN NOT ROR( IPDP3, 2)
END T03PDP;
FROKGCRT: PROCEDURE BYTE;
/* TRUE IF INPUT LINE FROM CRT READY*/
RETURN NOT I CRTS;
END FR0K3CRT;
FR0E3PDP: PROCEDURE BYTE;
/* TRUE IF INPUT LINE FROM PDP READY */
RETURN NOT IPDPS;
END FROriSPDP;
OUTCRT: PROCEDURE(C)
;
DECLARE C BYTE;
/* OUTPUT CHARACTER C TO THE CRT #/
IF OPC THEN 0UTPUT(4)= NOT C;
ELSE OUrPUT(0)=NOT C;
END IH CRT;
OUTPDP: PROCEDURES);
DECLARE C BYTE:
/* OUTPUT CHARACTER C TO THE PDP */
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TF OPP THEN OUTPUT* 4>= NOT C;
ELSE CUTI"JT(0)= NOT G;
END OUTPDP;
PUTCRT: PROCEDURE (C);
DECLARE C BYTE;
/* SEND CHARACTER C TO THE CP,T *•
CO WHILE NOT TOSCRT; /* WAIT *•
END;
CALL OUTCRT(C) ;
END PUTCRT;
PUTPDP: PROCEI)URE(C);
DECLARE C BYfE:
/* SEND CHARACTER TO THE PDP */
DO WU1LE NOT TOSPDP; /* WAIT */
END;
CALL OUTPDP(C)
;
END PUTPDP;
CRLF: PROCEDURE;
/* SEND CAPJIIAGE-RETURN/LINE-FEED TO THE CRT *•
CALL PUTCRT(CR); CALL PUTCRT(LF);
END CRLF;
PRCRTL: PROCEDURES A) ;
DECLARE A ADDRESS;
/"* SEND MESSAGE AT A TO THE CRT, UNTIL S IS DETECTED */
DECLARE B BASED A BYTE;
DO WHILE BO '0'
;
CALL PUTCRT(B)
A = A + 1;
END;
END PRCRTL;
PRCR'f: PROCEDURE( A) ;
DECLARE A ADDRESS;
CALL CRLF:
CALL PRCRTL(A)
;
END PRCRT;
GETCRT: PROCEDURE BYTE;
/% READ A CHARACTER FROM THE CRT */
DECLARE C BYTE;
C = NOT I CRT I AND 7FH;
IF CECBO OR (MODE=REC) THEN CALL PUTCRT(C);
BETURN C;
END GETCRT;
GETPBP: PROCEDURE BYTE;
/* READ A CHARACTER FROM PD? */
DECLARE C BYTE;
C = NOT IPDPI .AND 7FH;
IF PECBO THEN CALL PUTPDP(C);
/# CONVERT LOWER TO UPPER CASE */
IF (C>=61H) AMD (C<=7AH) THEN RETURN C AND ODFH;
RETURN C;
END GETPDP;
GETCRTBUF: PROCEDURE BYTE;
/* GET A CHARACTER FROM TRE CRT BUFFER */
DECLARE C BYTE;
C = CRTBUF(CBF); /* GET FIRST CHAR */
IF (CDF := CBF+1) > LAST(CRTBUF) THEN CBF = 0; /* WRAP AROUND */"
CBN = CBN - I ;
RETURN C;
END GETCRTBUF;
GETPDPBUF: PROCEDURE BYTE;
/* GET A CHARACTER FROM TRE PDP BUFFER */
DECLARE C BYTE;
C = PDPBUF(PBF); /* GET FIRST CHAR */
IF (PBF := PP.F+1) > LASTPB THEN PBF = 0;
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PBN = PEN - 1;
RETURN C:
END GETPUPBUF;
PUTCP.TDUF : PROCEDURE< C) ;
DECLARE C BYTE;
/* PUT G INTO TJ7E CRT BUFFER */
IF (CBL := CBL+1) > LASTC CRTBUF) THEN GBL = 0;
IF CBN=0 THEN CBL=CBF;
CRTBUF(CBL) = G;
CBN = CBN + 1;
BEEPED = 0; /* ALLOW BEEPING ON NEXT CRTBUF OVERFLOW #/
END PUTCRT3UF;
PUTPBPBUF : PROCEBURE( C)
;
DECLARE C BYTE;
/* PUT C INTO THE PDP BUFFER */
IF CPBL := PEL+i) > LASTPB THEN PBL = 0;
IF PBN=0 THEN PEL=PBF;
PPPBUFCPBL) = C;
PBN = PBN + 1;
END PUTPBPBUF;
CRTBUFSFULL: PROCEDURE BYTE;
RETURN CBN = LENGTHC CRTBUF)
;
END CRTBUFSFULL;
PDPBUFSFULL: PROCEDURE BYTE;
RETURN PBN = LENGPB;
END PDPBUFSFULL;
PR I NTH 1 : PROCEDURE( C ) ;
DECLARE C BYTE;
/* PRINT A HEXADECIMAL CHARACTER */
IF G > 9 THEN CALL PUTCRTC C- 10+ ' A' )
;
ELSE CALL PUTCRTC C+ ' ')
;
END PRIKTH1;
PRIKTH2 : PROCEDUREC C)
;
DECLARE G BYTE;
/* PRINT 2 HEXADECIMAL CHARACTERS */
CALL PRINTH1(SHR(C,4>) ; CALL PRINTEKC AND OFH) ;
END PRINTH2;
PRCQUNT: PROCEDURE;
/* PRINT DECIMAL COUNTER *•
CALL CRLF;
CALL PUTCRTC '(•)-,
IF D1<> TITER CALL PRINTK2(D1);
IF D2 <> THEN CALL PRINTH2(D2)
;
CALL PRINTH2(D3)
;
END PRCOUNT;
ZCOUNT: PROCEDURE;
/* CLE.AR DECIMAL COUNTER */
D3, E2, Dl = ;
END ZCOUNT;
COUNTUP: PROCEDURE;
/* ADD 1 TO DECIMAL COUNTER */
D3 = DEC(D3 + 1)
B2 = DECCD2 PLUS 0)
;
Dl = DEC(D! PLUS 0)
END COUNTUP;
IN ITSN : PROCEDURE
;
S* ENTER NEUTRAL MODE: CRT TO PDP, PDP TO CRT */
MODE = NEUTRAL;
CALL PRCRT( . ' (N)S')
CALL CRLF;
END IN ITSN;
INITFCB: PROCEDURE;
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/* INITIALIZE FILE CONTROL BLOCK */
DECLARE I BYTE;
DO 1= 12 TO 15;
DFCB( I)=0;
END;
END INITFCB;
PRFN: PROCEDURE;
/# PRINT FILE NAME #/'
DECLARE I BYTE;
CALL PUTCRTC • ' ) ;
DO I = I TO 1 1 ;
IF DFCB(I> <> ' ' THEN CALL PUTCRT( DFCB(I) );
IF 1 = 8 THEH CALL PUTCRT( ' . ' ) ;
END;
CALL PUTCRT( ' ) » ) ;
END PRFN;
INITGR: PROCEDURE;
/>:: ENTER RECEIVING NODE: PDP TO DISK *•
MODE = REC;
/# OPEN FILE FOR RECEPTION */
CALL INITFCB;
CALL CMOIU DELETE, FCBA); /* DELETE OLD VERSION */
IF VMON(MAKE,FCBA) = 255 THEN /* OPENING ERROR >/
DO; /# WARN OPERATOR */
CALL PRCRT( . ' ( R. CANNOT CREATED' )
;
CALL PRFN;
CALL INITSN;
RETURN;
END;
/* OPEN OK; SET POINTERS */
DFCB(32)= 0; /* NEXT RECORD %/
DBP = 0; /* NEXT CHARACTER */
CALL ZCOUNT; /* NO. CHARACTERS RECEIVED = *•
PREVIOUS = ' '; •* PREVIOUS CHARACTER RECEIVED >.-/
PBN, PBL,PBF = 0;
CALL PRCRT( . ' ( R) ' ) ;
CALL PRCIITC . ' ( R. CREATED3' ) ;
CALL PRFN;
END INITSR;
INITST: PROCEDURE;
/* ENTER TRANSMITING MODE: DISK TO PBP */
MODE = TRANS?
/* OPEN FILE FOR TRANSMISSION */
CALL INITFCB;
IF VI10N(0PEN,FCBA) = 253 THEN /* OPENING ERROR #/
DO; /* WARN OPERATOR */
CALL PRCRT( . ' (T. CANNOT OPENS')
;
CALL PRFN:
CALL INITSN;
RETURN
;
END;
/* OPEN OK; SET POINTERS */
DFCB(32) = O; /* NEXT RECORD */
DBP = 12P.; /* NEXT CHARACTER (BUFFER EMPTY) *S
CALL ZCOUNT; •* NO. CHARACTERS TRANSMITED = *•
CALL PRCRT( . ' ( T) S ' ) ;
CALL PRCRTC . ' ( T. OPENEBS' )
;
CALL PRFN:
EOFILE =0; /* NOT YET EOFILE */
ECKOED= 1
;
SAVEG= ' '
;
END INITST;
BREAK: PROCEDURE;
/* INTERRUPT PDP */
DECLARE I BYTE;
DO I = 1 TO 3;
CALL PUTPDP(RTJBOUT)
;
END;
END BREAK;
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ABENDSR: PROCEDURE?
/* ABORT CURRENT RECEPTION, RETURN TO NEUTRAL */
CALL rtlCRTC . ' ( R. ABEND) O ' ) ;
/* DISCARD PDF BUFFER CONTENTS */
PBN, PBF, PBL = 0;
/* DELETE FILE BEING RECEIVED */
CALL CMONC DELETE, FCBA);
/* SEND BREAK SIGNAL TO TRE PDP */
CALL BREAK;
CALL INIT3N;
END ABENDSR;
ABEND3T: PROCEDURE;
/* ABORT CURRENT TRANSMISSION, RETURN TO NEUTRAL *•
CALL PRCRTC . * ( T. ABEND) S ' )
;
/* SEND BREAK SIGNAL TO THE PDP */
CALL BREAK;
CALL INITSN;
END ABENDS T;
GETDISK3UF: PROCEDURE BYTE;
S# GST A CHARACTER FROM THE DISK BUFFER */
DECLARE B BYTE;
IF £B? >= 128 THEN /* DISK BUFFER 13 EMPTY */
BO; •* READ NEXT RECORD INTO BUFFER *•
B = VliONC READBF , FCBA) ? •* READ *•
IF B > 1 THEN /* ERROR */
DO;
CALL PRCRTC (T. DISK READ ERROR) 0');
CALL A3END3T;
RETURN 0;
END;
IF B = 1 THEN /* EOFILE */
DO;
EOFILE = 1;
RETURN 0;
END;
DBP = 0; /* BUFFER FULL */
END;
B = DISKBUF(DBP)
;
BBP = DEP + 2 ;
RETURN B;
END GETDISKBUF;
WRPDPREC: PROCEDURE;
/* WRITE ONE RECORD FROM PDPBUF INTO DISK */
DECLARE I BYTE;
/* HOVE RECORD TO BUFFER AREA */
DO I = TO 12?;
DISKBUF( I)=PDPBUFCPBF>
;
PBF = PBF + 1;
END;
IF VMONCWRITEBF.FCBA) <> THEN /* WRITE ERROR *•
DO;
CALL PRCRTC . ' C R. DISK WRITE ERROR) 8' )
;
CALL ABENDSR;
RETURN
;
END;
IF PBF > LASTPB THEN PBF = 0;
PBN = PBN - 2 23; /% 123 CHARACTERS WERE DUMPED *•
END WRPDPREC:
WRPDPBUF : PROCEDURE
;
/* WRITE WHOLE PDP BUFFER INTO DISK %/
DO WHILE CPBN AND 01770.) <> 0;
/* PAD UNTIL PBN IS A MULTIPLE OF 123 *•
CALL PUTPDPBUFC ' ' ) ;
END;
DO WHILE PBN <> 0;
/* WRITE NEXT RECORD INTO DISK */
CALL WRPDPREC?
END;
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PBL,PBF=0;
END VRPDPBUF;
REBOOT: PROCEDURE;
•* GO BACK TO CP/Il */
IF HISSED THEN CALL PRCRT(.»<N. MAY HAVE MISSED PDP CHARS) O');
CALL PRCRT( . * (N. REBOOTING) S' )
;
CALL CHONCLJFTUD.O)
;
GO TO CPU;
END REBOOT;
HEXVAL: PROCEDURE (C) BYTE;
DECLARE C BYTE:
/* RETURN VALUE OF HEX CHAR C #/
IF CC>='©') AND (G< = '9») THEN RETURN C-'O';
RETURN C-'A'+IO;
END HEXVAL;
IICRLF: PROCEDURE;
CALL CKONC PRINTCHAR, CR) ; CALL CKONC PRINTCHAR, LF> ;
END KCRLF;
YH: PROCEDURE;
/* ASK OPERATOR IF YES OR NO */
CALL CKQN(PRINTCHAR,3FH); /* QUESTION MARK */
GALL CKONC PRINT, . ' C Y/N) J 9 ' ) ;
END YN;
YES: PROCEDURE BYTE;
/* TRUE IF THE ANSWER IS 'Y' */
RETURN VMON(READCHAR,0) = 'Y';
END YES;
MAIN: /* INITIALIZE, THEN START LOOPING */
CALL CMON( PRINT, . 'DEFAULTS') ; GALL YN;
IF HOT YES Turn
DO; /* ASK FOR NEW PARAMETERS */
/* SET I/O PORTS #/
CALL KCRLF;
CALL CKONC PRINT, . 'SELECT PORTS (I, O.CTRL) - 0:(0,0,1) I:(4,4,5) S*);
CALL KCRLF;
GALL CHONCPRINT, . 'CRT: 3') ;
OPC = HEXVALC VKON ( READCHAR, 0) )
:
CALL KCRLF;
CALL CMONC PRINT, . : THT : S' ) ;
OPP = HEXVALC VMONC READCHAR, 0) >
;
CALL KCRLF;
CALL CKONC PRINT, .' CRT ECHOS'); CALL YN;
IF YES THEN GECKO = I
;
CALL KCRLF;
CALL CKONC PRINT, . "TTY ECHOS'); CALL YN;
IF YES THEN PECHO = 1;
END;
CALL KCRLF;
/* SET PDP BUFFER PARAMETERS */
LENGPB = FBASE - .MEMORY; •* USE ALL MEMORY UP TO FDOS */
LASTPB = LENGPB - 1
:
/* SET BUFFER POINTERS *•
CBF, CBL, CBN = 0;
PBF, PBL, PBN = 0;
CALL CKONC IN ITDSK.O); /* SELECT DISK */
/* ENTER NEUTRAL STATE */
KISSED, BEEPED = 0;
CALL INIT3N;
BO FOREVER;
IF FROMSCRT THEN /* INPUT AVAILABLE FROM CRT *•
IF CRTBUF8FULL THEN
DO; /* SEND A BEEP */
IF NOT BEEPED THEN
IF (BEEPED := TOSCRT) THEN GALL PUTCRTCBEEP)
:
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END;
ELSE /« BUFFER NOT FULL */
DO;
C = GETCRT; /* GET INPUT FROM CRT */
BO CASE MODE;
/% NEUTRAL: */
DO;
/* PUT C IN CRTBUF IF NOT A COMMAND *•
IF C = CTRLW THEN CALL PRCRT( . ' ( N) O ' ) ; ELSE
IF C = CTRLT THEN CALL INITQT; ELSE
IF C = CTRLR THEN CALL INITGR; ELSE
IF C = CTRLC THEN CALL REEOOT; ELSE
/* NOT A COMMAND */ CALL PUTCRTBUFC C>
;
END;
/* RECEIVING: */
BO;
IF C = CTRLW THEN CALL PRCRT( . ' ( R) ' ) ; ELSE
IF C = CTRLR TDEN CALL ABENDOR; ELSE
IF C = CTRLR THEN
DO; /* PRINT CHAR COUNT *•
CALL PRCOUNT; CALL PUTCRT( ' ) ' )
;
END; ELSE
/* NOT A COMMAND */ CALL PUTCRTBUFC C) ;
END;
/* TRANSMITING: */
DO;
IF C = CTRLW THEN CALL PRCRTC . • ( T) S ' ) ; ELSE
IF C = CTRLN THEN CALL ABEND3T; ELSE
IF C = CTRLT THEN
DO; /* PRINT CHAR COUNT */
CALL PRCOUNT; CALL PUTCRTC ' ) ' )
END; ELSE
•* NOT A COMMAND *• CALL PUTCRTBUFC C) ;
END;
END; /# CASE #/
END; /* ELSE */
END; /* FR0M3CRT */
IF FROMSPDP THEN /* INPUT AVAILABLE FROM FBP */
DO; /* PUT DATA INTO PDPBUF UNLESS FULL *V
IF MODE = REC THEN /* RECEIVING *•
DO;
IF PDPBUFSFULL THEN •* MUST DUMP TO DISK *•
BO;
CALL PRCRT(.'(R. FORCED TO WRITE DISIOC);
CALL WRPDPRECj •* WRITE I RECORD FROM PDPBUF *v
MISSED =1; /* MAY HAVE MISSED PDP CHARS
WHILE WRITING DISK */
END;
/* BUFFER NOT FULL */
C = GETPDP; •* GET CHARACTER FROM PDP */
IF ((PREVIOUS=LF) OR ( PAEV10US=CR> ) AND C= PROMPT
THEN
/* PDP PROMPTING, THEREFORE END OF RECEPTION */
DO;
CALL PUTPDPBUF( 1AH) ; /* CONTROL-Z *•
CALL WRPDPBUF; /* WRITE WHOLE PDPBUF TO DISK ?:/
/* NOW CLOSE FILE RECEIVED */
IF VMON( CLOSE, FCBA) = 255 THEN /* ERROR #•
CALL PRCRT( . ' (R. CANNOT CLOSED' ) ;
ELSE CALL PRCRT( . ' ( R. CLOSEDO' )
;
CALL PRFNj
CALL PRCOUNT; /* NO. CHARS RECEIVED */"
CALL PRGRTLC.' BYTES RCVD; END R)D');
CALL INI TON;
CALL PUTCRTC C)
;
CALL CRLFt
END
;
ELSE IF C=E03 /* END OF BLOCK *• THEN
BO;
CALL WRPDPBUF;
CALL PRCRT( . ' ( R. RCVD BLOCK) $' )
/# ACKNOWLEDGE *•
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CALL PUTCRTBUF<RCVD) ; CALL PUTCRTBUFC CR) ;
END
;
ELSE /* NOT END OF RECEPTION */
DO;
PREVIOUS = C;
CALL PUTPDPBUF(C)
;
CALL COUNTOP; /* INCH. NO. CHARS RECEIVED */
END;
END; /* RECEIVING */
ELSE /* NEUTRAL OR TRANSIIITING */
BO;
IF PDPRUFSFULL THEN MISSED = 1;
/-*<¥AIT UNTIL NOT FULL; MAY MISS THE CHARACTER)*/'
ELSE
DO;
C=GETPDPj
IF SAVEC=C THEN ECIIOED= 1
;
CALL PUTPDPBUFCC) ;
END;
END;
END; /* FROMSPDP */
IF TOSCRT THEN /* CAN SEND DATA TO CRT */
DO;
IF MODE <> REC THEN
DO; -'* CHECK IF SOMETHING FOR THE CRT */
IF PBN > THEN CALL PUTCRTC GETPDPBUF)
;
END;
/* ELSE (RECEIVING): DATA FROM PDP GOES TO DISK, NOT CRT */
END; /* TOSCRT */
IF TOSPDP THEN /# CAN SEND DATA TO FDP */
DO;
IF MODE <> TRANS THEN
DO; /« CHECK IF CRT HAS SOMETHING FOR THE PDP *•
JF CBN > THEN CALL PUTPDP( GETCRTBUF)
;
END;
ELSE /* TRAN3MITINC */
IF ECHOED THEN
DO;
C = GETDISKBUF; /* GET A CHAR FROM DISK */
IF EOF1LE OR(C=CTRLZ) THEN /* END OF TRANSM */
DO;
CALL PRCOUNT; /* NO. BYTES XMTD */
CALL PRCRTL< . ' BYTES XMTDj END T) 3 ' )
;
CALL INIT-N;
END;
ELSE /* NOT EOFILE */
IF SAVEC=CR AND C=LF THEN; /* DO NOT XMIT LF *•
ELSE •* KMIT A CHAR */
DO;
CALL PUTPDP(C)
;
ECHOED=0;
SAVEC=C;
CALL COUNTUP; /* INCH. NO. CHARS TRANSM ITED *•
END;
END; /* TRANSMIT I NG */
END; /* TOSPDP */
END; /* DO FOREVER */
EOF
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* Y1G: YACC Tables to Intel's hex format *
* *
*/
char cr 015; /*
char If 012; /*
char Ctrl z 032; •*
char r 1
;
/*
int total 0; /*
char cs; /*
int la; /*
int bbuff.40]
;
/*
int bufleii; /''
int outbufC259]
;
/*
char tfoutfn "hout"; /%
char crt 0; /*
extern
extern
extern
extern
e x t e rn
extern
int yyac t [ ] ;
int yypac t[ ]
;
int yyr 1 [ ]
int yyr2[
]
int yyg;o [ ]
int yyp~o[
]
carriage-return */
1 ine — f ee<l '•/
control-z character
record length */
total no. bytes in
check sum */
load address #/
buffer for bytes to
bbuf lengrth */
ou tpu t bn f f e r '''•/
name of the outpiit
1 if output goes to
*/
the tables %/
be converted to hex %/
'lie
crt
/* Yac< ible: */
extern char *yystermC3;
yth( frw, s lo t ) Int frw; char slot;
C /" create a file containing Yacc tables and a
list of reserved words; I'rw is the index
of the first reserved word to be snoved to
the output f i !e ( frv;=0 moves all reserved
words) ; i£ slot=l each reserved word is preceded
by 2 zeroed bytes */
int i
, J ;
int *p;
char c
;
initial ize(256,29) ;
/* dump numeric tables */
dump ( 8yya c t ) ;
e nd t a b I e C - 1 ) ;
durapt 8yypac t ) ;
end tab let- 1) ;
durnp( 8yyr 1 ) ;
end table(-l) ;
dump( 8yyr2) ;
e nd table(-l) 5
dutnp( 8yypgo) ;
end tab ie( - 1) ;
P = Syygot 0]
;
while ( p < SyypgoCQ] ) wra(*p++);
endtable(O) ;
/5s{ dump symbol list (reserved words) %/
for (i=frw; yys termt i ] ! =0 ; i++)
C wrb( i 8 0377); /* reserved word no. - 256 */
if (slot) wra(0); /"* create slot for the link field
for (j=0; (c=yysterm[l][jj) != '\0"; J++) wrb(c);
wrb(0); /"# narae end fln/r */*
*/
eudtable(O)
terni na te( )
;
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durcp(p) in t *p;
C /"* dump a table starting nt p, until a -1 is found #•
while (*p != -1) v,Ta(*p++);
re turn p
;
3
initial lze< ia.bl) int ia,l>l;
C int fd;
la = la; /** initial load address */
r 1 = 05
cs = 0;
bnflen = LI; /% buffer length */
if (crl) return; /* output goes to console */
/% elce open output file #/
if ( ( fd=creat(outfn, 06003X0)
{ pr int f( "Cannot create /»s\n" ,out f n) ;
cxitt ) ;
3
/* initialize output buffer */
outbufTO] = fd;
outhuf
[
!j = 0;
outbuf[2] = 0;
wra(a) int a;
C /:'• put 2 bytes into bbuf */
wrb(aQ0377); /* low byte first */
vrb(a>>G); /* then high byte */
3
vrb( c) char c ;
C /% put character c into bbuf */
if (rl >'- buflen) /< buffer full */ hflushO
bhuf[++rl]=c;
"j
hf lushO
Z /'> dump bbuf in HEX format *./
int i ;
if (rl==0) /* buffer empty $'/ return;
total = total + rl; /# no. bytes in the table *•
putchr ( ' : ' )
;
put2h(rl) ;
put4h( la) ; /* load address */
p:ii2h(0); /* record type */
for (i=l; i<=rl; i++) pnt2b( bbuf [ 1] ) ;
c s = - c s ;
pui2h( cs)
;
pu tohr ( cr )
;
putchr ( If )
la = la + rl; /"?• load address for nest record */*
rl = 0; /* reset buffer pointer */
cs = 0; /% reset check sura #/
pu44h( i) int i
C /% write 4 hex digits representing i */
put2h(i>>8); /* high byte first */
put2h< i 3 0377) ; /* then low byte */
3
put2h(c) char c;
[ /'* write 2 hex digits representing c */
putchr C hex( (c>.>4) G 017 > );
putchr(hex(c 3 017));
cs = cs + c; /# and compute check sum '*'•/
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ho x ( c ) c ha r c;
C /* re turn
if (c<=9) return(c+'0')
re turn( c-10+' A' )
;
3
hex printable character %/
putchr(c) char c;
C if (cr!) putchar(c);
else pu tc ( c , ou t huf )
;
}
/* output goes to console */
end tab le
C •«
If
hf I
/*
put
put
put
put
put
put
rl
(flag)
term! 11a
(f lag! =
ush< ) ;
OT i t e t
chr( ' : '
2h(0) ;
4h(0) ;
4h(0)
;
c hr (cr)
chr( If)
= 0; c
i n t flag;
te a table; if flag?=G ivrite flag at the end of table #/
0) wra(flog) ; /* v.*rite flag- characters */
/* flush last record */
he 'flag' record %/
) :
0; /* reset things for next record
termina te (
)
C if (crt) exitO
putchr( c tr la)
;
f f lushCouibuf )
;
pr i u t f ( " Ta b 1 e s :
exi t ( ) ;
/* write 8080 eofile character
/* flush output buffer •*/
%d bytes\n", total) ;
/"# close files and quit */
#/
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* *
* SENDII: hex files from the PDP to the 8080 *
* *
*/
/-•ft SENDII sends blocks of Intel's hex format records
(generated by the PL^H compiler) to the 80CG; the
records are received and stored In the floppy disk
by Pll, the 8080/PDP- 1 1 interface program */
char cr 015: /% carriage return */*
char If 012; /* line feed */
char EOB 1; /* end of block */
char RGVD ' .
'
% /* acknowledge from the 8080 */
c ha r c ;
inl total 0; /* total no. bytes transmitted %/
int ibuf [259]; /* input buffer */
int nr 0; /# no. hex records sent per block :'•/'
int nrmax 80; /* no. max. hex records per block */
int fd;
niaili(argc,argv) int argc ; char **argv;
C /* open hex file to be sent */
argv++
;
if C<fd=open(*arffv,0))<0)
C eot()
;
/% terminate transmission */
pi* int f ( "Camio t open %s\n", Sargv) ;
exit( )
;
}
/•.'' initialize input buffer */
ibuf[01=fd;
ibtif L 1]=0;
ibufT2]=0;
/* skip PL/M symbol table in the input file */
whi le( (c=getc( ibuf ))!=':' ) ;
/% send blocks of at most nrmax hex records */
while(I) /* do forever %/
G if(c == -1) /* eof */ terrainateO ;
lf(c == ':') /* begin of a hex record #/
C if ( nr> = nrmax) /* already sent a whole block */
C put char ( EOB) ; /'% send end of block signal */
while (ge tchar( ) f = RCVD) ; /:.*• wait acknowledge */
nr = 0;
}
else nr++i /# start sending new record */
)
putchar(c); /* send a character #/
total++; /& count characters */
c = getc( ibuf) ; /* get next char */
}
terraina te(
)
C /# terminate transmission '>'-/
eot(); /* send eot signal */
C=gelchnr<); /* vralt for some input from the O08O #/
c = ge tchar ( ) ;
printf("?i:d bytes transmitted \n", total);
exit( ) ;
2t2

eol()
/% send end o:
pntchar( cr);
putchar( If);
putchar( ' %' ) ;
transmission signal */
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